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ABSTRACT 

In the present scenario, rising environmental concerns of non-biodegradable plastic 

pollution and depletion of petroleum-based raw materials lead to the development of 

biopolymers. Polyhydroxyalkanoates (PHA) are a type of biopolymers which are 

synthesized by microorganisms. Although, there are different substrates available in pure 

forms which are currently used in the production of PHA, 40 % of production cost depends 

on the expensive substrate which is a major disadvantage and makes it far from many 

applications. In the present research work, cane molasses an organic waste from a sugar 

industry waste stream was taken as substrate substrate and the culture of Alcaligenes sp. 

NCIM 5085 and co-culture of Alcaligenes sp. NCIM 5085 and Bacillus subtilis were used 

in batch fermentation for conversion of organics into polymers which is an intracellular 

compound. Optimization of PHA synthesis conditions was performed in terms of the effect 

of substrate concentration, pretreatment of molasses, static and shaking conditions, C/N 

ratio, incubation time, initial pH, inoculum volume and nutrient source. After the 

optimization, Alcaligenes sp. NCIM 5085 was found to grow best in conditions that 

included 40 g/L of pretreated cane molasses, 1 g/L of ammonium sulphate, 10% inoculum 

with neutral pH and 48 h of incubation time. Whereas co-culture was found to grow best in 

conditions that included 30 g/L of pretreated cane molasses, 57 C/N ratios, 1 g/L 

Na2HPO4, 1 g/L KH2PO4, 10% inoculum with neutral pH and 48 h of incubation time. The 

maximum PHA yield was obtained at 39 % and 50% with Alcaligenes sp. NCIM 5085 and 

co-culture respectively. PHA production yield with co-culture was 39% higher than PHA 

produced by Alcaligenes sp. NCIM 5085 as a single strain. The Growth kinetics of biomass 

was modelled by Monod and Logistic models whereas Luedeking-Piret model was used for 

PHA production rates. Sudan Black B staining was employed to verify the PHA synthesis 

initially and further TEM analysis was performed to confirm it. The structural analyses of 

recovered PHA were carried out by GC-MS, FTIR, 1H NMR and 13C NMR analysis. The 

absorption peak at 1724.56 cm-1 revealed the presence of the C=O (carbonyl) group by 

FTIR, which is an indicator of Polyhydroxybutyrate (PHB). The thermal properties of 

recovered polymers were analyzed by TGA, DTG and DSC and showed the thermal 

stability of PHB. PHB recovered was utilized to cast films. The mechanical properties of 

PHB film like Young’s modulus, tensile strength, and elongation at the break were 

analyzed. The PHB film was further analyzed in terms of water vapour transmission rate 
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(WVTR) and oxygen transmission rate (OTR). The degradation observation of synthesized 

PHB film was carried out by soil burial method and SEM analysis of degraded PHB film. 

To make antimicrobial film 1 to 5 wt % ZnO nanoparticles were used as antimicrobial 

agents. Moreover, the dispersion of ZnO nanoparticles in the PHB-ZnO nanocomposite 

film was analyzed by SEM analysis. PHB-ZnO nanocomposite film showed antibacterial 

activity against human pathogen bacteria. The zone of inhibition increased as ZnO 

nanocomposite wt% increased from 1 to 5%, 14.1 mm and 12.6 mm zone of inhibition 

obtained with Staphylococcus aureus and Escherichia coli respectively with 5 wt % PHB-

ZnO nanocomposite film. The overall migration value of PHB-ZnO nanocomposites film 

in distilled water, acetic acid, 10% v/v ethanol and iso-octane simulants were well below 

the limits required by the current legislation (European Committee for Standardization: 

Brussels, Belgium, 2002: EC 1997: IS 9845 1998: IS 10146 1982) for food packaging 

materials. The migration values of the synthesised PHB-ZnO nanocomposite film were 

found to be substantially lower for isooctane and acetic acid than for ethanol, making it 

suitable for use in the packaging of fatty and acidic food goods. 

 

Keywords: Polyhydroxybutyrate (PHB); cane molasses; co-culture; optimization; 

characterization; nanocomposites; packaging application 
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CHAPTER 1 

 

Introduction 

 
 

1.1 Background: 

 

Since centuries, people have relied heavily on plants as a significant supply of polymers 

including linseed, rubber, cellulose and starch. The conventional polymers produced from 

petroleum resources having a cheap, durability, less weight, versatility to geometry and 

dimension preferences and chemical inertness which have significantly superseded plant-

based polymers in commercial manufacturing over the last few centuries [1-2]. In excess of 

350 billion metric tonnes of polymer trash are generated globally each year (less than ten 

percent of polymer waste gets recycled each year) with this figure; it is expected to 

quadruple by 2060. The overwhelming amount of plastic waste produced is either 

landfilled or burnt, releasing dangerous toxins into the environment. Another part is 

neglected or littered. As a result, these conventional polymers were widely acclaimed since 

they provided tremendous assistance for a variety of technologies and applications that 

benefitted humanity. The beginning of the twenty-first century revealed that this polymer 

derived from petroleum is not biodegradable, tenacious, and persists in the atmosphere for 

an extended period of time, reducing the ecosystem quality of the atmosphere by disrupting 

the balance of the environment. Throughout the last century, environmental conservation 

organisations began teaching people and industry about the importance of protecting the 

environment from harmful products and pollutants. Furthermore, the production and 

combustion of petroleum-based polymers pollute the land, air, and water significantly. This 

causes issues with human and wildlife health, as well as the entire breakdown of ecological 

cycles. Biodegradable polymers like Polyhydroxyalkanoates (PHAs) prevent and mitigate 

the effects previously brought on by existing plastics as a result of excessive utilization and 

incorrect discharge to the surroundings [2-3]. 
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The category of polyesters known as PHA (biopolymer) is predominantly deposited 

intracellularly by different bacteria as energy storage products in response to a deficiency 

of growth nutrients like nitrogen and the abundance of carbon substrate [4-5]. PHAs are a 

substitute for conventional polymers and share many of the same physical characteristics 

as polypropylene (PP); however, it is rapidly degraded by enzymes and microorganisms. 

PHAs are deteriorates under both aerobic (CO2 & H2O) and anaerobic (CH4 & H2O) 

environments and as a result, there is no need to develop a disposal system, to preventing 

atmospheric pollution [6]. Polyhydroxybutyrate (PHB) is a derivative of PHA that has 

undergone the most in-depth research and PHB has attracted a lot of attention in the last 

several decades because its physical characteristics resemble those of common petroleum 

polymer like PP or polyethylene (PE). Short lateral chains, low crystallinity, high 

flexibility and easy manipulation are characteristics of PHB homopolymer. PHB finds 

application in food packaging due to having superior gas barrier properties and water 

vapour permeability, high melting point (Tm), and high tensile strength than PP and 

polyethylene terephthalate [7]. PHB also finds its application as a scaffold in the field of 

tissue engineering and drug carriers in cases of regulated and slow-release kinetics because 

it degrades gradually within the body [8]. One of the most pressing concerns affecting 

PHA synthesis on a large scale is carbon source which has a direct impact on cell 

proliferation, productivity improvement, molecular weights, superiority and design [2]. 

PHAs have a wide disparity in market price. Half of PHB production cost relies on the 

feedstock used for microbial PHB production [9-10]. It is essential to discover cheap 

inexpensive feedstock and nutrient sources for PHB manufacturing. By adopting more 

appropriate inexpensive feedstock, microbes and optimizing the fermentation conditions to 

achieve high PHB yield, it is feasible to decline the production cost of PHB. Furthermore, 

the use of the polymer produced from biobased renewable raw materials having similar 

physical properties to conventional plastic achieves the goal of replace of conventional 

plastic, diminishing plastic pollution, plastic waste management and reducing dependency 

on petroleum-based derived polymer.  

 

1.2 Motivation and Definition of the Problem: 

 

The use of inexpensive feedstock for PHB production has been demonstrated in several 

studies [11-15]. However, the PHB yield obtained from the above studies is very low about 
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0.35-35% cell dry weight (CDW), which was still low and needs to improve yield as well 

as fermentation strategy and use of novel bacterium strain for PHB production. After the 

PHB synthesis, the next step is to characterize the synthesized PHB in terms of thermal & 

mechanical properties. The degree of crystanality of PHB (22-100%) played a vital role in 

processing window and packaging applications. Short lateral chains, low crystallinity, high 

flexibility, and easy manipulation are characteristics of PHB homopolymer. As the degree 

of crystanality is increased, the brittleness of PHB increases the need to add plasticizer, 

organic, and inorganic materials or blend with other polymers such as the addition of 

hydroxy valerate (HV) to PHB that modify the neat PHB properties to increase its 

applicability [16-17]. PHB has superior gas barrier characteristics, Water vapour 

transmission rate (WVTR), melting temperature (Tm) and tensile strength than traditional 

plastics. Since PHBs have thermal and physicochemical properties similar to traditional 

plastics, they are employed in a range of other cutting-edge industries such as medical, 

nanotechnology and agriculture sectors [2][18]. The addition of suitable antimicrobial 

agents (nanometal oxide, essential oil) is required to make antimicrobial PHB films for 

food packaging applications. 

In the present work, cane molasses (CM) which was a waste of the sugar industry and rich 

in nutrients and micronutrients was used to synthesize PHB. It is abundantly available at 

low cost in India. It was used as feedstock for lowering PHB production costs. India is one 

of the largest sugar producers and consumers as well as the second largest exporter 

according to the Press Information Bureau's Delhi 2022 study. During the Sugar Season 

2021-22, India produced a milestone of over 5000 Lakh Metric Tonnes (LMT) sugarcane, 

of which around 3574 LMT has been pulverized by sugar factories to generate 

approximately 394 LMT of sugar. Each tonne of sugarcane yields 38kg of CM [19]. In 

light of the large amount of CM produced each year, it is vital to use these low-cost by-

products to create value-added products. 

 

1.3 Scope of the research: 

 

Based on the background information previously covered, the current study sheds light on 

the PHA synthesis by Alcaligenes sp. NCIM 5085 and co-culture of Alcaligenes sp. NCIM 

5085 and Bacillus subtilis with CM as a substrate in batch fermentation and the effect of 

various parameters on PHB synthesis is assessed. Furthermore, both synthesized PHBs 

were characterized by FTIR, NMR, GCMS, DSC, TGA and DTG analysis. The present 
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investigation also includes the comparison of thermal properties of PHB synthesized by 

Alcaligenes sp. and co-culture. Moreover, the mechanical properties, barrier properties and 

biodegradability of synthesized PHB film were investigated and possible applications of 

PHB film are suggested. Most importantly, the effect of the incorporation of nanoparticles 

on PHB film is evaluated and potential application is explored. 

 

As per the author’s best knowledge, the current study might be the first expanding research 

effort for a comprehensive examination of parameter optimization for CM using 

Alcaligenes sp. NCIM 5085 and its growth and PHA synthesis kinetics. Furthermore, there 

was no single literature that focused on PHB synthesized by co-culture of Alcaligenes sp. 

NCIM 5085; Bacillus subtilis with CM as substrate in batch fermentation reported. The 

formation of synthesized PHB-ZnO nanocomposite (PHB-ZnO Nc) film for packaging 

application from recovered PHB is the first time reported. Additionally, there are various 

studies available in the literature on individual PHB synthesized from glucose, fructose and 

sucrose as a substrate and used for different applications and very few studies reported for 

PHB nanocomposite film cast from PHB purchased from the market. 

 

1.4 Objectives: 

 

This research examines the impact of different process parameters (substrate concentration, 

static & shaking conditions, C/N ratio, incubation time, % inoculum and initial pH) on 

PHB synthesis in order to maximize the PHB production yield. The cell growth kinetics 

and PHB production rate kinetics were evaluated. Characterization of synthesized PHB 

film and formulation of PHB blends film with suitable nanoparticles. The principal 

objectives are listed below. 

 

 To synthesize and optimize process parameters of Polyhydroxyalkanoate from a 

cost-effective food industry waste as a carbon source.  

 To evaluate the kinetics of cell dry weight and PHA production. 

 To characterize the synthesized PHA via various analytical techniques.  

 To formulate stable biopolymer blend films with suitable nanoparticles. 

 To characterize biopolymer blended films and application of film. 
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1.5 Thesis structure: 

 

The thesis structure contains seven chapters with appropriate sections, subsections, 

references, appendices, and a list of research publications. 

 

1. Introduction: The chapter involves the background of the research topic, 

problem statement and objectives with the scope of the current research. 

 

2. Literature review: This chapter explains the classification of PHA, PHA 

biosynthesis, PHA synthesis with inexpensive substrate and different microbes, 

and applications of PHA in different fields. A detailed literature review is 

provided 

 

3. Materials and methods: This chapter contains in-depth information on material 

preparation and extraction procedure, followed by detailed information on 

different equipment and procedures used for PHB characterization including 

HPLC, FE-TEM, FTIR, NMR, GC/MS, DSC, TGA, DTG, UTM and FE-SEM. 

 

4. PHB produced using Alcaligenes sp. NCIM 5085: This chapter includes the 

result of the optimization of PHB synthesis conditions in terms of the effect of 

substrate concentration, pretreatment of molasses, static and shaking conditions, 

C/N ratio, incubation time, initial pH, inoculum volume and nutrient source. The 

Monod and Logistic models were used to calculate the cell growth kinetics 

whereas the Luedeking-Piret model was used to calculate the PHB production 

rates. The PHB present in the cell was confirmed by TEM analysis. The 

structural analyses of recovered PHB were carried out by GC-MS, FTIR, 1H 

NMR and 13C NMR analysis. The possible GCMS reaction pathway during 

methanolysis of PHB was identified, which gave an insight into the mechanism 

of different reactions taking place, is also included. The thermal analysis of 

recovered PHB was carried out by DSC, TGA and DTG analysis. 

 

 

5. PHB production usingdeveloped microbial Co-Culture of Alcaligenes sp. 

NCIM 5085 and B. subtilis: This chapter include the result of the optimization of 
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PHB synthesis conditions in terms of the effect of substrate concentration, C/N 

ratio, incubation time, initial pH, inoculum volume and nutrient source. The 

recovered PHB was structurally analysed using GC-MS, FTIR, 1H NMR and 13C 

NMR. The probable GCMS reaction pathway was revealed during PHB 

methanolysis, which provided insight into the mechanism of distinct reactions 

which were taking place, is additionally mentioned. DSC, TGA, and DTG 

analyses were used to perform thermal analysis on recovered PHB. Thermal 

characteristics of PHB obtained from single culture and co-culture were 

compared. 

 

6. Nanocomposite PHB film synthesis for packaging application: The result of 

mechanical properties, barrier properties and degradation study of PHB film was 

discussed, followed by the effect of incorporation of nanoparticles in PHB film 

was included in this chapter. The PHB nanocomposite film was characterized by 

SEM analysis, migration study and antimicrobial activity. The application of 

PHB nanocomposite film was explored for packaging applications.  

 

7. Conclusion and future scope: This chapter summarises the key findings of the 

current research, followed by a discussion of the future scope. 
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                                  CHAPTER 2 

 

Literature Survey 

 

2.1 What is PHAs? 

 

Polyhydroxyalkanoates (PHAs) are a type of biodegradable & biocompatible linear 

polyester which is stored as intercellular carbon storage compounds during microbial 

fermentation of carbon sources under unbalanced nutrition conditions (nutrient limitation 

and excess carbon sources) [20-22]. Microbial fermentation includes the formation of 

biopolymers from natural to synthetic mechanisms with microorganisms. Numerous 

microbes have intracellular inorganic and/or organic inclusions which are encircled by 

phospholipids. For example, the inclusion is said to as inorganic if its core is made of iron 

oxide and called magnetosomes, whereas organics if its core is made of polyester; is like 

PHA. For PHA, the polyester core is encircled by either both proteins and phospholipids. 

In the cytoplasm of bacteria, PHA is kept. PHA are insoluble in water, it is present in the 

form of granules that are between 0.2 and 0.5 m in size [2]. The surface of a PHA granule 

is coated with a layer of phospholipids and proteins. Phasins, a class of proteins, are the 

predominant compounds in the interface of a granule. The Phasins influence the number 

and size of PHA granules. Expression of genes of Phasins can be closely packed granules 

in bacterial cells [23]. The General Structure of PHA is shown in Fig 2.1. PHA is degraded 

into CO2 and H2O in aerobic conditions and CO2 & CH4 in anaerobic conditions. PHA has 

a wide range of applications and can be substituted for traditional plastics because of its 

inherent biodegradability, thermoplastic and elastomeric properties. 
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FIGURE 2.1: General structure of PHA 

2.1.1 History of PHA 

PHA was first found in B. megaterium as PHB by the French scientist Lemoigne in 1926, 

which is brittle and stiff by nature. The report of Lenz and Marchessault (2005) [24] noted, 

that PHB was reported as a lipid and not as polyester in biochemistry textbooks and out of 

sight from researchers' attention for a biopolymer field. The importance of Lemoigne's 

research was recognized in the 1950s, and the involvement of PHB in the total metabolism 

of microbial cells was identified. Between 1923 and 1951, they wrote 27 research papers. 

Macrae and Wilkinson proposed a PHB biosynthesis route and observed PHB synthesis as 

a function of the glucose: nitrogen ratio in the growing medium in 1958, observing that its 

degradation was rapid in a lack of any other nutrient source [25]. Poly-3-hydroxybutyrate 

(PHB) was thought to be the only PHA synthesised by microorganisms as a reserve of 
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energy source for an extended period until PHV and PHH were identified in chloroform 

extracts of activated sewage sludge. De Smet et al. 1983 [26] were the first to disclose the 

potential of producing different polyesters depending on the carbon source when they 

obtained a medium carbon length-PHA primarily composed of 3HO after cultivating 

Pseudomonas oleovorans in n-octane. More than 150 different types of PHA having 

various properties and functional groups have been reported in the literature so far [27-28]. 

In 1961, Imperial Chemical Industries (ICI) in the United Kingdom began commercial 

manufacture of PHA. In 1980, ICI used fermentation to create a PHA copolymer. In 1980, 

scientists began studying the physiochemical characteristics of PHA and in 1990; they used 

it for the very first time in the medical area. Until 2010, the PHA sales were valued at up to 

1010 US dollars, with an annual growth rate of 170-180 Kt [29]. A list of commercial PHA 

production among manufacturers around the globe is presented in Table 2.1. 

 

2.1.2 PHA classifications  

 

Generally, PHA is classified in terms of the number of carbon atoms attached to monomer 

units or types of monomer units present demonstrated in Fig 2.2. Short chain length PHA 

(scl-PHA) is the name given to polymers with repeating units of three to five carbon atoms. 

Medium chain length PHA (mcl-PHA) is the name given to polymers with repeating units 

of six to thirteen carbon atoms. Long chain length PHA is the name given to polymers with 

repeating units of more than thirteen carbon atoms (lcl-PHA). Apart from the number of 

carbon atoms, PHA can also be classified based on the type of monomer units present. 

Homopolymers are PHA that only include one specific type of monomer unit, such as 

P3HB, P4HB, P3HHx, P3HO, P3HV and heteropolymers PHA that contain more than one 

type of monomer unit such as Poly(3-hydroxybutyrate-co-3-hydroxyvalerate)  P(3HB-co-

3HV), Poly(3-hydroxyhexanoate-co-3-hydroxyoctanoate) P (3HHx-co-3HO) [2][5]. PHA 

have different thermal properties like melting point (Tm), glass transition temperature, 

crystallinity (Xc) and mechanical properties like tensile strength (σy), Young’s modulus, 

elongation at break and both properties depend open presence of side chain and functional 

group. The scl-PHA are brittle in nature, contains high Tm and Xc exception of P4HB, 

whereas, mcl-PHA are elastomer in nature, contains low Tm, σy and Xc. A Many including 

A. euthrophus, A. latus, B. megaterium, and B.cereus, create scl-PHA such as PHB, 

P(4HB), and P(3HB-co-3HV), while Pseudomonas strains produce mcl-PHA including A. 

euthrophus, , A. latus, B. megaterium, and B.cereus, create scl-PHA such as P(3HB), 
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TABLE 2.1: Overview of PHA production worldwide  
 
Company 

name 

country Year of 

starting 

Products(Trade

mark) 

Carbon Source used Biocatalyst Production 

capacity 

Scale/stage Ref. 

Kaneka Japan 1948 PHBH(PHBH) Plant oil - 5000 MT yr-

1 

Pilot Plant [30] 

Zeneca UK 1970  P(3HB-CO-

3HV) (Biopol) 

- - 2 tones Stopped in 1996 [31] 

Novamont Italy 1989 PHA(Mater-Bi) Natural Waste Microbes/compost 150000 t yr-1 Industrial [30-31] 

Metabolix Massachus

etts 

1992 PHB(Yield10 

Bioscience- 

MIREL) 

Switch grass and the 

industrial oilseed 

camelina 

- 50000 t yr-1 Industrial [30] 

Biomer Germany 1994 P3HB(Biomer®) Corn starch - 500 t yr-1 Pilot plant [30-32] 

Mosanto Japan 1996  P(3HB-CO-

3HV) (Biopol) 

- - - Stopped in 1998 [31] 

Biomatera Canada 1998 PHA 

resins(Biomatera) 

Renewable raw 

materials 

Non-pathogenic, 

non-transgenic bacteria 

isolated from soil 

12000t yr-1 Industrial [33] 

Tepha Inc. USA 1998 P4HB, 

P(3HB-co-4HB) 

(TephaFLEX®) 

Sugars, 4HB 

precursors 

- <10 t yr-1 R&d, Pilot [31-32] 

Rodenburg 

Biopolymer 

Netherland

s 

2000 PHA(Optinyl®) SolanumTuberosum/Re

newable materials 

- 7000MTyr-1 Pilot [31] 

Tainan Biological 

Materials Co. 

Ltd. 

China 2000 PHB, 

PHBV(ENMAT) 

Dextrose deriving from 

corn 

of cassava 

Ralstoniaeutropha 10,000, 

50,000 t yr-1 

Industrial [32] 

PHB Industrial 

S.A. 

Brazil 2000 PHB, PHBV 

(BIOCYCLE®) 

Saccharose, sugar cane Alcaligenes sp. 500 t yr-1  ([32] 

Tianjin 

GreenBioMateril

Co. 

China 2003 P (3, 4HB) films, 

pellets/foam 

pellets 

(Sogreen®) 

Sugar  10000t yr-1  [32-33] 

Danimer 

Scientific 

Georgia 2007 Mcl-

PHA(Nodax™) 

Cold pressed canola oil non-pathogenic and 

non-genetically 

13600 t yr-1  [30][32-33] 
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modified bacteria 

Bio-On Italy 2007 PHB, PHBV 

(Minerv-PHA) 

Potato waste, 

Renewable sources, 

sugar beet 

Cupriavidusnecator 10000t yr-1  [32-33] 

Newlight 

Technologies, 

LLC 

US 2007 PHA(AirCarbon) Greenhouse gases Newlight’s 9X 23000t yr-1 Industrial [32-33] 

Shenzhen 

Ecomann 

Biotechnology 

Co. Ltd., 

China 2008 PHA 

RESIN(AmBio®

) 

Sugar or glucose  5000 t yr-1  [32-33] 

TerraVerdaeBio

Works 

Inc 

Canada 2009 PHA Methanol - - Pilot Plant [32-33] 

SIRIM 

Bioplastics 

 

Malaysia 2011 Various types of 

PHA() 

Palm oil mill effluent 

(POME), crude palm 

kernel oil 

 2000 t yr-1 Pilot Plant [32-33] 

NAFIGATE 

Corporation 

Czech 2015 P3HB(NAFIGAT

E Cosmetics-

Dedicated to You 

and 

Nature) 

Coconut Peeling Milk - - Industrial [30] 

PolyFerm Canada 2015 PHOHHx, 

PHNHHp 

(VersaMerTM) 

Vegetable oils, sugars Naturally selected 

microorganisms 

<10 t yr-1  [32-33] 
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FIGURE 2.2: Classification of PHA based on number of carbon 

 

P(4HB), and P(3HB-co-3HV), while Pseudomonas strains produce mcl-PHA such as 

P(3HHx) and P(3HO). In Table 2.2 detailed comparison of thermal and mechanical 

properties PHA polymer with synthetic plastic, show the potential of PHA to replace 

conventional plastic. 

 

TABLE 2.2: Comparison of thermal and mechanical properties of PHA with synthetic plastic [34-37] [28]  

 

PHA Melting 

Temperature 

(°C) 

Glass 

Transition 

Temperature 

(°C) 

Tensile 

Strength 

(MPa) 

Young’s 

Modulus 

(GPa) 

Crystallinity 

(%) 

% 

Elongatio

n at break 

P(3HB) 160-177 -6  to +15 1.45 -40 0.4 to 3.5  23-80 2-8 

P(4HB) 54 -48 104 149 34 1000 

PHBV 137-170 - 30-38 0.7-2.9 - 20 

PP 170 45 34.5 1.7 - 400 

PS 110 21 50 3.1 - - 

LDPE 130 -30 10 0.2 - 620 

 

 

 

PHAs

Carbon 
atoms 

present in 
monomer

Short chain 
length(C3-

C5)

PHB, 
PHBV,PHV

Medium 
chain 

length(C6-
C14)

P(3HO),P(3
HHX)

Long chain 
length(>C14)

Types of 
monomer 

unit present 

Homopolymer

PHB,PHV,P
(3HHX)

Hetropolymer

PHBV, P(3HB-co-
3HHx), P(3HB-co-

4HB)
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2.1.3 PHA biosynthesis 

 

PHAs are chemically distinct and generated by a broad spectrum of microbe strains. 

Fortunately, PHB is the most often synthesised and investigated. The biosynthetic process 

for P(3HB) synthesis includes three major enzymes and the genes that encode them. The 

enzymes are found in the cell's cytoplasm. Three major stages are involved in the process 

of biosynthesis of PHB. 

(1) Acetoacetyl CoA is formed by the condensation of two acetyl CoA molecules. This 

step is catalysed by the phaA gene-encoded enzyme - ketothiolase. 

(2) Acetoacetyl CoA is converted to (R)-3-hydroxybutyryl CoA. Acetoacetyl-CoA-

reductase which is encoded by the phaB gene, catalyses this process. 

(3) PHB is formed through the polymerization of (R)-3-hydroxybutyryl CoA. This 

critical step is catalysed by phaA synthesis, which is regulated by the phaC gene. 

 

MCL-PHAs are synthesised via three distinct pathways:  

 

(1) De novo fatty acid biosynthesis: This is the metabolic pathway that produces (R)-

3-hydroxyacyl-CoA precursors from unrelated carbon sources like glucose. This 

route converts (R)-3-hydroxy acyl-ACP to (R)-3-hydroxyacyl CoA. The enzyme 

(R)-3-hydroxyacyl-CoA-(acyl carrier protein) ACP transfers, which is encoded by 

the phaG gene, catalyses this reaction. 

(2) β-oxidation pathway: This process converts fatty acids into MCL-PHA precursor 

molecules. This pathway's three essential enzymes include 3-hydroxyacyl-CoA 

epimerase, which converts (S).-3-hydroxyacyl-CoA to (R)-3-hydroxyacyl CoA, 

enoyl-CoA hydrates to 2-trans-enoyl-CoA to (R)-3-hydroxyacyl CoA, and lastly 3-

ketoacyl-CoA reductase to (R)-3-hydroxyacyl CoA. 

(3) Chain elongation process: This process converts acetyl CoA to acyl CoA to create 

MCL-PHA precursor from unrelated carbon sources. The contribution of this 

process in creating MCL-PHA precursors by elongation of acyl CoA produced 

from fatty acids is important, but it only accounts for a relatively minor fraction of 

the entire PHA produced inside the cells of bacteria. The PHA synthase enzyme 

catalyses the final step, which involves the polymerization of (R)-3-hydroxyacyl 

CoA into poly-(R)-3-hydroxyacyl CoA with the release of CoA. Fig.2.3 

demonstrates MCl-PHA biosynthesis pathway [28] 
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FIGURE 2.3:  PHA biosynthetic pathways 
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2.1.3.1 PHA biosynthetic genes 

 

PHA synthesis is the enzyme that catalyses the ultimate polymerization of (R)-3-

hydroxyacyl CoA into poly-(R)-3-hydroxyacyl CoA. The PHA production enzyme can be 

divided into four types depending on their subunit composition and substrate selectivity. 

The Class I and II PHA biosynthesis enzymes (A. Euthrophus and P. aeroginosa) have a 

only single component, PhaC, with molecular weights ranging from 60 to 73 kDa. PhaC 

and PhaE subunits make up the Class III PHA biosynthesis enzymes (Allochromatium 

vinosum). The PhaC possesses a molecular weight of 40 kDa and contains 21-28% amino 

acid sequence parallels with Class I and II PhaC, whereas PhaE, which has a comparable 

molecular weight, contains no amino acid sequences with PhaC. Class IV PHA synthases 

(B.megaterium) contain the PhaC and PhaR subunits and PhaR possesses a molecular 

weight of 22 kDa. Fig. 2.4 depicts the PHB production route of Alcaligenes sp. and 

Bacillus sp [38-39]. 

 

 

 

FIGURE 2.4: PHB biosynthesis (a) Alcaligenes sp. and (b) Bacillus sp. 
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2.2 PHA production cost 

 

The PHA production cost involved the cost of the upstream process (cost of raw materials, 

production) and the downstream process (cost of extraction, purification and isolation), 

which was higher compared to available conventional plastic. As a result, it is difficult for 

PHA to be widely commercialization. The study of Kourmentza et al. (2017) [33] reported 

that the production cost of Polypropylene (PP) and Polyethylene (PE) is around US$ 0.60–

0.87/lb, despite of that, PHA production cost is approximated as US$ 2.25–2.75/lb, which 

is 3-4 fold than conventional plastic. The studies of various researchers lead to the 

inexpensive sources for raw material, efficient bacterial strain, fermentation method and 

feasible extraction process to minimize the PHA production cost. For the cost-competitive 

generation of PHA, microbial fermentation techniques have been widely explored during 

the past few decades. Carbon source influences not only the financial aspects of PHA 

production but also cell growth, productivity, molecular mass, carbon yield, quality, and 

polymer composition. As a result, the choice and cost of the carbon source can be seen as 

the primary influencing factor and a major bottleneck for the production of PHA on a 

commercial scale [40]. The valorization of various waste kinds as a carbon source for more 

economical and environmentally friendly microbial PHA production is the subject of 

tremendous research efforts worldwide. However, a number of factors, including cost, ease 

of collection, transportation, and storage, and most crucially, the absence of competition 

with food and feed relevance, must be taken into account for sustainable and efficient 

commercial PHA production. Additionally, poor carbon content, the presence of 

fermentation and growth inhibitors in the feedstock, the lack of adaptability and 

consumption of waste stream by chosen microbial strains are the primary barriers to 

successful waste stream utilisation and microbial conversion into PHA [30]. 

 

Numerous researchers have looked closely at the biorefinery procedures for effective PHA 

production. By using natural and recombinant microbial host strains for their efficient 

utilisation and conversion to PHA, these researchers have used inexpensive carbon sources 

to lower the overall production cost of PHA. Accessibility of low-cost, renewable carbon 

sources, such as waste stream from the sugar, pulp and paper, dairy, food, municipal 

wastewater and olive mill processing industries (viz. CM, vegetable oil, glycerol, waste 

cooking oil) can be viewed as a feasible carbon source for PHA synthesis and are covered 

in this study [40] [41-44]. Taking into account the information in the preceding section, 
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new techniques that effectively transform various organic wastes and the issue of PHA 

production streams are discussed. Employing waste streams in terms of biomass 

productivity and PHA generation rate by wild microorganisms is unsatisfactory. The 

utilisation of genetics to create genetically modified strains; and metabolic engineering 

tools are possible strategies to achieve good PHA production with a progress that is both 

economically and sustainably possible [40] [45]. 

 

2.3 Inexpensive carbon source as substrate for PHA production  

 

2.3.1 PHA production using molasses and by products of sugar industry 

 

During the production of sugar, a large amount of sugar-rich by-products are generated, 

one of them is known as cane molasses (CM) and can be used as a feedstock for PHA 

production. CM is mainly comprised of sucrose, inverted sugar and nutrients; however, it 

is readily available at a low cost which makes it a potentially inexpensive feedstock for 

PHA production [14]. Numerous studies have been conducted on PHA production by 

utilizing CM and results reveal that homopolymer PHB or copolymer P(HB- co-HV) are 

produced depending on the type of bacteria used with and without pretreatment of CM 

[43]. There are a number of bacteria which are capable of converting carbon present in the 

substrate into intracellular polymer. A few studies from different bacteria are shown in the 

next section. 

 

2.3.1.1 Use of Azotobactervinelandii 

 

The utilization of beet molasses (BM) and their different fraction such as extract molasses 

(EM) and concentrated separated by-products (CSB) for the PHA production by A. 

vinelandii UWD was reported by Page, (1992b) [46]. He found that the addition of 0.5-

2.5% (w/v) of EM and CSB into variable sugar concentration promoted PHB yield in place 

of using EM alone as a primary carbon source for PHB production. It was also observed 

that the effect of fish peptones (FP) which was used as complex nitrogen was 

exponentially proportional to 25-fold PHB content, where glucose was used as a carbon 

source. Further studies were reported for the production of a P(HB-co-HV), when valerate 

was used as an additional precursor to BM containing media and A. vinelandii was used as 

a microorganism. It was specified that there were unidentified factors of BM like amino-N 
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compounds that may be required for PHA yield promotion which increased significantly 

with the addition of peptone [47-48]. A detailed comparison of PHA production by this 

bacterium by Chen and Page is shown in Table 2.3. 

 

2.3.1.2 Use of Alcaligenes species 

 

One of the most extensively investigated species in literature especially for the production 

of scl-PHA copolymer is Alcaligenes species. It has a compelling capability to utilize an 

extended range of carbon sources and synthesize a significant amount of PHA. Beaulieu et 

al. (1995) [49] used CM and glucose as carbon sources and studies were conducted to find 

out the impact of various ammonium salts on PHB synthesis by A.eutrophus (previously 

known as Ralstonia pickettii, C. necator). Ammonium sulfate, nitrate, phosphate, and 

chloride salts were used as nitrogen sources; among them, ammonium sulfate obtained the 

highest 26 % cell dry weight (CDW) of PHB production in batch cultivation. Bonatto et 

al., (2004) [50] noted the synthesis of PHB by newly isolated R. pickettii strain from 398 

bacterial isolates; using sucrose and CM (5% w/v) as carbon sources in batch cultivation. 

Baei et al. (2011) [51] reported the use of pretreated molasses for the synthesis of PHB by 

C. necator DSMZ 545. Whereas CM was treated with H2SO4 solution (0.75 wt%, pH 1.1) 

to hydrolyze sucrose to invert sugar and it was heat treated at different temperatures and 

the solution was neutralized with 5 M NaOH up to neutral pH before being used as a 

production media. A maximum PHB production of 2.85 g/L was achieved with the 

addition of 20% acetate after 72 h incubation, 30°C and an agitation rate of 250 rpm. It was 

concluded that the effect of agitation rate on cell growth and P(3HB) productivity had a 

rising trend with the agitation speed up to 250 rpm, beyond this speed cell autolysis 

occurred and the productivity started to drop. The comparison of PHA yield from 

Alcaligenes species is summarized in Table 2.3. It concludes that maximum PHB yield can 

be achieved with A. latus in batch-fed cultivation. PHA or PHB yield is also affected by 

pretreatment methods. 

 

2.3.1.3 Use of Bacillus species 

 

Bacillus species are Gram-positive bacteria and contain very less amount of endotoxin. 

The presence of amylase and proteinase enzymes makes effective use of agriculture waste 

for PHA synthesis. Due to the lack of endotoxin, these bacteria are ideal candidates for the 
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PHA synthesis for medical and biomedical applications [52]. In 1983, Findlay and White 

first studied the synthesis of PHB by B. Megaterium [53]. The influence of different 

carbon and nitrogen sources on the PHA production by B. megaterium was studied and 

found that as a carbon source, PHA yield was observed to increase in the order of carbon 

substrate as glucose > CM > corn steep liquor > wheat bran which yielded as 40.8 9 > 39.9 

per mg CDW [54]. Wu et al. (2001) isolated a strain of Bacillus sp. JMa5 from molasses-

contaminated soil samples from sugar plants [55]. This bacterium had grown at 

temperatures up to 45°C; the optimal growth temperature was obtained at 35-37 °C. In 

general, the effect of high C/N ratios or low oxygen supply in media enhances the PHB 

production, but a reverse trend was observed due to induced sporulation in media. The 

PHB accumulation was observed to almost double when 0.05% (w/v) NH4Cl was added to 

the production media of complex carbon and nitrogen sources using B. megaterium. The 

PHB yield was found in the following order: the date syrup (52 %) > BM (50 %) [56]. The 

same bacteria were used for corn syrup liquor (CSL) and observed that up to 4% (w/v) 

concentration of CSL in CM media, it showed an increasing trend for the growth of 

bacteria (6 g/L) and PHB accumulation (43% CDW); beyond 4% of CSL, growth of 

bacteria was increased (7.2 g/L) but PHB accumulation (30% CDW) was decreased [57]. 

Strain COl1/A6 of the same species was used on substrates like waste wafer residue and 

citrus pulp for PHA production. Except for the molasses, all wastes used were either in 

dried, powdered or hydrolyzed form as a sole carbon source [58]. It was observed that fed-

batch cultivation with a high concentration of CM (400g/L) and a C/N molar ratio of 10 

was required to achieve a maximum yield of PHB of 42% CDW in 24 h which was a very 

short cultivation time with B. megaterium BA-019 [59]. In another study, the effect of 

shaking in two different capacities was investigated in the continuation of a fed-batch 

reactor, a higher yield of 61.07% CDW was observed for PHB than 51.17% without 

shaking [60]. CM as a substrate had almost 50% PHA accumulation with bacillus species 

as summarized in Table 2.3 in different studies.  

 

2.3.1.4 Use of Pseudomonas species 

 

Very few studies for the production of PHA using Pseudomonas species were found for 

CM as a substrate. This may be because bacterial species cannot utilize CM efficiently or 

PHA yield was not accountable. Table 2.3 summarizes the PHA production by P. species. 

It can be seen that not more than 30% yield was observed in any of the studies. 
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 TABLE 2.3: A list of PHA production by single strains from different waste streams  

 
C-Sources  N- source Bacterial 

Strain  

Types Of  

PHA  

Fermentation 

Mode  

Operating conditions PHA Yield  Productivity 

(g/(L h)) 

Ref. 

(1) Azotobactervinelandii 

BM, EM, CSB - A. 

vinelandiiU

WD 

PHB Shaken flask Temp.= 28-30 °C; agitation speed = 

225 rpm; Incubation time =24hr 

7.8 g/L - [46] 

glucose, corn syrup, 

malt extract, 

sucrose, fructose, 

CM, BM maltose  

- A. 

vinelandiiU

WD 

PHB Shaken flask Temp.= 28-30 °C; agitation speed = 

225 rpm; Inoculum 

concentration =4 %vv-1  Incubation 

time =24hr 

7.4  g/L - [62] 

BM, valerate - A. 

vinelandiiU

WD 

PHBV Fed batch Temp.= 28-30 °C; pH= 6.8-7.2; 

agitation speed = 225-250rpm; 

Inoculum concentration =4 %vv-1  

Incubation time =32hr 

25  g/L 1-1.4 [47] 

BM - A. 

vinelandiiU

WD 

PHB Two stage Temp.= 28-30 °C; agitation speed = 

225rpm; Inoculum 

concentration =4 %vv-1  Incubation 

time =48hr 

36  g/L > 1 [48] 

(2) Alcaligenesspecies 

CM and glucose NH4Cl, , 

(NH4)2SO4   

NH4NO3 

(NH4)3PO4 

A. eutrophus PHB batch Temp.= 30 °C; pH= 7.2; agitation 

speed = 300rpm;  

Incubation time =72hr 

26 % 

CDW 

0.08-0.120 [49] 

CM and sucrose (NH4)2Cl, 

(NH4)2SO4 

R. pickettii , 

A. eutrophus 

PHB batch Temp.= 37 °C; pH= 6.8; agitation 

speed = 200rpm;  

Incubation time =96hr 

357 mg/L - [50] 

 CM and acetate  - A. 

eutrophusDS

MZ 545 

PHB batch Temp.= 25-30 °C; pH= 7; agitation 

speed = 150-300rpm;  

Incubation time =96hr 

2.86 g/L@ 

30°C and 

250rpm 

after 96hr 

- [51] 
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Raw cane sugar, 

cane juice, 60-Brix 

syrup, refined cane 

sugar and CM 

(NH4)2SO4 A. 

latusDSM11

23 

PHB Fed batch  Temp.=30 °C;  pH= 7; agitation 

speed = 200-600rpm;  

Incubation time =72hr; C/N ratio=4-

200  

16.9 g/Ll 

with 60-

Brix syrup 

@ 500rpm 

and 200 

C/N 

0.234 [53] 

CM  (NH4)2SO4 A. eutrophus PHB batch Temp.= 30±1 °C; pH= 7; agitation 

speed = 250±10 rpm;  

Incubation time =84hr 

0.78 g/L 0.013±0.022 [14] 

CM NH4Cl A. 

eutrophusH1

6 &5119, B. 

subtilis: R. 

eutrophus511

9 

PHBV batch Temp.=30 °C; pH= 7; agitation speed 

= 160rpm;  

Incubation time =72hr 

2.30 g/L - [64] 

(3) Bacillus species 

CM  NH4Cl, 

CSL, 

(NH4)2SO4   

NH4NO3 

(NH4)3PO4 

B. 

megaterium 

PHB batch Temp.=30 °C; pH= 7; agitation speed 

= 130rpm;  

Incubation time =48hr 

46.2% per 

mg CDM 

- [54] 

CM (NH4)2Cl  Bacillus sp. 

JMa5 

PHB Shaken flask 

& fed batch 

Temp.=30-50 °C; pH= 7.0±0.2; 

agitation speed = 200 rpm;  

Incubation time =36hr 

25-35% 

CDW 

@35°C  

- [55] 

BM and date syrup (NH4)2Cl, 

NH4NO3, 

(NH4)2SO4   

NaNo3 

B. 

megaterium 

PHB Shaken flask  Temp.=30 °C; pH= 7; agitation speed 

= 100-300 rpm;  

Incubation time =48hr 

50% CDW 

@ 150rpm 

- [56] 

CM   B. 

megateriumA

TCC6748 

PHB batch Temp.=30 °C; pH= 7; agitation speed 

= 130rpm;  

Incubation time =50hr 

43% CDW 0.056 [57] 
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hydrolyzed wafer 

residue, citrus pulp, 

CM, bagasse rice 

chaff, coconut oil 

cake, cotton seed 

cake 

 bacillus sp. 

Strain 

COl1/A6 

- Shaken flask Temp.=30 °C; agitation speed = 

170rpm;  

Incubation time =48hr 

54% CDW  

- 

[58] 

CM,  sucrose urea B. 

megateriumB

A-019 

PHB Batch & fed 

batch 

Temp.=30 °C; pH= 7: agitation speed 

= 200rpm;  

Incubation time =36h; C/N=10-100 

42%CDW 

@25 C/N 

1.27 [59] 

CM (NH4)3PO4 B. cereus 

SPV 

PHB Shaken flask 

& fed batch 

Temp.=30 °C; pH= 6.8: agitation 

speed = 200rpm;  

Incubation time =60hr 

6.63 g/L - [60] 

(4) Pseudomonas species 

Soya molasses  P. corrugata MCL-PHA batch Temp.=30 °C; agitation speed = 

250rpm;  

Incubation time =72hr 

5-17 % 

CDW 

 [58] 

Sugarcane liquor  monosodiu

m 

glutamate 

P. 

fluorescensA

2a5 

PHB batch Temp.=25°C; pH= 7;  

Incubation time =144hr 

22 g/L 0.23 [65] 

fermented mash, 

CM, spent wash and 

corn oil 

 P. Putida PHA Shaken flask Temp.=20-55°C; pH= 3-9: agitation 

speed = 200rpm;  

Incubation time =78hr 

35.63% 

CDW @ 

37°C and 

7pH 

 [61] 

CM fructose, 

glucose, sucrose, 

and glycerol 

urea P.aeruginosa PHB batch Temp.=37°C; pH= 7.0 ± 0.5: 

agitation speed = 150rpm;  

Incubation time =72hr 

5.60 g/L 0.12 

 

 

[66] 

CM, biodiesel 

waste and pure 

glycerol 

 P. mendocina P(3HO)) batch Temp.=30 °C; pH= 6.8: agitation 

speed = 200rpm; inoculum 

concentration =10 %vv-1 

Incubation time =48hr 

 

43.2% 

CDW 

 [52] 
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Chaudhary et al., 2011 [61] isolated P. species which resulted in a higher 35.63% CDW 

PHA yield from corn oil than CM (16.45% CDW) among 20 isolated strains. The effect of 

physical parameters: pH (7) and temperature (36 ⁰C), agitation speed (175 rpm) and 

various nitrogen sources on PHA synthesis with CM by P. aeruginosa were observed to 

achieve similar yields [66]. The production of P(3HO) which is a mcl biopolymer was 

done by P. mendocina grew in CM media, Basnett, (2014) [52]. Jiang et al. 2008 [65] 

studied the effect of the shaken flask (31 g/L) and 5 l bioreactor (22 g/L) fermentation 

study on the PHB production in a fed-batch/continuous cultivation by isolated P. 

fluorescens A2a5 from the soil. Substantial yield was not achieved due to lower 

fermentation temperature.  

 

2.3.1.5 Use of Mixed Microbial Consortia (MMC) 

 

Using a waste stream as a substrate is a beneficial option to reduce the cost of PHA or PHB 

production and if it is combined with the MMC technique for the fermentation, it becomes 

a highly cost-effective and maximum-yielding process. MMC use the substrate in the form 

of volatile fatty acids (VFAs) or organic fatty acids for the production of PHA and a 

sterilised condition required in pure culture is not necessary in this process. Industrial 

waste streams are usually high in organic matter and low in nutrients, this gives a 

minimum utilization rate of organic matter and storage rate of PHA synthesis by MMC. 

This problem can be resolved by using several treatments of waste that increase volatile 

fatty acids (VFAs) content which can easily be taken up and stored by bacterial cells 

[33][67]. Albuquerque et al. (2007) [68] studied the PHA synthesis using MMC and 

fermented CM as substrate under three-stage fermentation processes. They reported a 

fascinating series of work on the PHA fermentation strategy which is shown in Figure 5.  

• At 1st stage, acidogenic fermentation of CM was done to produce VFAs under 

three different pH (7, 6 and 5), 400 rpm and 30 ⁰C temperature while adding continuously 

nutrient solution.  

• Before sending it to 2nd stage, the feed was passed through a membrane filtration 

unit for clarification and then sent to 2nd stage sequencing batch reactor (SBR), SBR was 

operated at 8 ± 0.05 pH, 500 rpm , 23-25 ⁰C and aeration condition for 12 h under aerobic 

dynamic feeding (feast- famine) strategy.  

• At 3rd stage of PHA accumulation, mixed feed (clarified CM and SBR outlet) was 

used for biomass growth and PHA storage [68] 
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It was also observed that a VFAs concentration of 45 Cmmol/L gave the high capacity of 

PHA accumulation and neither VFAs concentration (substrate) limited on process kinetics 

nor feast- famine ratio affected biomass growth [69]. Three-stage strategies were also 

applied to the other waste to convert waste streams into VFAs and then PHA production. 

Pisco et al. (2009) [70] and Bengtsson et al. (2008) [71] studied a similar strategy for PHA 

synthesis by an open mixed culture, scl-mcl PHA yield was between 0.47-0.66 Cmol PHA/ 

Cmol of the substrate. The studies showed that fermented CM consisting of VFAs can be 

used to produce PHA. The studies showed that CM as a substrate can be utilized by 

various bacteria for PHA production and approximately 50% CDW of PHA was achieved. 

However, an improvement in PHA productivity with the help of efficient engineering 

bacterial strain, continuous fermentation process and efficient PHA recovery method may 

lead to a decrease in PHA production cost. The pretreatment of CM has a positive effect on 

PHA yield. 

 

2.3.2 PHA production using fats, vegetable oils and waste cooking oils 

 

Triacylglycerols (TAG) are a major constituent of fats, vegetable oils and waste cooking 

oils, which helps with PHA production from these inexpensive carbon sources which is 

shown in Figure 6. TAG molecules comprise three fatty acids esterified with a glycerol 

backbone. TAG can be classified as saturated and unsaturated fats; it remains in a solid 

state at low temperatures and a liquid state (oil) at room temperature [72]. Fats are difficult 

to utilize by bacteria for PHA synthesis compared to plant oils, these are also associated 

with foam formation during fermentation [73]. This problem can be solved by using an 

antifoaming agent; however, the effect of an antifoaming agent on bacterial growth was 

unknown. 

 

2.3.2.1 Use of Aeromonascaviae, Alcaligenes species and recombine strain contains 

Aeromonascaviae genes (PHACAC) 

 

A. caviae is a Gram-negative rod-shape bacterium and reported for the production of 

(P(3HB-co-3HHx)) copolymer from vegetable oils and fatty acid in literature [45]. In A. 

caviae, (R)-3HA-CoA monomers of C4 and C6 are produced from 2-enoyl-CoA 

intermediates in β-oxidation by the action of (R)-specific enoyl-CoA hydratase (PhaJAc) 

and then polymerized by PhaCAc with selectivity for a particular substrate (C4-C7). 
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Considering these facts, efforts have been made to create recombinant microorganisms that 

produce effectively P(3HB-co-3HHx) [74]. The studies of Shimamura et al. (1994) [75] 

showed the production of scl-PHA using olive oil as a carbon source by A. caviae which 

was isolated from soil and less than 20% HHx content copolymer of P(3HB-co-3HHx) 

were produced [77]. The same strain was studied by Fukui & Doi, (1998) [78] who showed 

that A. caviae was unable to produce a high amount of P(3HB-co-3HHx) and copolymer 

content HHx was also not constant. This problem can be overcome by the recombining 

strain of A. eutrophus H16, which contained genes of A. caviae; it assisted in the HHx 

production during PHA synthesis. As a result, 100% homopolymer PHB and recombine 

strain synthesized copolymer P(3HB-co-3HHx) with constant 4-5% mole of 3-HHx was 

obtained. It can be concluded from these studies that types of plant oils do not affect the 

mole fraction of 3HHx content in P(3HB-co-3HHx) by  recombine strain. This copolymer 

had a lower crystallinity (42±5%) and a slightly lower melting point (151 ºC) in 

comparison with PHB (crystallinity 60±5% and melting point 177 ºC); it was dependent on 

the strain used.  

 

According to Tsuge et al., 2007 [78] PhaCAc NSDG, an Asn149Ser /Asp171Gly double 

mutant of A. caviae PHA synthase, could take more 3HHx units in vivo than PhaCAc. The 

author has also reported the PHA copolymer from octanoate (3HA fraction: 18.5 mol %) 

and soybean oil (5.4 mol %) as a carbon source demonstrated improved incorporation of 

longer 3-hydroxyalkanoate (3HA) units in the PhaCAc NSDG mutant. Additionally, when 

fructose was used as a carbon source, the NSDG mutant produced P(3HB) homopolymer 

with a very high molecular weight (Mw = 368*104). Harada et al., 2021 [45], studied 

engineering A. caviae (PhaCAc) mutant with double mutations in serine [N149S] and 

glycine [D171G] was generated to synthesize a 3HHx-rich P(3HB-co-3HHx) and was 

named PhaCAc NSDG. They obtained 14.9 mol% 3HHx fraction in (P(3HB-co-3HHx)) 

with palm kernel oil which is higher than earlier reported studies. P(3HB-co-3HHx) with 

10-15 mol% 3HHx fraction can be used as an alternative to conventional plastics such as 

polypropylene and polyethylene. 

 

Furthermore, soya bean oil and glucose were studied for their environmental life cycle 

comparison for large-scale production of the P(3HB-co-5 mol % 3HHx) and PHB, 

respectively, using recombine strains; it resulted in less energy requirement and low-level 

CO2 emission in copolymer production [81]. However, the presence of linolenic acid in 
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TABLE 2.4: PHA production by fats, vegetable oils and waste cooking oils 

 

C-Sources  N- Source Bacterial Strain  Types of 

PHA  

Fermentation 

Mode  

Operating conditions PHA Yield  Productivity 

( g/(L h)) 

Ref. 

(1) Aeromonascaviae, Alcaligenesspecies and recombine strain contains Aeromonascaviae genes (PHACAC) 

OO - A.caviae P(3HB-

co-3HHx) 

batch Temp.=30 °C; pH= 7; 

incubation time =24hr 

- - [79] 

OO, CO AND 

PO 

 

NH4Cl 

A.eutrophusH16 

and recombinant 

strain of A.  

eutrophus 

PHB, 

P(3HB-

co-3HHx) 

batch Temp.=30 °C; Incubation 

time =72hr 

2.7  g/L 0.077 [77]   

Waste and 

virgin SO and 

tallow 

 

- 

A. eutrophusH16 PHB,PHB

V 

batch Temp.=30 °C; agitation 

speed = 120rpm; Incubation 

time =72hr 

4.9  g/Lor 

80% CDW 

- [80] 

 

SBO 

- Recombinant 

strain of A. 

eutrophus 

P(3HB-

co-3HHx) 

batch Temp.=34 °C; Incubation 

time =50hr 

85% CDW 3.19 [81] 

SBO NH4Cl A. eutrophusH16 

and recombinant 

strain of A. 

eutrophus 

PHB, 

P(3HB-

co-3HHx) 

batch Temp.=30 °C; pH= 7; 

Incubation time =96hr 

72-76% 

CDW 

1.0 [82] 

SBO  N149S and 

D171G mutations 

in 

Aeromonascaviae 

18.1 ± 0.2 

P(3HB-

co-3HHx) 

Batch Temp.=30 °C; pH=7; 

Incubation time =72hr; 

shaking 

87 ± 2 % 

CDW 

 [78] 

PKO, CPO, 

PO,OO and 

Palm stearin 

- FLP1 and FLP2 PHB,PHB

V 

batch - 57% CDW - [70] 

PKO, POO, 

CPO, 

PAO 

 

- 

Recombinant 

strain of A. 

eutrophus 

P(3HB-

co-3HHx) 

Batch  Temp.=30 °C; pH=7; 

agitation speed = 200rpm; 

Incubation time =72hr 

87% CDW - [83] 
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PKO, CPO, PO, 

sodium 

propionate and 

sodium 

valerate 

NH4Cl, 

NH4NO3, 

NaNo3, 

(NH2)2NO, 

NH4H2PO4 

A. eutrophus PHBV batch Temp.=30 °C; pH=7; 

agitation speed = 200rpm; 

Incubation time =72hr 

2.7  g/L - [84] 

Waste PO NH4Cl A. eutrophus P(3HB-

4HB) 

batch Temp.=30 °C; pH=7; 

agitation speed = 200rpm; 

Incubation time =144hr 

70 % CDW - [79] 

CO, PKO, 

CPO, PO 

SBO,CO and 

POO   

- Recombinant 

strain of A. 

eutrophus 

P(3HB-

co-70% 

3HHx) 

batch Temp.=30 °C; agitation 

speed = 200rpm; Incubation 

time =48hr 

1.3  g/L - [85] 

WFO, WAF, 

IWAF 

 

 

Urea , 

NH4Cl 

A. eutrophus H16 

and recombinant 

strain of A. 

eutrophus 

PHB, 

P(3HB-

co-3HHx) 

Batch and fed 

batch 

Temp.=30 °C; pH=6.8; 

agitation speed = 300-1200 

rpm; Incubation time =72hr 

82% CDW 

PHB, 72% 

CDW 

P(3HB-co-

3HHx) 

0.4 [86] 

PO NH4Cl A. eutrophus PHB batch Temp.=30 °C; pH=6.8; 

agitation speed = 200rpm; 

Incubation time =72hr 

78 CDW% - [87] 

PO NH4Cl Recombinant 

strain of A. 

eutrophus 

P(3HB-

co-3HHx) 

with 17% 

HHx 

content 

batch Temp.=30 °C; pH=6.8; 

agitation speed = 500-

1000rpm; Incubation time 

=72hr 

71 CDW% - [88] 

PO Urea , 

NH4Cl, 

NH4OH 

Recombinant 

strain of A. 

eutrophus 

P(3HB-

co-3HHx) 

with 19% 

HHx 

content 

batch, 

extended 

batch, and fed 

batch 

Temp.=30 °C; pH=6.8; 

agitation speed = 300-1500 

rpm; Incubation time =96hr 

102  g/L 1.1 [89] 

PKO (NH4)2SO4 engineering 

Aeromonascaviae(

PhaCAc) 

14.9 mol 

%P(3HB-

co-3HHx) 

Batch Temp.=30 °C; pH=7; 

Incubation time =72hr 

14.1 ± 0.4  

g/L 

 [45] 
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(2) Pseudomonas species 

Tallow free 

fatty acids and 

tallow 

triglyceride 

 

 

- 

P. oleovorans, P. 

resinovorans, P. 

putida and P. 

citronellolis 

mcl-PHA Shaken flask Temp.=30 °C; pH= 7; 

agitation speed = 200rpm; 

Incubation time =48hr 

15% CDW - [90] 

SPKO - P. putidaPGA1 mcl-PHA batch Temp.=30 °C; pH= 7:  

agitation speed = 240rpm; 

Incubation time =48hr 

1.9  g/L - [91] 

Hazelnut oil - P. oleovorans mcl-PHA batch Temp.=30 °C; pH= 7;  

agitation speed = 250rpm; 

Incubation time =24hr 

1.2 g/L - [92] 

Waste cooking 

oil 

Urea,  

NaNo3 

P. aeruginosa mcl-PHA batch Temp.=30 °C; pH=6.8; 

agitation speed = 150rpm; 

Incubation time =48hr 

7.6  g/Ll - [93] 

Jatrophacurcas 

oil 

- P. 

oleovorans(ATCC 

29347) 

P(3HB-

co-3HV) 

batch Temp.=25-37 °C; pH=5-9; 

agitation speed = 120rpm; 

Incubation time =72hr 

26.6 %CDW - [94] 

WRO (NH4)2SO4 Pseudomonas 

sp. Gl01&  Gl06 

mcl-PHA 

(3HO,3H

D,3HHX) 

fed batch Temp.=30 °C; pH=7; 

agitation speed = 220rpm; 

Incubation time =48hr 

21& 19.3% 

CDW 

- [95] 

WPO (NH4)2SO4 Pseudomonas 

Sp.Gl01 

mcl-PHA fed batch Temp.=30 °C; pH=7; 

agitation speed = 220rpm; 

Incubation time =48hr 

1.6  g/L 0.0907 [73] 

Tallow-based 

biodiesel 

- P. citronellolis mcl-PHA batch Temp.=30 °C; pH= 7; 

Incubation time =72hr 

26 % CDW 0.036 [96] 

WRO - Pseudomonas 

Sp.Gl01 

mcl-PHA fed batch Temp.=30 °C; pH=7; 

Incubation time =48hr 

2.0  g/L 0.0374 [97] 

WFO  P. 

chlororaphisPA23 

mcl-PHA 

(3HO,3H

D,3HDD) 

Batch Temp.=30 °C; pH=7; 

Incubation time =48hr; 

shaking 

32.5% CDW  [98] 
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Soya bean oil can result in low copolymer yield; A. eutrophus cannot grow well on 

linolenic acid [82]. Using a similar strategy, various plant oils were used to synthesize 

copolymer P(3HB-co-5mol % 3HHx) for a range of average molecular weight  (270000 to 

460000 Da) by recombine strain [83]. During the fermentation process water was added 

which ended with a heterogeneous PHA; in place of water an emulsified plant oil medium 

can be used; gumarabic as the emulsifying agent enhanced the PHB production from palm 

oil as well as this emulsifying agent did not influence A. eutrophus growth [87]. Using a 

same carbon source and recombine strain, high cell density of P(3HB-co-3HHx) in batch, 

extended batch and fed batch were achieved. In all strategies, 139 g/L CDW biomass was 

obtained with urea as a nitrogen source in fed-batch cultivation [89]. To make 

homogeneous PHA gum arabic emulsifying agent could be used and resulted in 24 

g/LPHB yield with tallow and 45 g/L CDW P(HB-co-HHx) with 16–27 mol% of HHx with 

WAF(Riedel et al., 2015). Waste sesame oil (WSO) and tallow can also be used  for 

copolymer P(3HB-co-3HV) and PHB production when A. eutrophus H16 was grown on 

waste sesames oil and tallow, respectively and achieved up to 80% of PHA accumulation 

in both cases [80]. The vegetable and plant oils have approximate 3-19mol% 3HHX in 

P(3HB-co-3HHx) accumulation with A. caviae and Alcaligenes species recombine strain 

contains A. caviae genes (PHACAC) as summarized in Table 2.4 in different studies. 

Additionally, A. Caviaeis is capable of producing 100% homopolymer PHB from plant oil 

reported in the literature.  

 

2.3.2.2 Use of Pseudomonas species 

 

As metabolically adaptable bacteria developed into effective cell factories for the 

production of value-added chemicals, Pseudomonas strains are particularly thoroughly 

studied. They are viewed as excellent prospects in a variety of biotechnological 

applications because of their adaptability, degradative potential, and ability to exploit a 

wide range of carbon sources [99-100]. Pseudomonas sp. has been examined on a variety 

of waste plant oils (Waste corn oil (WCO), waste rapeseed oil (WRO), waste palm oil 

(WPO), waste frying oil (WFO), waste canola fryer oil (WCFO), jatropha curcas oil (JCO) 

and waste tallow for their ability to synthesized PHA in literature. The generation of scl 

and mcl PHA from P. oleovorans, P. resinovorans, P. putidaand P. citronellolis was 

examined by Cromwick et al. (1996) [90] utilising tallow-free fatty acids and tallow 
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triglyceride as carbon substrates. With tallow-free fatty acids, the PHAyields were 18%, 

15%, 19%, and 3% CDW, respectively. However, P. resinovorans was the only organism 

that produced 15% CDW PHA using unhydrolyzed tallow as the substrate. The biodiesel 

from waste animal fat utilized by P. citronellolis DSM 50332 yielded 26.6% of mcl-PHA 

in shaking flask batch experiments reported by Muhr et al. (2013) [96]. 

 

According to investigations, some lipase-producing pseudomonads were unable to 

transform plant oils into biopolymers. As a result, an additional saponification process was 

carried out in some instances. The plant oils used are reflected in the makeup of the 

monomer percentage of PHA. The studies of Allen et al., 2010, reported the use of 

saponified non-edible cheaper Jatropha curcas seed oil which synthesized 26.06% P(3HB-

co-3HV) content using P. oleovorans (ATCC 29347) in batch fermentation. Możejko and 

his co-authors reported the series of work using saponified WPO and WRO as substrates 

with two P. strains (Gl01 and Gl06) for mcl-PHA production under fed-batch cultivation. 

It has been proven that Pseudomonas sp. may produce mcl-PHA with 8 and 10 carbon 

monomers when grown on long fatty acids with a carbon content of between 13 and 18. 

Pseudomonas sp. Gl01 was shown by Moejko et al. (2012) [95] to be able to collect 21% 

CDW of mcl-PHA when cultured on WRO. According to the scientists, 3-hydroxy 

octanoate (3HO) and 3-hydroxy decanoate (3HD) made up the bulk of the recovered mcl-

PHA. The fed-batch fermentation utilising saponified WPO resulted in a considerably 

greater mcl-PHA level in the same bacterial strain. It has been demonstrated that bacteria 

may produce up to 48% of mcl-PHA from monomers such 3-HHx, 3-hydroxydodecanoate 

(3HDD), and 3-hydroxy tetradecanoic acid (3HTD). Additionally, the isolated biopolymer 

had up to 63 mol% of 3-hydroxynonanoic acid (3HN) monomer, indicating that the 

employed WPO contained uneven fatty acids [73]. Tan et al. (1997) [91] reported the 37% 

CDW PHA yield when P. putida PGA1 grown on saponified palm kernel oil (SPKO) in 

shaking fermentation conditions. Haba et al.(2007) [93] reported P. aeruginosa 47T2 

produced mcl-PHA and the composition of its monomers as a function of the carbon and 

nitrogen sources, potassium phosphate concentration, and incubation temperature using 

WCO as substrate. Sharma et al. (2017) [98] reported 10.5% mcl-PHA contained 3-HO, 3-

HD & 3-HDD production using WFO as substrate with P. chlororaphilis PA23 in 

bioreactor batch fermentation. The varieties of waste plant oils and tallow have 
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approximately 10-48% CDW of mcl-PHA accumulated with different P. strain as 

summarized in Table 2.4. 

 

2.3.3 PHA production using glycerol as substrate 

 

The synthesis of PHA from glycerol or crude glycerol as an inexpensive carbon source can 

be used as a substrate. Glycerol and methanol are by-products during biodiesel production; 

for every 100 tons of biodiesel production, 10 tons of crude glycerol is produced [101]. 

The production cost of PHA can rapidly be decreased if crude glycerol from biodiesel by-

product is used as a substrate or integrated into the production of biodiesel with PHA 

production. Glycerol is often digested through oxidative, aerobic processes since the 

carbon atoms that make up its backbone are typically more reduced than other, highly 

oxidised carbon sources used as biotechnological substrates, including sugars. 

Consequently, this encourages the biosynthesis of decreased products: In theory, utilizing 

glycerol should result in greater substrate-to-product yields than using more highly 

oxidized substrates like carbohydrates because less carbon is subjected to oxidation 

towards CO2 to recycle reducing equivalents. In the case of PHA production based on 

glycerol, this is perfectly true [40]. However, crude glycerol contains mono/di/tri-

glycerides, soap, methanol and salts as impurities, which may affect biomass growth [72]. 

This may be suppressed by the addition of casein peptone or casamino acids into glycerol 

as a pretreatment step for PHB production and results in 32 g/L CDW and 27 g/L CDW by 

Methylobacterium rhodesianum [102]. 

 

2.3.3.1 Use of Alcaligenes species 

 

The Alcaligenes species is reported to efficiently utilize pure glycerol up to 80% CDW 

PHA production. However, The PHA yield was reduced while using crude glycerol (CG) 

as substrate with Alcaligenes species due to CG containing different content of NaCl or 

K2SO4, methanol and fatty acid reported in the literature. Mothes et al.,(2007) [103] the 

reported effect of glycerol contaminated with K2SO4 was less pronounced compared to 

glycerol contaminated with more than 5 g/L of NaCl on PHB accumulation. Additionally, 

authors reported a 70% CDW yield of PHB using glycerol with C. necator JMP 134, a 

48% CDW yield of PHB with crude glycerol contained 5.5% NaCl content. However, 
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Garcia et al. (2013) [104] reported NaCl concentrations between 2 and 6 g/L gradually 

became inhibitory to bacterial growth and P(3HB-3HV)  formation, whereas in the case of 

K2SO4, the inhibitory effect was observed only at concentrations of CG higher than 20 g/L 

with C. necator DSM 545. PHB volumetric productivity from waste glycerol (GRP) can be 

increased and apart from PHB, scl-PHA copolymer and terpolymers like Poly (3-hydroxy 

butyrate-co-4-hydroxybutyrate)(P(3HB-4HB)), Poly(3-hydroxybutyrate-4-hydroxybutyrate 

-3-hydroxyvalerate) (P(3HB-4HB-3HV)) can also be produced [105-106]. The effect of 

cultivation parameters on the production of scl-PHA copolymer and terpolymers by A. 

eutrophus DSM 545 using GRP with the addition of γ-butyrolactone, propionic acid in a 

fed batch cultivation was studied and molecular weight between 5.5x105 and 1.37x106 Da 

was observed. Gahlawat & Soni (2017)  [107] reported the production of 67 and 72 % 

CDW yield of PHB and P(3HB-3HV) with 24.6 mol% 3HV copolymer using CG 

(jatropha-based biodiesel) alone and with by adding 4 g/L valeric acids as precursors 

respectively with A. eutrophus DSM 545 where PHA precursor was used in batch 

cultivation. Rivero et al., (2016) [108] reported the kinetic parameter and proposed 

predictive model for PHB production by C. necator DSM 545 from glycerol. The CG has 

up to 72% CDW copolymer and MCL-PHA accumulate with Alcaligenes species in 

literature.  

 

2.3.3.2 Use of Bacillus species 

 

The CG is also reported as a secondary substrate for PHA production. Zhu et al. (2010) 

[109] reported that glycerol alone and the addition of glycerol as a secondary carbon 

source in xylose was used for PHB production by Burkholderia cepacia ATCC 17759. 

It was found that glycerol concentration was inversely proportional to the molecular weight 

and yield of PHB produced due to glycerol esterification with PHB leading to chain 

termination, which decreased molecular masses of PHB. Similar results were reported in 

other studies, where CG from a by-product of soya-based biodiesel production was used as 

a substrate for PHB using P. oleovorans NRRL B-14682. In contrast, authors reported the 

molecular weight of the mcl-PHA polymer produced by P. corrugata remained constant 

over the range of CG concentrations used; this was useful in controlling the molecular 

weight of PHA [14]. Ray et al. (2017) [110] studied PHA production of CG with B. cereus 

& B. thuringiensis for the medical field application. In a study, it was reported that after 96 
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h incubation of CG with Bacillus species, depolymerization of PHA started from 96 h and 

up to 192 h. It may have an application in the medical field where degradation of PHA is 

required like tissue engineering, drug carriers, memory enhancers, anti-osteoporosis and 

biodegradable implants. Sangkharak & Prasertsan (2012) [111] reported the PHA 

production from CG with 50 isolated bacterial strains. The 68.8 and 64.1 % CDW yield of 

PHA obtained with isolated B. licheniformis PHA007 & B. thuringiensisR1 respectively is 

higher than the PHA yield obtained from glucose using the same strain.However, 1-25 % 

CDW lower PHA yield obtained with other isolated B. cereus PHA 008 and Bacillus sp. 

PHA 023. Naranjo et al., 2013 reported 60% CDW PHB production using CG and Glucose 

with B. megaterium and reported that 20% of total PHB production cost was reduced while 

using CG compared to glucose as substrate [112]. The CG has up to 68.8% PHA 

accumulated CDW with Bacillus species. 

 

2.3.3.3 Use of E.coli and its recombinant strain 

 

The use of E.coli and recombinant E.coil for PHA production from glycerol and CG is 

reported in studies. De Almeida et al. (2007) [113] reported the impact of the PHAing 

(Proteins with regulatory characteristics or those that are involved in the production of 

granules), and PhaP on the development of bacteria and the formation of PHB from 

glycerol in bioreactor cultures of recombinant Escherichia coli harbouring PhaBAC from 

Azotobacter sp. strain FA8. It was reported that Cells containing PhaP grew more, and 

accumulated more PHB, both using glucose and glycerol as carbon sources. 

Phithakrotchanakoon et al. (2014) reported the PHB production from 1–5 % (v/v) CG 

(biodiesel produced as a byproduct of palm oil manufacturing) concentration in E. coli-

ABCAh, which harbours the PHA synthetic genes for β-ketothiolase (PhaARe), acetoacetyl-

CoA reductase (PhaBRe) of R. eutropha. The author also reported the production of scl-mcl 

PHA from recombinant E.coli and the copolymers made from this recombinant source 

outperformed PHB homopolymer in terms of thermal characteristics (reduce Tg & Tm) 

[114-115]. Apart from PHB, PHP can also be produced from glycerol by E. coli in two 

stages fed-batch process [101]. Meur et al.(2014) reported the 15 g/L P(4HB) yield using 

glycerol and 4HB as precursors with E. coli strain JM109 (pKSSE5.3) in a fed-batch 

fermentation process [116]. It was found that both the efficient growth of E. coli JM109 

(pKSSE5.3) on glycerol and the boosted P(4HB) synthesis via exogenous addition of  
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TABLE 2.5: PHA production by glycerol 

C-Source N- Source Bacterial Strain  Types of  PHA Fermentation 

Mode  

Pha Yield  Productivity

(g/Lh-1) 

References 

(1) Alcaligenesspecies 

CG (NH4)2SO4 Cupriavidus 

necator JMP 134 

PHB Fed batch 48% CDW 0.21 [103] 

CG yeast extract C. necator 

DSM 545 

PHBV Fed batch 55.6 % CDW 0.25 [104] 

pure glycerol and 

CG 

(NH4)2SO4 A. eutrophus DSM 545 PHB Fed batch 62% CDW 1.1 [105] 

 

CG, GBL  and PA 

 

(NH4)2SO4 A. eutrophus DSM 545 P(3HB-4HB), 

P(3HB-4HB-

3HV) 

Fed batch 36.9% CDW 0.25 [106] 

CG (NH4)2SO4, yeast 

extract 

C. necator 

DSM 545 

PHB Fed batch 70 % CDW 0.05 [108] 

CG (NH4)2SO4 C. necator DSM 545 PHB, PHBV Shaken flask 5.26 0.12-0.15 [107] 

(2) Bacillus species 

CG and xylose  B. cepacia ATCC 17759 PHB Fed batch 7.4 g/L  [109] 

sources, glucose, 

CG 

NH4Cl B. cereus PHA Shaken flask 2725 mg/L  [110] 
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and B. thuringiensis 

CG (NH4)2SO4 B. licheniformis PHA007, B. 

thuringiensis R1,B. cereus 

PHA 008, B. cereus PHA 

008, Bacillus sp. PHA 023 

PHA Shaken flask 68.8% CDW  [111] 

CG, Glucose (NH4)2SO4 B. megaterium PHB Batch and 

bioreacter 

62.4  [112] 

(3) E.coli and its recombinant strain 

Glycerol and 

glucose 

 recombinant  

E. coil 

PHB batch 7.9 g/L 0.2 [113] 

pure glycerol and 

CG 

 E. coil 

 

PHP Two stage Fed 

batch 

11.9% CDW  [101] 

pure glycerol and 

CG 

 recombinant  

E. coil 

 

PHB, P(3HB-

co-3HHx) 

Shaken flask 14 % CDW 0.6 [114] 

CG, dodecanoate  recombinant  

E. coil 

 

Scl-mcl PHA Batch 30.4 % CDW  [115] 

CG  recombinant  

E. coil 

P(4HB) Fed-batch 15 g/L 0.207 [116] 
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(4) Other  bacterial strain 

Biodiesel waste 

with glycerol 

 P. oleovorans NRRL B-

14682 

PHB Shake flask 13-27% CDW   [15] 

hydrolyzed whey 

permeate and 

glycerol 

yeast extract and 

casein peptone 

osmophilic strains PHBV Bioreactor 16.2 g/L 0.14 [117] 

Glycerol Casein peptone Methylobacteriumrhodesian

um 

PHB batch 17 W/W%  [102] 
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Acetic acid could result in increased P(4HB) production with 0.207 g/(L h) productivity. 

The CG had upto 15 g/L PHA accumulated with E.coli and recombinant E.coli in 

literature. The PHA production using CG with other bacterial strains is shown in Table 2.5.    

 

2.3.4 PHA production from wastewater 

 

PHA biosynthesis has been carried out using a variety of organic wastewaters from various 

process industries like food processing, biodiesel production, brewery, paper mill, sugar 

industry and municipal sites. The fermentation strategy for the wastewater as substrate is 

more or less similar as discussed in previous sections. There were three steps used for PHA 

biosynthesis namely: 

 

(1) Conversion of organic carbon to VFA  

(2) Biomass enrichment  

(3) Accumulate PHA [118-120]  

 

The sugar industry wastewater (SIWW) was used for hydrogen production by Rhodobacter 

sphaeroides and PHB was observed as a by-product under anaerobic conditions [121]. 

SIWW was also reported for the production of PHA by B. subtilis NG05 in batch 

fermentation. Several parameters like incubation time, temperature, pH, age of inoculums 

and effect of carbon and nitrogen source supplementation were observed. These 

parameters were used for kinetic study as well as to optimize the process for PHA 

production [122]. Chua et al. (2003) reported the effect of acetate concentration in effluent, 

pH and sludge retention time (SRT) on PHA synthesis by activated sludge municipal 

wastewater [123]. At the acetate concentration of 0-20 mgC/L, 7-8 pH range and 3-day 

retention time of sludge, PHA production was achieved higher. Added to this point, 

chemical oxygen demand in wastewater also helped in increasing PHA production and 

PHA biomass was utilized to produce a natural fibre-reinforced thermoplastic composite 

[124]. 

 

Another wastewater of distillery spent wash was observed for increased PHA production 

with only rice-based distillery spent wash [120]. The use of paper mill wastewater for PHA 

production was reported by Bengtsson et al. (2008) [71], with activated sludge using 

Plasticicumulans acidivorans rich MMC by applying three-stage fermentation strategy 
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[118] [125]. Furthermore, the author reported PHA production using MWW at a pilot scale 

production [126]. Wastewater from biodiesel production was also used for the production 

of PHA by MMC [127]. Pagliano et al. (2020) reported PHB production from VFA from 

digested dairy wastewater effluents by C. necator DSM 13513 in fed-batch cultivation 

[128]. It was found that various VFAs mixtures did not affect the PHA accumulation. In 

reality, PHB production by C. necator DSM 13513 with different VFAs combinations was 

discovered through structural characterisation using NMR analysis and the produced PHB 

film has good thermic properties and low affinity to water. Reddy et al. (2012) reported 

54.2 % CDW PHA productions at higher substrate load (wastewater), low nitrogen and 

low phosphorous conditions [129]. Moreover, PHA synthesis using wastewater as 

feedstock, where MMC is preferable to pure cell culture not only for economic concerns 

but also pure strains, shows the potential for the production of PHB. The summary of PHA 

production using wastewater with bacterial strain is shown in Table 2.6. 

 

2.4 PHA applications  

 

The application of plastics in day-to-day life has been shown in Fig.2.4. The maximum 

35% of conventional plastics which are non-biodegradable, used for packaging 

applications can be replaced with eco-friendly plastic like PHA. PHA have drawn interest 

across numerous biodegradable polymers in ongoing studies due to the extensive chemical 

variety of their radicals, which are comparable in physical qualities to those of ordinary 

plastics. According to the monomer unit content, these naturally occurring polymers could 

range from stiff and fragile polymers to soft elastomers, adhesives and rubbers. Despite 

having piezoelectric characteristics, they are water-insoluble, non-hazardous and 

biocompatible. Certain PHA films have gas barrier characteristics similar to polyvinyl 

chloride (PVC) and polyethylene terephthalate (PET), however, possess the extra benefit 

of being biodegradable [132]. 

 

Bucci et al., 2005 [134] investigated the effect of the physical, mechanical, sensorial and 

dimensional test on PHB and discovered the PHB application for 3 different food products 

(cream cheese, mayonnaise and margarine) that can be alternatives to petroleum-based 

plastics. Likewise, Muizniece-brasava and Dukalska (2006, 2008) [135-136] suggested 

that P(3HB) is appropriate for meat salad and sour cream storage. 
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TABLE 2.6: PHA production by Waste water 

 

C-Source Bacterial Strain  Types of  PHA  Fermentation Mode  PHA yield PHA 

productivity 

(g/L  h) 

References 

SIWW B. subtilisNG05 PHB batch 0.5 g/L  [122] 

SIWW Rhodobactersphaero

ides 

PHB batch 4.991 g/L  [121] 

Municipal  waste water MMC  NG 3step strategy 30%  CDW  [123] 

Municipal  waste water MMC  NG 3step strategy 53%  w/w  [124] 

jowar& rice grain-distillery 

spentwash 

activated sludge  PHB  Shaken flask  2.7 g/L or 67% 

CDW 

0.028 [120] 

Molasses spentwash activated sludge  PHB  Shaken flask  31% CDW 0.022 [125] 

Paper mill WW activated sludge PHBV 3stage fermentation 48 %CDW  [71] 

Paper mill WW activated sludge NG 3 stage fermentation 77% CDW 2 g/Lday [119] 

biodiesel wastewater MMC  PHB 3stage fermentation 67% CDW  [127] 

Bioindustrial WW  P. aeruginosa 

B. subtilis 

P (3HBco- 

3HV)  

Shaken flask  45%CDW   [130] 

olive mill waste water Pseudomonas sp. , 

MMC 

PHBV Batch and 3 stage 

fermentation 

64%CDW   [131]  

dairy wastewater effluents C necatorDSM 
13513 

PHB Batch anf fed batch 1.34 %  [128] 

wastewater MMC PHA batch 54.2% CDW  [129] 
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FIGURE 2.5: A graph depicting the % use of plastics in several aspects of daily life [133] 

 

PHAs have been employed in mulch films and bacterial inoculants to improve nitrogen 

fixation in plants for agricultural applications [137][2]. PHAs are widely used in a variety 

of fields owing to their biocompatibility, being biodegradable and ecological credentials. 

Pooja Basnett, 2014 [52] found PHB application in drug delivery. Moreover, PHA finds 

applications (shown in Fig.2.6) in cardiovascular and bone tissue engineering, drug 

delivery, Bio-implant patches etc [138-140]. 

 

Conclusion 

  

Based on the literature, it would be desirable to try PHA synthesis by Alcaligenes sp. 

NCIM 5085 and co-culture as PHA producer with cost-effective food industries waste CM 

as substrate. The aim of this thesis work is a comprehensive examination of optimization 

PHA synthesis parameters for CM using Alcaligenes sp. NCIM 5085 and its growth and 

PHA synthesis kinetics. Furthermore, there was no single literature that focused on PHA 

synthesized by co-culture of Alcaligenes sp. NCIM 5085 and Bacillus subtilis with CM as 

substrate in batch fermentation were reported. Optimized synthesis of PHB was subjected 

to structural characterization via GC-MS, FTIR and NMR analysis Thermal properties of 

PHA were also analyzed by TGA, DTG and DSC. Furthermore, mechanical properties, 
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barrier properties and degradation of synthesized PHA film were analyzed. Making PHA-

ZnO nanocomposite (PHA-ZnONc) film for packaging application was also explored in 

the following chapters. 

 

 

FIGURE 2.6: Application of PHA 
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CHAPTER 3 

 

Materials and Methods 

 

3.1 PHB culture media 

 

The strain Alcaligenes sp. NCIM 5085 was purchased from the National Chemical 

Laboratory in Pune, India whereas Bacillus subtilis was obtained from Enviro Tech 

Limited, Ankleshwar. The microorganisms were kept alive on nutrient agar media kept at 

4°C, which contained 20 g of agar, 10 g of peptone, 5 g of NaCl, and 10 g of beef extract 

per litre (Himedia, Mumbai, India). 

 

3.1.1 Development of Microbial Co-Culture of Alcaligenes sp. NCIM 5085 and B. 

subtilis 

 

The 100 ml of nutrient broth (g/L) was added to a 250 ml Erlenmeyer flask to cultivate 

Alcaligenes sp. and B. subtilis, respectively. Both cultures were grown for 24 h at 35°C in 

shaking conditions (Excella E10, New Brunswick Scientific) (180 rpm). Thereafter, 5.0 ml 

suspension of each preculture was aseptically transferred to the PHB media and incubated 

for 24h, where the microbial co-culture of Alcaligenes sp. and B. subtilis was developed 

and 10 % (v/v) inoculum of co-culture was used in PHB production media.  

3.2 Preparation of cane molasses and cane molasses (CM) acid pretreatment: 

 

The CM was procured from Ganesh Sugar Industries, Vataria Gujarat, India. The 

appearance of the sample was viscous dark brown thick liquor. Further analysis showed 

that it consists of a high amount of sugar in the form of glucose, fructose and sucrose 
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which were 2.3 %, 0.46 %, and 28.19 % respectively. The pH (LMMP-30, Labman 

Scientific Instruments Pvt. Ltd) of the sample was 4.5. Other nutrients like phosphorus and 

nitrogen content were measured by Vanado-Molybdo phosphoric acid and Micro Kjeldahl 

method, respectively and found 1.05 % and 0.03 %, respectively. Chemical oxygen 

demand was found to be 890560 mg/L and total dissolved solids were 646 mg/L. For 

fermentation experiments, CM was diluted with distilled water and clarified in a centrifuge 

(NEYA 16R, Remi electrotechnik ltd, Vasai) at 3000 rpm for 10 min and the supernatant 

was used for the PHB synthesis. 

 

3.2.1 Acid pretreatment of Cane molasses 

 

A ratio of 1:20 of 1.5 N sulfuric acid and 15% cane molasses was incubated at 90 °C for an 

hour in a water bath. The solution was centrifuged at 3000 rpm for 10 minutes, neutralised 

with 2M NaOH solution, the supernatant was used for PHB synthesis. HPLC analysis was 

used to determine the chemical composition of the acid-pretreated CM. Table 3.1 shows 

the characterization of CM before and after pre-treatment. Experiments were done with 

both pretreated and untreated CM (UCM). 

 

TABLE 3.1: Characterization of CM before and after pre-treatment 

Parameters Untreated molasses Pre-treated molasses 

pH 4.5 - 

Colour Dark brown Dark brown 

Glucose (%) 2.30 17.59 

Fructose (%) 0.46 16.67 

Sucrose (%) 28.19 0.197 

Nitrogen (%) 1.05 - 

Phosphorous (%) 0.037 - 

Total Dissolve Solid (mg/L ) 646.45 - 

COD (ppm) 890560 - 
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3.3 Screening of PHB producer 

 

The Sudan black blue (SBB) test was employed for initially screened PHB. 24 h old 

culture was heated on a slide using 0.3% SBB and left to rest for 5 minutes. After being 

washed with distilled water and counter-stained with safranin for five minutes, it was 

viewed using a phase-contrast microscope at 100X magnification. Furthermore, a 

transmission electron microscope (TEM) was also used for confirmation of PHB 

formation. The TEM analysis of produced PHB was done with Thermo Scientific Talos 

F200i FEF TEM. To prepare the sample, PHB was diluted with distilled water and 1-2 

drops of the sample were placed on a copper-supported grid with a mesh size of 300, 

where it was stained for 5 minutes with 1% phosphotungstic acid before being examined in 

a FE-TEM. 

 

3.4 PHB production 

 

3.4.1 PHB production using Alcaligenes sp. NCIM 5085 and Co-Culture of Alcaligenes sp. 

NCIM 5085 and Bacillus subtilis: 

Single strain or co-culture was cultured in a media containing 40g/L of pretreated cane 

molasses as a substrate and 1 g/L of ammonium sulphate as a nitrogen source which was 

kept for 2 days in a rotary shaker at 35°C. Later on, this mixture was centrifuged at 3000 

rpm for 10 minutes at 4°C; obtained cell pellets were washed with water and allowed to 

dry for 24 h at 50°C in a hot air oven (The National Scientific Appartus) to determine cell 

dry weight (CDW), PHB content and supernatant was collected for total reducing sugar 

(TRS) analysis. The PHB content was determined by crotonic acid assay. 

 

The following equations were used to compute the cell growth and PHB formation factors:  

Residual biomass (g/L) =  Cell dry weight (CDW)(
g

L
) − recovered quantity of PHB(

g

L
)         (1)  

PHB accumulation (%) =
recovered quantity of PHB (g/L) 

Cell dry weight (CDW)(g/L)
∗ 100             (2) 

PHB productivity  (qp) =
recovered quantity of PHB (g/L) 

Fermentation period  (h)
                         (3) 

PHB yield coefficient owing to cell biomass (Yp/x) =
recovered quantity of PHB (g/L) 

Cell dry weight (CDW)(g/L)
                   (4) 
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PHB yield coefficient owing to substrate consumption (Yp/s) =
recovered quantity of PHB (g/L) 

CM utilized (g/L)
 (5) 

 

 

3.5 PHB extraction: 

PHB was extracted using the dispersion method in which the cell pellet is treated with 50 

ml 4-6% sodium hypochlorite for 15 minutes for cell lyses and then 60 ml chloroform was 

added to dissolve PHB and allowed to stir for 2.5 h at 30°C. Later, the mixture was phase 

separated, where the top layer contained sodium hypochlorite, the middle layer: cell debris 

and the bottom layer: PHB dissolved in chloroform. Moreover, the bottom layer was 

separately collected and 100ml of ice cold methanol was added to it, to precipitate PHB. 

The solution was filtered through Whatman filter paper 41 and dried at 40 °C in a hot air 

oven.   

3.6 PHB quantification: 

Silambarasan et al. 2021 [141] technique was followed for PHB quantification. The 

obtained white PHB granules were treated with 10 ml concentrated H2SO4 in a water bath 

for 10 min at 100°C; it converted PHB granules to crotonic acid (CA) by dehydration 

process which is shown in reaction (6). The 3- Hydroxybutyrate (C4H8O3) which is a 

monomer of PHB polymer acts as catalysis in the presence of the concentrated H2SO4. 

Furthermore, it leads to the release of water molecules from PHB and forms crotonic acid 

(C4H6O2). Crotonic acid was analysed in a UV spectrophotometer (UV-1900, SMA, 

Shimadzu) at an absorption intensity of 235 nm where sulphuric acid was used as a blank. 

 

    (6) 
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3.7 Total reducing sugar analysis: 

The TRS content of raw and processed molasses was assessed using the HPLC method. 

After centrifugation, the sample was filtered using Sep-Pak classic Alumina cartridges and 

Bioflow 0.22 m PES membrane cartridges. An Agilent HPLC model and refractive index 

(Shodex) detector were used to analyze the supernatant at 35 °C. The sample was injected 

into an amino column by five millilitres (250 mm x 4.6 mm, 5 m). Standard solutions of 

sucrose, fructose, and glucose were prepared at a concentration of 5 mg/ml. The mobile 

phase for HPLC analysis was a solution of acetonitrile and water (80:20) which was 

filtered by a 0.22 m nylon filter and kept at a flow rate of 1 ml/min.  

 

3.8 Optimization of PHB synthesis 

 

3.8.1 Optimization of PHB synthesis using Alcaligenes sp. NCIM 5085 

 

The procedure mentioned was utilized to improve optimal conditions for Alcaligenes sp. 

NCIM 5085 growth to produce PHB. Therefore, the appropriate growth conditions were 

assessed. These include carbon source concentrations (10, 20, 30, 40, and 50) with and 

without pretreatment, nitrogen sources (urea and ammonium sulphate), C/N ratios (34, 38, 

50, and 76), inoculum percentages (2, 5, 8 and 10%), and physical parameters such as 

incubation times (12, 24, 36, 48, 72, 96, and 112 h) and pH levels (5, 6, 7, and 9). 

Assessments of substrate and nitrogen sources with various physical attributes were added 

to the basic PHB synthesis medium. The findings demonstrate the mean across three 

experiments along with a standard deviation for data accuracy and reproducibility. For 

each experiment, CDW, TRS and PHB were analyzed. 

 

3.8.2 Optimization of PHB production using developed microbial Co-Culture of 

Alcaligenes sp. NCIM 5085 and B. subtilis 

 

Earlier one factor-at-a-time experiments about the growth of the co-culture were used to 

determine the concentration range for the variables for PHB production. As a result, the 

optimum growth parameters were evaluated. These included carbon source concentrations 

(20, 30 and 40 g/L) pretreated CM, nitrogen sources (ammonium sulphate), C/N ratios 

(114, 57, 29 and 19) ammonium sulphate (0.5, 1, 2, 3 g/L) used as nitrogen sources, 
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disodium phosphate concentration (Na2HPO4) (0.5, 1, 2, 3 g/L), monopotassium 

phosphate  concentration (KH2PO4) (0.5, 1, 2, 3 g/L), inoculum (2, 5 and 10%), and 

physical parameters such as incubation times (12, 24, 36, 48, 72 and 96 h) and pH levels 

(6, 7 and 8). The results depict the average value from three trials, together with a standard 

deviation for data correctness and repeatability, and the optimal conditions for CDW, TRS, 

and PHB synthesis were assessed from being grown for three days in a shaker. 

 

3.9 Structural Characterization of PHB recovered by single strain and co-culture  

 

Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) analysis was carried out using Perkin Elmer - Spectrum 

RX-IFTIR for the extracted PHB sample. A 5 mg sample was dissolved in 1 ml chloroform 

and deposited on a KBr plate, and spectra were recorded at 4000-400 cm-1 to identify 

probable functional groups of the polymer. 

 

Furthermore, Carbon-13 (13C) nuclear magnetic resonance (13C NMR) analysis was done 

to identify the presence of proton and the carbon atom of the polymer and data were 

analyzed using AVANCE III 500 NMR with phase resolution > 0.1 deg, frequency 

resolution > 0.1 Hz and spectrometer Windows XP based TOPSPIN 2.1 software. The 

spectra of the sample were recorded in CDCl3.The Proton nuclear magnetic resonance 

(1HNMR) analysis was used as further confirmation of structural information of extracted 

polymer dissolved in DMSO, data were recorded using  Avance Neo (Bruker) 500MHz 

NMR. 

 

The gas chromatography–mass spectrometry (GC–MS) analysis of recovered PHB was 

carried out by Perkin ElmerAutosystem XL GC with Turbo mass equipped with column 

PE-5MS (30m length, 0.0250 m-ID), helium was used as a carrier gas at 260°C where 

oven temperature was kept at 75 °C for 5 min at a rate of 10 °C/min up to 80°C for 15 min. 

The mass spectra scan range was 20-600 Daltons (amu). For GC-Ms analysis, 4 mg of 

recovered PHB was treated with 1 ml of chloroform and 1 ml of acidified methanol (15% 

H2SO4) for 140 min at 100 °C in a sealed tube, 0.5ml distilled water was added and an 

organic layer of sample was extracted with 2 ml hexane for GC-MS analysis [142]. 5 µl 

samples of hexane phase were injected for the analysis. The obtained mass spectra were 

compared with the NIST library. 
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3.10 Thermal properties of PHB produced by single strain and co-culture 

 

Thermogravimetric- Differential scanning calorimeter analyzer (TG-DSC) and Derivative 

Thermogravimetry (DTG) were analyzed using NETZSCH STA 449 F3 Jupiter equipment. 

The sample was taken in an alumina crucible and heated from atmospheric temperature to 

550°C at a heating rate of 10 K/min under 20 ml/min nitrogen gas. 

 

Additionally, a Differential scanning calorimeter (DSC) was done for the extracted 

polymer using the NETZSCH DSC 204F1 Phoenix instrument under 60 ml/min of N2 gas 

flow rate with 10 K/min of heating and cooling rate. The sample was heated from –30°C to 

200°C. The degree of crystallinity (XC) is the most crucial and significant feature of a 

polymer that dictates the mechanical properties of the material, can be calculated using the 

melting enthalpy from the data collected in the DSC tests, which was obtained from the 

ratio between the melting enthalpy of the material (ΔHm) and the melting enthalpy of 100% 

crystalline for PHB ΔH0
m=146 J/s [143-144]. 

 

%𝑋𝐶 =
∆𝐻𝑚

∆𝐻0
∗ 100                  (7)  

 

3.11 Molecular weight determination 

 

GPC (gel permeation chromatography) was used to determine the average molecular 

weight using a pump (Wayers 715), a differential refractometer detector at 30°C and a 

styragel column with a linear range of molecular weight of 200-2,000,000 mol/g. Polymers 

were dissolved in chloroform and filtered through a 0.45 m PTFE membrane. At a flow 

rate of 1.0 mL/min, chloroform was utilised as the mobile phase. 

 

3.12 Preparation of PHB, PHB-Ag Nc and PHB-Zno Nc films 

 

The PHB produced from Alcaligenes sp. NCIM 5085 was used for making PHB and 

nanocomposite films. The PHB film was prepared by solvent-casting method where 0.25 

gm of PHB was dissolved in hot chloroform at 50 °C and stirred until complete dissolution 
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of PHB. The homogeneous solution was poured into a petri plate and allowed to evaporate 

the chloroform at room temperature for 24 h. 

 

The PHB-Zno Nc & PHB-Ag Nc film were prepared by solvent casting method. The Zinc 

oxide or silver oxide nanoparticle (1, 2, 3, 4% &5% w/v) was initially dispersed in 

chloroform by ultrasonication for 30 min and after that mixture was heated to 60 ° C. 

Furthermore, PHB was added to the solution and stirred until fully dissolved at 60 °C and 

then after, the solution mixture was ultrasonicated for 30 min. After that solution was 

poured into the Petri plate, covered with an aluminium sheet and allowed to evaporate the 

chloroform at room temperature for 1 day. The film was peeled off after the evaporation of 

the solvent.   

 

3.13 Mechanical property of PHB recovered 

 

The mechanical properties of PHB film like Young’s modulus, tensile strength, and 

elongation at the break were determined according to standard protocol ASTM D882-12 

method. The mechanical performance was analyzed with a Universal testing machine, 

Autograph AG-IS 50KN Shimadzu. The dimensions of the sample specimens are as 

follows: length 15cm, width 15 cm and thickness 0.6 mm. Sample thickness was measured 

using a digital micrometer. 

 

3.14 Water vapor transmission rate (WVTR) 

 

The ASTM E 96 method is used to measure the WVTR of PHB film. PHB Film samples 

were mechanically sealed onto 1.9 cm depth vapometer cup assemblies, weighed, and 

placed in a controlled humidity chamber set at 25°C temperature and 54% relative 

humidity (RH) conditions. The cups were removed. After 24 h, the film was removed from 

the chamber and weighed to quantify the amount of water vapour seeping through the film 

and being absorbed by the desiccant. Water vapour permission (WVP) is calculated by the 

following formula: 

                                            𝑊𝑉𝑃 =
𝑊𝑉𝑇𝑅∗𝑙

∆𝑃
                                                                              (8) 

 

Where, l=thickness of film 
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ΔP= Vapour pressure difference, in Pa 

WVTR= Water vapour transmission rate in gm/m2 *day 

 

3.15 Oxygen transmission rate (OTR) 

 

The ASTM D3985-05 method is used for measuring the Oxygen transmission rate (OTR) 

of PHB film. The OTR is evaluated at 25°C temperature with the help of a gas 

permeability tester. The average of the three tests was used to calculate the results. 

 

3.16 Biodegradation of PHB films in soil burial method 

 

The soil burial method was used to analyse the biodegradability of synthesized neat PHB 

film [145-146] and the fertile garden soil was used for this study. The preweighed 

(ATX224, Shimadzu) film samples were cut into 2*2 cm and these samples were buried in 

the soil at a depth of 8 cm from the surface in a pot at atmospheric conditions. The samples 

were taken out at 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 weeks throughout the analysis period. Then 

after, the samples were washed with distilled water, cleaned with a soft brush to remove 

soil on the samples and allowed to air dry until the weight remained constant. To determine 

the samples' percentage biodegradation, the weight loss of the samples before and after the 

test was determined as shown in equation (9). The SEM analysis used the examined 

surface morphology of the samples while they underwent biodegradation. The mean and 

standard deviation figures are presented after two iterations of the mentioned analyses. 

                                              𝐵𝑖𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(%) = [
𝑊𝑖−𝑊𝑡

𝑊𝑖
] ∗ 100                                (9) 

Where Wt (g) is the weight of the polymeric sample at time t and Wi (g) is the starting 

weight. 

 

3.17 High Resolution Scanning Electron Microscope analysis of PHB, PHB-Ag Nc 

and PHB-Zno Nc films 

 

The morphology and surface roughness of PHB film were observed using FEI-Quanta FEG 

200F high resolution Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM). Each sample size of 1 cm × 1 

cm was fixed on aluminium stumps and viewed under a 2500X magnification bar in 

HRSEM at an acceleration voltage of 30 kV. 
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3.18 Antimicrobial activity of PHB-Ag Nc and PHB-Zno Nc films 

 

The agar disc diffusion method with slight modifications was used to assess the 

antibacterial activity of PHB-nanocomposites films. These analyses included food-borne 

gram-negative bacteria like Escherichia coli and gram positive bacteria Staphylococcus 

aureus. Both cultures of Escherichia coli and gram positive bacteria Staphylococcus 

aureus provided by Gujarat Institute of Desert Ecology (GUIDE), Bhuj. The initial 

bacterial suspension turbidity was adjusted to prepare the bacterial inoculum as per 0.5 

McFarland standards. A petri dish with Mueller Hinton agar was used to keep PHB films 

that had been cut into circles of around 6 mm in diameter. The petri dish was kept for 24 h 

at 35 °C in an incubator (MIL 12, K M scientific instrument). Inhibition halos were 

measured with a precise gauge calliper. There were four duplicates for each analysis [147]. 

The fluorescent lamp with a visible spectrum wavelength is used (approximately 400-700 

nm in wavelength) for this study.  

 

3.19 Overall migration test  

 

Three food Simulants were used in the overall migration test of the produced PHB-Zno and 

PHB-Ag Nanocomposite, as prescribed by European food packaging legislation [148]. 

3.0% (v/v) acetic acid is used for foods that are acidic, 10% v/v ethanol is used for liquid 

wines, spirits & liqueurs and iso-octane Simulants is used for foods that are fatty. In 

addition, samples were immersed in isooctane and held at 20 °C for two days. The sample 

is immersed in 20 ml 3.0% (v/v) acetic acid at 37 °C for 1 day, 10 % (v/v) ethanol at 40 °C 

for 10 days and 95% (v/v) Iso-octane at 20°C  for 2 days. After that, the films were taken 

off, the Simulants were evaporated, and the residue was weighed on a Shimadzu weight 

balance (readability of 0.001 mg) to figure out the overall migration. The average data 

from the experiments which were carried out in triplicate are provided 
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CHAPTER 4 

 

PHB produced using Alcaligenes sp. NCIM 5085 

 

4.1. Introduction: 

 

Polyhydroxybutyrates (PHBs) are a derivative of PHA that have undergone the most in-depth 

research and PHBs have attracted a lot of attention in the last several decades because their 

physical characteristics resemble those of common petroleum polymers like PP or PE. Short 

lateral chains, low crystallinity, high flexibility, and easy manipulation are characteristics of 

PHB homopolymer. PHB finds application in food packaging due to having superior gas 

barrier properties and water vapour permeability, high melting point (Tm) and high tensile 

strength than PP and PET [7]. PHB also finds its application as a scaffold in the field of tissue 

engineering and drug carriers in cases of regulated and slow-release kinetics because it 

degrades gradually within the body. PHBs are also used in a variety of cutting-edge fields, 

including agriculture, nanotechnology, the medical sector, and the packaging industry due to 

having thermal and physicochemical properties similar to conventional plastics [8]. 

The maximum PHB production and its quality are dependent on the selection of substrate, 

selection of PHB producer and various process parameters. The main purpose of this study is 

to optimize process parameters such as initial substrate concentration, static & shaking 

conditions, nitrogen source, C/N ratio, inoculum volume, incubation time and pH for PHB 

production. In the present work, CM which was a waste of the sugar industry and rich in 

nutrients and micronutrients was used as a substrate to synthesize PHB. It is abundantly 

available at low cost in India. The Alcaligenes sp. NCIM 5085 microorganism was used as a 
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PHB producer. Further, the growth kinetics of biomass was fitted into the kinetic models of 

Monod and Logistic. Additionally, the Luedeking-Piret model was used to understand the 

kinetics of PHB production. The growth kinetics and PHB production kinetics differ from one 

to other bacterium and fermentation conditions. Furthermore, Sudan Black B staining was 

employed to verify the PHB synthesis interacellular initially and further TEM analysis was 

performed to confirm it. Optimized synthesis of PHB was subjected to structural 

characterization via GC-MS, FTIR and NMR analysis. Thermal properties of PHB were also 

analyzed by TGA, DTG and DSC. The recovered PHB properties have been compared with 

the standard PHB and explored the possible industrial application of recovered PHB.  

 

4.2 Screening of PHB producer 

SBB and other lipophilic dyes were used as indicators by reacting with phospholipids, which 

were largely found in the outer layer of PHB to identify the active PHB producers. 

Additionally, it was partially disclosed by the microscopic observations that the intracellular 

phospholipids and PHB content were linked to the cytoplasmic components and structural 

elements of the microbial species [149]. The bacterial culture was analyzed by TEM. The 

bigger PHB granules near the bacterial cell membrane may be seen in Fig. 4.1. Microbes do 

not consume all of the PHB for growth and maintenance even if it was produced under stress 

in nitrogen-limited conditions and acts as a reserve component. The result obtained by TEM 

analysis further confirmed the presence of PHB as an intercellular granule in Alcaligenes sp. 

NCIM 5085.  

 
  

FIGURE 4.1: (a) Microscopic observation of PHA granules produced in the bacterial strain with Sudan black B 

(magnification 100X), (b) and (c) TEM analysis image of Alcaligenes sp. 5085 viewed after 48 h of inoculation 

in cane molasses production medium (magnification, 0.5 µm 
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4.3 Optimization of PHB synthesis 

 

4.3.1 Effect of substrate concentration with static and shaking conditions: 

The most important components that affect the quantity and quality of the microorganism 

synthesis process are the vital and primary nutritional factors, like the concentration of carbon 

(substrate) and nitrogen source supplied. The high production cost (raw material, fermentation 

and extraction) is the main obstacle to commercialization of the PHB production which 

contributes 40% of production cost. The inexpensive sugar industry waste, CM is generated in 

huge amounts during sugar production, which was used as substrate and Alcaligenes sp. NCIM 

5085 was used as a PHB producer in the batch fermentation process. The influence of 

untreated CM concentration on PHB synthesis was studied to determine inhibitory factors and 

the optimal substrate concentration. At low substrate concentrations, the growth of the 

organism and PHB content was less in both static and shaking conditions because the requisite 

amount of carbon source was not available and that could not induce the stress which was 

required for PHB synthesis. As the initial substrate concentration was increased from 10 to 40 

g/L, the production of biomass and CDW were increased from 0.4 g/L to 2.45 g/L in static 

conditions and there was a 5-6% increase with shaking fermentation conditions for 48 h of 

incubation as shown in Fig. 4.2 (a, b).  It can be deduced that the biomass, PHB production 

and TRS consumption, were further decreased as the substrate concentration was increased 

above 40 g/L, possibly a higher initial substrate concentration inhibited cell growth. Hence, 40 

g/L initial substrate concentration was considered the optimal substrate concentration for PHB 

synthesis. Bhuwal et al. 2013 reported 66.6% PHB yield where Bacillus sp. NA10 grew on 

100% v/v concentration of cardboard industry wastewater as substrate [150]. The highest 

recovery 54% PHB was achieved with a 5% CM concentration, according to Quagliano et al. 

2001 [151], who evaluated the impact of CM concentration on PHB. Similar results were also 

reported by [54] [152]. 
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4.3.2 Effect of static and shaking conditions: 

 

To observe the effect of static and shaking conditions, two sets of experiments were conducted 

where one media was kept in static condition while the other was incubated at 180 rpm 

shaking condition at 35°C. As a result, a 19.67% higher CDW and 40% higher PHB content 

were obtained with shaking conditions, Fig.4.2 (a, b). It is worth pointing out that the shaking 

condition not only facilitated mass and oxygen transmission between phases but also ensured 

that the medium was homogeneous which enhanced the bacterial growth and PHB 

accumulation. Shaking was observed as a major fermentation conditions for PHB synthesis 

[153-155]. A similar result was obtained by Dubey and Mishra, (2021) [153] where the 

maximum PHA content of 0.24 g at shaking and 0.18 g at static conditions were obtained 

when  H. daringness and H. ventrose were grown on 3% and 4% algal biodiesel waste residue, 

respectively incubated at 35°C. Hence, further experiments were carried out with shaking 

conditions only. 

 

4.3.3 Effect of Incubation Time: 

 

Incubation time is a crucial physical element for PHB generation since bacteria cannot 

produce valuable microbial products until they have had enough incubation time to live out 

their whole lives. Fig.4.2 (a, b) demonstrates that CDW and PHB levels grew up to 48 h after 

that it declined due to nutrient depletion which could have been an indication that the microo 

rganisms were using PHB for growth, such as self-replication in the broth. Hence, further 

experiments were carried out up to 48h of incubation time. This finding corresponded to the 

varied observations and time frames for incubation lengths provided by several authors. The 

results were confirmed by Narayanan et al., 2020 [1], Pavan et al., 2019 [156] and Chaijamrus 

et al., 2008 [57], who reported maximum biomass of PHB attained after 48, 42 and 45 hours in 

batch fermentation. This disparity has been attributed to a variety of genetic and metabolic 

processes occurring in microbes, as well as their growth processes and consumption of 

nutrient patterns. 
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FIGURE 4.2: Effect of initial substrate concentration on CDW, PHB yield and consumed TRS for untreated CM 

in PHB synthesis by Alcaligenes sp.5085 (a) static conditions and (b) shaking condition 
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 4.3.4 Effect of pretreatment of CM 

 

Pretreatment of CM was done according to the method explained in section 3.2. At a 

concentrationof 40 g/L CM, the results of treated CM for CDW and PHB yield were higher 

20.73% CDW and 45.20 % PHB content, (See, Fig.4.3 a). This may be the effect of 

monosaccharides that are present in CM during pretreatment with sulphuric acid. In literature 

it was observed that an Alcaligenes bacterium was unable to assimilate sucrose; therefore it 

was required to convert into its monomer glucose and fructose for bacterial utilization. The 

acid treatment on CM shows a positive effect on PHB production [14] [64] and further, all the 

experiments have been carried out with treated CM. 

 

4.3.5 Effect of nitrogen source and C/N ratio 

 

The nitrogen source and C/N ratio are other primary crucial factors which influence the 

metabolism of cell biomass growth and PHB accumulation. A higher nitrogen uptake 

promotes biomass growth without stimulating PHB formation, whereas lower nitrogen 

concentrations promote PHB accumulation [158]. In the present work urea and ammonium 

sulphate were used as nitrogen sources for the optimal growth of Alcaligenes sp. NCIM 5085. 

Fig.4.2 (b) indicates the effect of ammonium sulphate and urea as nitrogen sources on biomass 

(g/L) and PHB synthesis (g/L) in Alcaligenes. Sp. Among, them ammonium sulphate showed 

a significant 39% PHB production and hence it was selected for further optimization process. 

The PHB synthesis was low when urea was used as a nitrogen source because bacteria 

hydrolyse urea into NH3 and CO2 and increase carbon content in media which leads to 

decreased PHB accumulation, whereas in the case of (NH4)2SO4, it is hydrolysed in NH4+and 

SO4
–, therefore no additional carbon was generated which also supported the PHB 

accumulation. Another reason for producing higher PHB may be the presence of nitrogen in 

both sources; urea contains 46% nitrogen and ammonium sulphate contains 21% nitrogen by 

molecular weight and it is known that PHB polymerize within a cell when nitrogen nutrient is 

deficient. However, in the initial phase to increase cell counts of bacteria and the growth of 

bacteria nitrogen is required, as the growth progresses to accumulate PHB, a stress period 

requires less nutrients. Therefore in the experiments, it was observed that initially up to 36 h 
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incubation time, the biomass production was higher when urea was used as a nitrogen source 

however, the PHB accumulation as well as biomass was higher when ammonium sulphate was 

used as a nitrogen source, after 48 h of incubation. Similar results were also reported by 

Mohanrasu et al. (2020) [159] where 20 g/L of glucose as carbon sources and 2 g/L  

(NH4)2SO4 as nitrogen source grew on Bacillus megaterium. The maximum 2.94 g/L PHB 

content was achieved among the ammonium chloride, ammonium sulphate, glycine, potassium 

nitrate, protease peptone and urea used as nitrogen sources.  Similar observations were 

reported by Beaulieu et al.(1995) [49] where 1% of glucose and 0.3% of CM as carbon 

sources and (NH4)2SO4 as nitrogen source grew on A. eutrophus DSM 545. The maximum 

25.25 g/L biomass and 43% PHB content were achieved. However, in the study, no other 

nitrogen source was used. 

 

In other observations it was found that the PHB concentration was also reduced by reducing 

the C/N ratio from 76 to 38 because the higher nitrogen content does not promote the 

accumulation of PHB, Fig. 4.3(b). The reason may be the higher nitrogen amounts assisted the 

cell's ability to use the tri-carboxylic acid cycle (TCA) metabolic pathway to generate more 

energy, limiting the availability of acetyl-coA which is the key substrate for PHB synthesis. 

Wisuthiphaet and Napathorn (2016) [63] reported the effect of the C/N ratio on PHB 

production when Azohydromonas lata DSM1123 grew on raw sugar and CM in the shaken 

flask; they found that the maximum PHB content was 1.7±1.3 g/L  with a 200 C/N ratio 

experiment. Kulpreecha et al., 2008 reported a maximum CDW of 7.05 g/L and PHB content 

of 55.45% when B. megaterium BA-019 which grew on CM and urea was used as a nitrogen 

source in fed-batch fermentation for PHB synthesis. The author also reported the effect of the 

C/N ratios on PHA production and found that C/N 25 gave the highest 4.16 g/L PHB content. 

However, nitrogen source type with a limited supply might improve the PHB production [3] 

[33].  

 

4.3.6 Inoculum volume 

 

The inoculum volume helps to reduce the lag time and optimal productivity over a shorter 

fermentation period. The impact of inoculum concentration on biomass and PHB content can 
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be seen in Fig. 4.4 (b). As the inoculum concentration was increased from 2 to 10%, the 

biomass and PHB content were increased and the highest biomass was 4.48±0.00 g/L and 

PHB content was 1.75±0.03 g/L for 10% inoculum concentration after 48h of incubation. For 

decreasing and increasing inoculum volume from 10%, the biomass and PHB content were 

decreased. Since there is inadequate cell biomass, it may take a few extra days to synthesize 

higher PHB than the provided incubation time for lower percentages of inoculum volume; 

prolonged incubation is not practical from an economic standpoint for commercial production. 

Furthermore, at higher percentages of inoculum, the bacteria may frequently utilise the 

nutrient in the log phase itself, resulting in the fact that when the cell enters the PHB 

generating phase (at the start of the stationary phase), the amount of the necessary nutrients 

was reduced, causing it to be unable to generate more PHB. Hence, 10% inoculum volume 

was taken as the optimum inoculum volume concentration. 

 

Gomaa (2014) [160] reported the amount of PHA accumulated by increasing the inoculum 

concentration up to 8% (v/v) reached 82.99 and 77.32% for B. subtilis and E. coli grew on CM 

and ammonium sulphate used as C and N source, respectively, after that CDW and PHA 

content decreased as increasing inoculum concentration. Arumugam et al. reported the amount 

of PHB accumulated by increasing the inoculum concentration up to 5% (v/v) reached 10.4 

g/L, after that PHA content decreased as increasing inoculum volume where Cupriavidus 

necator was grown on non-edible oil [158]. Dubey et al., reported the amount of PHA 0.310 ± 

0.04 g/L accumulated by increasing the inoculum concentration up to 15% (v/v) after that 

PHA content decreased with increasing inoculum volume where H. daqingensis and H. 

ventosae grown on 4% algal biodiesel waste residue as substrate [153]. Results indicate that a 

minimum amount of bacteria was required to produce an appropriate amount of biomass in 

time. This parameter is very important if time is constrained. 

 

4.3.7 Effect of initial pH 

 

pH is a crucial component in determining PHB yield in addition to the nutritional parameters. 

pH controls the metabolism of bacteria through the alleviated activity of enzymes. It is visible 

from Fig. 4.4 b  that at neutral pH, biosynthesis activities of bacteria were maximum based on  
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FIGURE 4.3: (a) Effect of treated Cane molasses (b) Effect of C/N ratios on CDW, PHB yield and consumed 

TRS with initial 40 g/L treated CM in PHB synthesis by Alcaligenes sp. 5085 
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FIGURE 4.4: (a) Effect of inoculum (b) Effect of pH on CDW, PHB yield and consumed TRS with initial 40 

g/L treated CM CM in PHB synthesis by Alcaligenes sp. 5085 
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PHB yield. A similar observation was reported by [160-162]. It was observed that the majority 

of bacterial cells are extremely sensitive to acidic or basic pH or H+ concentrations in media. 

pH can influence proteins such as enzymes & co-factors by modifying the charge of ions 

on enzymes, which leads to functional loss and metabolisms [163]. It varies from neutral to 

acidic or alkaline where cell growth is decreased as well as PHB accumulation.  

 

4.3.8 Summary of the optimization of PHB produced using Alcaligenes sp. NCIM 5085 

 

The PHB production ability of Alcaligenes sp. NCIM 5085 at optimized conditions are 40 g/L 

treated CM as a substrate, 1 g/L ammonium sulphate as a nitrogen source, 76 C/N ratio, 10% 

inoculum volume, pH 7, 35 oC. The maximum CDW 4.48±0.00 g/L, yield of PHB content was 

1.75±0.03 g/L and substrate consumed was 27.42 ±0.12 (68.56±0.30) g/L, Y(x/s)- 0.19, Y(p/x) -

0.39,  Y(P/s)- 0.076  and 0.036 g/(L h) PHB Productivity. 

 

4.4 Mechanism, Kinetic modelling of cell growth and PHB production 

 

4.4.1 Reaction mechanism: 

 

In the bacteria, PHB synthesis starts with the formation of acetyl-CoA which is produced 

through glycolysis. Condensation of two acetyl-CoA moieties yields acetoacetyl-CoA which is 

later reduced to 3-hydroxybutrate-CoA (3-HB-CoA). The PHB polymerase enzyme catalyzes 

the polymerization of 3-HB-CoA into a polymer of 3-HB while releasing free CoA. Fig.4.5 

demonstrates the biosynthesis of PHB by Alcaligenes sp. NCIM 5085. During cell growth 

phase reaction, ammonium sulphate and urea were used as nitrogen sources. The reactions can 

be presented as: 

Growth phase reaction: 

𝐶6𝐻12𝑂12 + (𝑁𝐻4)2𝑆𝑂4 + 𝑂2 → 𝑋 + 𝐻2𝑂 +𝐻2𝑆𝑂4 + 𝐶𝑂2                                               (10a) 

 

𝐶6𝐻12𝑂12 +𝑁𝐻2𝐶𝑂𝑁𝐻2 + 𝑂2 → 𝑋 + 𝐻2𝑂 + 𝐶𝑂2                                                             (10b) 
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Where X is the biomass generated during growth Phase. The PHB accumulation enhances as 

nitrogen becomes limiting agent. PHB synthesis without nitrogen can be written as: 

 

𝐶6𝐻12𝑂12 + 𝑂2 → 𝑃(3𝐻𝐵) + 𝐻2𝑂 + 𝐶𝑂2                                                                                     (11)      

  

 

 

FIGURE 4.5: PHB biosynthesis reaction mechanisms in Alcaligenes sp.  

 

The biological P(3HB) synthesis process involves either a monomer or a priming mechanism 

as shown in eq. (12a) and (12b) [164]. 

PHB synthesis with polymerase 

Initiation  

E − SH +M − SCoA
𝑘𝑖
→ E − S − M +  CoA − SH                                                                 (12a) 

 

E − SH +  X
𝑘𝑖
→ E − S − X + 𝐻+                                                                                                     (12b) 

 

Glycolysis  

Condensation   
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Where, E-SH stands for free PHB synthase, M-SCoA stands for activated monomer (3-

hydroxybutrate-CoA ([3HB-CoA]), E-S-M stands for monomer/synthase complex, X stands 

for a primer unit, E-S-X stands for synthase/primer complex, and ki is the initiation reaction 

rate constant. Once activated, the synthase can create a polymer chain using 3HB-CoA as a 

substrate in propagation processes. The entire reaction is shown in Eq. (13), where kp is the 

propagation reaction's rate constant. The expanding chain is transferred between two thiol 

groups at the active site of PHB synthase to propagate. 

 

Propagation  

E − S − 𝑀𝑛 +  M− SCoA
𝑘𝑃
→ E − S −𝑀𝑛+1 +  CoA − SH                                                     (13)        

 

A chain transfer reaction is used to terminate the process, in which the polymer chain is 

transferred to a chain transfer agent. 3HB-CoA, water and a chain transfer agent are triggered 

by water and all have been proposed as suitable chain transfer agents. The reaction is 

described in Eq. (14) when water is the chain transfer agent.  

 

Termination reaction, chain transfer with water 

E − S − 𝑀𝑛 + 𝐻2𝑂
𝑘𝑡
→ E − S − H+𝑀𝑛                                                                                 (14)    

Where kt is the constant for the termination reaction [165-166]. 

 

4.4.2 Kinetic modelling of cell growth:  

 

The following assumptions were followed for the construction of the mathematical model: 

1. Biomass (X) was made up of two components (R and P): the catalytically active 

component (R) is made up of proteins and nucleic acids, while the result PHA (P) is 

inert. 

2. The CM substrate was limiting which affect the growth and PHB production. 

3. The cell maintenance coefficient was neglected. 

The model was developed using batch kinetics under optimum culture conditions. The total 

biomass consists of catalytically active biomass plus PHA. 
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𝑋 = 𝑅 + 𝑃                                                                                                                               (15) 

The cell growth rate of microorganisms or biomass accumulation rate is defined according to 

the Malthus model,  

𝑑𝑋

𝑑𝑡
= µ𝑋                                                                                                                                     (16) 

where, μ is the specific growth rate (h-1). Jacques Monod proposed the Monod model in 1942 

to explain the relationship between specific growth rate and substrate consumption rate in a 

batch process, 

m

S

µ S
µ

K S



                                                                                                                               

(17) 

By separating the variables, Eq. (17) can be rearranged in linear form as follows: 

1 1 1S

m m

K

µ µ S µ
 

                                                                                                                  
(18) 

Where μ is the specific growth rate (h-1), S is the substrate concentration (g/L) and the terms 

KS and μm are defined as the Monod constant (g/L) and maximum specific growth rate (h-1), 

respectively. The log phase of the cell growth curve was the most active and was utilised to 

determine kinetic parameters. The log phase is a time of balanced growth during which cell 

components develop at the same rates. According to Eq. (18) a plot of 1/µ vs 1/S should give a 

straight line and µm was determined from the intercept and KS was determined by the slope of a 

line. 

For the cell growth kinetics, the Malthus model was also applied. The biomass generation 

derivatives with regard to time are linked to the specific growth rate, which is described as 

follows: 

 

1 dX
µ

X dt


                                                                                                                              

(19) 

Where, X is the cell mass concentration (g/L) and t is time (h). Integrating Eq. (19) between 

the limits 0-t for time and X- X0  for X results in: 
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0

ln
X

X
µt                                                                                                                                (20) 

In Eq. (20), X was increased with time regardless of the substrate’s availability. This model 

was used to find out specificgrowth rates with respect to time [51]. However, cell 

development was restricted by a hyperbolic relationship, and the maximum possible cell 

biomass concentration was limited. The Logistic equation was introduced to characterize such 

growth kinetics: 

1
m

dX X
µX

dt X

 
  

                                                                                                                     
(21) 

Integrating Eq. (21), with initial condition, X = X0 at t = 0 yields; 

0
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)1 (1

m
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   t ≤  tm                                                                                                                                                         (22) 

Rearranging Eq (22): 

0

ln 1ln m
m

m

t
XX

X X
µ

X

 
  






  

  



                                                                                                  
(23) 

Where Xm is the maximum cell dry weight concentration (g/L). The cell mass concentrations at 

the beginning and end vary depending on the microorganisms utilised and the fermentation 

environment over a period of time. A plot of ln(X/Xm-X) vs t should give a straight line and µm 

was equal to the slope of a line and X0 was determined from the intercept. 

4.4.3 Kinetic modelling of PHB production:  

The following assumptions were taken for the model: 

1. Alcaligenes sp. NCIM 5085 begins to produce PHB already before nitrogen is 

depleted; 

2. The initial PHB concentration P0, was expected to be minimal because PHB 

production begins mostly at the log phase, thus neglecting; 
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Leudeking–Piret kinetics describes the formation of a product. The rate of product generation 

had been demonstrated to be linearly dependent on both the instantaneous biomass 

concentration X and the growth rate dX/dt. 

 

dX
X

d

dt

P

dt
  

                                                                                                                     
(24) 

Where α and β are the growth and non-growth associated constant, respectively. Substituting 

the Eq. (21) & (22) in Eq (24) and integrating yields the following equation: 
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                                                           (25) 

The initial PHB concentration, P0, was expected to be minimal because PHA production 

begins mostly at the log phase, thus neglecting P0. As a result, Eq. (25) can be written as, 

( ) ( )tP A t B t  
                                                                                                                   (26) 

Where, 
0
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At stationary phase, dX/dt= 0 and X=Xm. Therefore, the value of β can be obtained from Eq. 

(26). A linear plot of [Pt– βB (t)] versus A(t) gives the value of α [167-168]. 

4.4.4 Error analysis:  

To choose the best-fitting kinetic model for all reaction situations, an error analysis was 

carried out. The agreement between estimated values and experimental data was established 

by the coefficient of linear regression (R2). The Root mean square error (RMSE) was assessed 

by error analysis. Calculations for (%) RMSE is provided in Eq. (27) [169]. 

(%)𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 = √(((
1

𝑁
) ∗ ∑ (𝑌𝑒𝑥𝑝 − 𝑌𝑡ℎ)

2

𝑖

𝑁
𝑖−1 )) ∗ 100                                                           (27) 
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Where, Y=CDW / PHA 

4.5 Kinetic analysis 

4.5.1 Cell growth kinetics models 

The Logistic and Monod models were investigated for the cell growth kinetics of PHB 

synthesis. Monod kinetic model was investigated by drawing a plot of 1/µ versus 1/S at 

different PHB synthesis conditions like initial substrate concentration, C/N ratio, inoculum 

concentration and pH. Linear regression analysis was performed and theoretical data was 

predicted by the model simultaneously and verified with the experimental data as shown in 

Fig. 4.6. Eqs.(16-20) were used to determine the growth kinetics of PHB using the Monod 

model. The values of µm and Ks were obtained from the slope and intercept of a linear plot of 

1/µ versus 1/S. Linear regression was performed for another cell growth kinetic model using 

Eqs. (21-23) (Logistic model) by plotting the data for ln(X/Xm - X) versus incubation time, t as 

depicted in Fig. 4.7.A linear plot suggested the value of µm, X0. Kinetic parameters calculated 

from the linear regression at different PHB synthesis conditions are shown in Table 4.1 for all 

the two growth kinetics models. A comparison of experimental CDW with the theoretical 

Logistic model is shown in Fig. 4.8. The experiment results were found well fitted with the 

model at log phase growth kinetics; however, at the end of the stationary phase the 

experimental CDW started to decline due to the unavailability of nutrient whereas in Logistic 

model, it was not accounted for usual fall in cell density in this phase. 

Furthermore, increase in CM concentration from 10 to 40 g/L, µm was increased in both 

models however; it decreased after a certain concentration for both static and shaking 

conditions. The present study is supported by Gahlawat et al., 2013 [170] where it was 

reported that µm initially increases with the increasing sucrose concentration and decreases 

after a certain concentration of sucrose where PHB synthesis was done by Azohydromonas 

australica in a batch process. The µm was also increased in the presence of nitrogen because it 

supports the growth of bacteria as biomass, as well as the optimum C/N ratio also supported 

the increasing µm. The optimum inoculum concentration (10 v/v %) and optimum initial pH 

(7) further increased µm. However, data predicted by the Logistic model fitted best out the two 
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growths kinetic models where a higher value of the coefficient of regression (0.999) and 

lowest RMSE value in the range of 0.008–0.16 was found. 

 

4.5.2 Kinetic for PHB production:  

 

The Luedeking Piret model (LPM) was investigated for the PHB synthesis kinetics using Eqs. 

(24-26). A linear plot of A (t) versus P-βB (t) (Fig.4.9) gives the value of α and theoretical 

PHB content if the value of A(t), B(t), α and β are substituted in Eq.(26). Fig. 4.10 

demonstrates the plot of PHB vs. incubation time for PHB accumulation by Alcaligenes sp. 

5085 in shaking conditions. It was noticed that the experimental data fitted well with the 

model at log phase; however, at the end of stationary phase, experimental PHB in experiments 

was found to be declined due to degradation of PHB. The growth associated constant α was 

obtained much larger than the β, non-growth associated constant as shown in Table 4.1. It 

indicated that PHB production was primarily followed the growth-related kinetic pattern, with 

a low rate of PHB production during the non-growth period. It is important to emphasize that 

kinetic parameters might be alteredwith fermentation conditions such as shaking, pH, nutrient 

concentration and substrate concentration. For the same, the kinetic model for each 

experimental condition was evaluated separately as shown in Table 2. The data predicted by 

Logistic model was incorporated with Luedeking Piret model which satisfies the highest linear 

correlation 0.98 and lowest RMSE value in the range of 0.003-0.18.  
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FIGURE 4.6: Kinetics of cell growth by Monod model for PHB accumulation by Alcaligenes. sp. 5085 (a) Static 

with UCM (b) Shaking with UCM (c) C/N ratio with treated CM (d) Inoculum (e) pH  
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FIGURE 4.7: Kinetics of cell growth by Logistic model for PHB accumulation by Alcaligenes. sp. 5085(a) 

Static with UCM (b) Shaking with UCM (c) C/N ratio with treated CM (d) Inoculumn (e) pH  
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FIGURE 4.8: The comparison of Experimental CDW kinetics data and Model data for PHB 

accumulation by Alcaligenes. sp. 5085(a) Static with UCM (b) Shaking with UCM (c) C/N ratio 

with treated CM (d) Inoculumn (e) pH  
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FIGURE 4.9: Kinetics of PHB synthesis by Luedeking Piret modelfor PHB accumulation by Alcaligenes. sp. 

5085(a) Static with UCM (b) Shaking with UCM (c) C/N ratio with treated CM (d) Inoculumn (e) pH  
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FIGURE 4.10: The comparison of experimental PHB kinetics data and model for PHB accumulation by 

Alcaligenes sp. 5085 (a) Staticwith UCM (b) Shaking with UCM (c) C/N ratio with treated CM (d) Inoculumn (e) 

pH 

 

lowest inoculum concentration, the value of the linear correlation coefficient was less in the 

Monod growth kinetic model in comparison to Logistic growth kinetic model, therefore it was 

selected as the best-fitted model for cell growth kinetic in the present study. 
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TABLE 4.1: The summary of kinetics parameters for PHA synthesis and growth model by Alcaligenes sp. NCIM 5085 batch fermentation 

Experimental conditions Logistic model Monod model Luedeking Piret model 

µmax 

(h-1) 

X0 (g) R2 RMSE 

(%) 

µmax(h
-

1) 

Ks 

(g/L) 

R2 RMSE 

(%) 

 

α β R2 RSME 

(%) 

Without 

shaking and  

untreated CM 

CM 

Concentration 

10g/L 

0.05 0.06 0.96 5.03 0.041 14.81 0.89 6.05 0.089 0.0013 0.97 0.33 

CM 

Concentration 

20 g/L 

0.06 0.38 0.95 5.93 0.046 36.51 0.94 8.47 0.04 0.0010 0.89 0.24 

CM 

Concentration 

30g/L 

0.09 0.28 0.99 16.51 0.061 50.83 0.96 7.56 0.041 0.0016 0.96 0.65 

CM 

Concentration 

40 g/L 

0.09 0.32 0.98 7.2 0.095 78.02 0.90 7.45 0.045 0.0021 0.93 1.01 

CM 

Concentration 

50 g/L 

0.08 0.27 0.97 9.18 0.048 82.55 0.70 9.86 0.041 0.0026 0.96 3.92 

shaking and  

untreated CM 

CM 

Concentration 

10 g/L 

0.05 0.04 0.94 2.83 0.058 14.01 0.85 3.34 0.12 0.0018 0.93 0.56 

CM 

Concentration 

20 g/L 

0.06 0.36 0.96 12.18 0.0706 39.37 0.92 13.48 0.02 0.0012 0.98 1.26 

CM 

Concentration 

30 g/L 

0.09 0.27 0.97 16.97 0.071 52.10 0.87 11.97 0.06 0.026 0.84 2.40 

CM 

Concentration 

40 g/L 

0.09 0.34 0.99 9.17 0.1 80.51 0.97 10 0.056 0.027 0.85 2.80 

CM 

Concentration 

50 g/L 

 

0.08 0.34 0.98 6.52 0.057 83.263 0.87 2.84 0.07 0.022 0.92 1.94 
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Experimental conditions Logistic model                    Monod model  Luedeking Piret  model 

 µmax 

(h-1) 

X0 (g) R2 RMSE 

(%) 

µmax(h
-

1) 

Ks 

(g/L) 

R2 RMSE 

(%) 

 

α β R2 RSME 

(%) 

 

Shaking and 

treated CM 

(40 g/L, initial 

concentration) 

N=0 0.10 0.28 0.98 15.04 0.25 70.24 0.89 15.58 0.1 0.004 0.98 1.72 

N=1 g/L Urea 0.14 0.53 0.99 6.83 0.16 92.73 0.97 8.59 0.086 0.0054 0.90 4.34 

N=1 g/L 

ammonium 

sulphate 7pH, 

10 % 

inoculumn 

0.10 0.29 0.99 9.21 0.17 83.95 0.93 10.40 0.21 0.008 0.92 4.03 

N=1.5 g/L AS 0.08 0.20 0.98 5 0.12 88.18 0.95 1.3 0.0079 0.0078 0.93 18.9 

N=2 g/L AS 0.08 0.08 0.97 4.36 0.089 55.95 0.98 6.94 0.0071 0.0079 0.93 16.74 

5 pH 0.07 0.15 0.99 0.87 0.037 64.74 0.97 5.78 0.2 0.004 0.98 12.13 

6 pH 0.09 0.1 0.99 10.4 0.92 64.74 0.93 11.19 0.081 0.0024 0.98 0.86 

8 pH 0.08 0.16 0.99 2.18 0.13 37.28 0.80 4.18 0.0156 0.002 0.96 1.65 

9 pH 0.07 0.11 0.95 8.94 0.081 73.20 0.81 9.84 0.07 0.0021 0.96 0.78 

8 % inoculum 0.08 0.30 0.98 11.21 0.0772 70.76 0.87 6.45 0.004 0.005 0.89 4.1 

5 % inoculum 0.07 0.27 0.97 7.68 0.038 0.75 0.75 8.75 0.064 0.0014 0.98 0.44 

2 % inoculum 0.07 0.04 0.91 16.18 0.035 0.77 0.77 13.65 0.14 0.0016 0.98 0.40 
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FIGURE 4.11: Fourier transforms infrared spectrograph spectra of PHB recovered from Alcaligenes sp. 

 

1724, 1725 and 1721cm−1 matched PHB retrieved from recombinant E. coli, B. Cereus and 

actinomycetes Rhodococcus sp. strain BSRT1-1, respectively. The peak at 1280.50, 3434.34, 

2929.04 and 2958.24 cm−1 are relevant to –CH, terminal OH group, CH3 (symmetric) and 

CH2 (asymmetric) groups, respectively. Stretching of CH3 and CH2 molecules, as well as ester 

groups C-O link can be seen in the series of bands between 500 and 1450 cm−1. The result 

obtained confirms the existence of PHB polymer and is also endorsed by Narayanan et al., 

2020b and Trakunjae, 2021 [3] [173], where PHB production was validated. 

 

4.6.2 1HNMR and 13CNMR: 

 

The existence of carbon elements in PHB was investigated by 13C NMR analysis. The spectra 

obtained for 13C NMR analysis is shown in Fig. 4.12 (a) which revealed the existence of four 

peaks. The peaks at 19.78 ppm,40.78 ppm, 67.63 ppm, 169.19 ppm correspond to CH3, CH2, 

CH and C=O groups, respectivelyand the peak between 76.78-77.28 ppm represents CDCl3 

solvent. The obtained investigation seemed to be near to Sabarinathan et al., 2018 [174] and  
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(a) 

 

(b)  

 

FIGURE 4.12: 500MHz NMR spectra (a) 13C NMR spectra with CDCl3 (b) 1H NMR spectra with DMSO for 

PHB recovered from Alcaligenes sp.  
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Pradhan et al. 2018 [36], where PHB production was carried out with B. megaterium and C. 

necator and P. plecoglossicida in batch fermentation.  

 

The presence of proton in PHB was investigated by 1HNMR analysis as shown in Fig. 4.12 

(b). The peak at 1.2 ppm was assigned to the proton of terminal CH3 (methyl) group, the 

doublet of quadruplet peak at 2.137ppm relevant to CH2 (methylene), in the vicinity of an 

asymmetric carbon a peak at 5.094ppm corresponds to CH (methyne) group of PHB. The peak 

between 3-4 ppm is a DMSO (solvent) peak. Impurities in the extracted PHB could be the 

cause of the remaining 1HNMR analytical peaks.Similar results were also obtained by Singh et 

al., 2013 [122] and Devi et al., 2015 [172] where PHB was produced by B. Subtilis NG220 

and B. Cereus, respectively. The 1HNMR and 13CNMR results demonstrate that the polymers 

produced by Alcaligenes sp. NCIM 5085 grow on cane molasses as a substrate and is a linear 

homopolymer of PHB. 

 

 

4.6.3 Gas chromatography- mass spectra (GC-MS): 

 

The moiety of any molecule can be determined by GC-MS analysis. The gas chromatogram is 

shown in Fig.4.14 (a) where four measured peak at 23.48 min,20.526 min, 16.86 min, 21.82 

min and 18.57 min were identified as 1-hexadecanol (38.90%), Z-8-methyl-9-tetradecenoic 

acid (34.02%), N-dodecyl methacrylate (14.21%) and 2-propenoic acid, 2-methyl-, decyl ester 

(5.29%), respectively. It is possible that such oligomers were developed due to partial 

methanolysis of the polymer sample. Similar observations were also reported in previous 

studies [175-177] [150]. The fragmentation signals in the methyl esters produced during 

methanolysis of the sample allowed for the identification of the structure of PHB derived from 

Alcaligenes sp. NCIM 5085, the possible reaction mechanisms are shown in Fig. 4.13. 
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FIGURE 4.13: The possible reaction mechanism pathway of methanolysis of PHB recovered from Alcaligenes 

sp.  

 

 

The following were the primary molecular fragmentations discovered (Fig 4.13): 43 (C2H3O), 

105 (C4H7O3
+), 87(C4H7O2

+) and 61(C2H3O2
+) m/z. The acylium ion molecule fragmentation 

was seen at 43, 71 & 85 m/z, which were formed due to the elimination of the alkoxy group of 

the ester by α- cleavage reaction as shown in the mechanism in Fig 4.13. The further signals 

reported at 59, 87, 117, and 105 m/z were due to the elimination of the alkyl group from the 

acyl portion of the ester molecule.74 m/z was another fragmentation ion observed in the Mc 

Lafferty rearrangement of the β-cleavage process to methyl esters as shown in the mechanism 

in Fig 4.13. A further reconfiguration of the molecule alkyl locations was involved in moving 

a hydrogen atom from the alkyl part to the carbonyl oxygen of the acyl section of the ester, 

which yielded fragments of 61 and 75 m/z [178-179]. Fragments at 43, 61 and 71 m/z 

indicated the existence of methyl ester of hydroxyl butyrate and 3-hydroxyl functional group 

in recovered PHB. The 3-hydroxy functional group had molecular fragments at 103, 74, 71, 

61, and 43 m/z. 
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(a) 

 

(b)  
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(c) 

 

(d) 
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(e) 

 

 

FIGURE 4.14: GC-MS analysis of recovered PHB (a) Gas chromatogram (b) 2-propenoic acid, 2-Methyl-, decyl 

ester(c) 1-hexadecanol (d) Z-8-methyl-9-tetradecenoic acid (e) N-Dodecyl methacrylate mass spectra 

 

4.7 Thermal properties of PHB recovered  

 

The recovered PHB from Alcaligenes sp. NCIM 5085 was investigated for melting 

temperature, degradation temperature and glass transition temperature using thermogravimetry 

analysis (TGA), differential thermogravimetric (DTG) and differential scanning calorimetry 

(DSC). 

 

4.7.1 Thermogravimetry analysis (TGA): 

 

The TGA analysis makes it possible to distinguish between degradation temperature and 

melting temperature. The polymer loss by mass occurred at a specific temperature and time, as 

shown by the TGA thermogram, Fig.4.15 (a). Mainly two zones of weight loss were observed. 

The first zone of weight loss and polymer degradation occurred between 100 and 180 °C, and 

a weight loss of 0.45% of the total mass was observed. The initial mass loss was brought on 
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by evaporation of solvents which was physically adsorbed on the polymer, such as methanol 

and chloroform [180]. It was followed by the second zone which approximately started at 180 

°Cand occurred after the melting point of PHB, where significant degradation of the polymer 

begun. Chain scission and hydrolysis are two major processes that contribute to the 

degradation process and reduce molecular weight. Fast degradation of PHB by heat at second 

zone took place due to random chain scission mechanism, which includes the cleavage of C=O 

and C-O linkages in ester groups by β-scission, dissolution of crystalline regions, and 

depolymerization of hemicellulose. The residual mass left at 554.3°C was 39.83%. It can be 

deduced that the thermal degradation temperature (TD) in the TGA thermogram was 285 °C. 

 

4.7.2 Differential thermogravimetric (DTG): 

 

DTG analysis was done to examine how quickly mass loss takes place with temperature. The 

peaks of the DTG curve, Fig.4.15 (a) demonstrate the thermal stability of PHB in relation to 

the temperature at which the polymer matrix degrades rapidly. At a mass loss rate of 20%/min, 

the maximum degradation temperature for recovered PHB was about 285°C, compared to 

236°C respectively, whereas Chen et al 2019 [182] observed Tg-7.34°C. In another study, 

Chaijamrus and Udpuay, 2008 [57] reported Tg= 4.8 °C for PHB produced from fermentation 

of cane m°C for standard PHB. It can be concluded that PHB generated exhibits better thermal 

stability or resistance to thermal deterioration than standard PHB. 

 

4.7.3 Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC): 

 

To determine glass transition and melting points and to assess the mobility of the polymer 

chains, a DSC investigation was conducted. Glass transition temperature (Tg) was found at -

2.8 °C and melting point (Tm) was observed at 161.7 °C (ΔH0
m=47.06 J/s) from endothermal 

peaks of the DSC thermogram, Fig.4.15 (b). The glass transition temperature denotes the 

arrangement of the polymer chain inside the polymer structure. A higher glass transition 

temperature results from an amorphous structure of polymer which prevents early movement 

of the polymer chain. According to previous studies, the PHB structure causes the polymer  
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(a) 

 

(b)  

 

 

FIGURE 4.15: Thermal analysis of recovered PHB by Alcaligenes sp.  (a) TGA-DTG curve (b) DSC analysis 
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chain to move relatively slowly at a lower temperature, which lowers the glass transition 

temperature [36]. The value of Tg varies from -4 to 15°C. Studies conducted by Oliveira et al. 

2007 [144], obtained Tg-0.3 and -0.2 °C from PHB synthesized by soya cake and soya cake 

with molasses, with other microorganisms. 

 

The endotherm peaks in the DSC plot are double melting temperatures that are typically seen 

in PHB and they are shown at 142.6 °C and 161.7 °C. According to certain studies, the 

numerous melting patterns of PHB during DSC melting scans are caused by the diverse 

crystalline structures in PHB. The smaller peak was described by Hong et al. 2008 [183] as the 

melting point of tiny, crooked crystallites that developed during solvent evaporation. 

According to the PHB data sheet, the peak temperature of 142.6 °C is known as the Vicat 

softening temperature. The results obtained are in agreement with Hosokawa et al. 2017 [143] 

where the double peak melting point of PHB is 162 °C with 46.3% crystallinity. The extracted 

PHB may have contained about 4 mol% HV in the PHB polymer, as evidenced by the melting 

point being close to 161.7°C. Our findings are in line with the observation made by Chen et al. 

in 2019 that SCL-PHA melts at a temperature of about 162 °C and that PHB contains 4 mol% 

HV. 

Our findings are also in agreement with the thermal analysis of PHB performed by Saranya & 

Shenbagarathai (2011) [184]. The number of functional groups and side chains are important 

factors in determining Tm. Longer side chains are indicated by a lower Tm. The summary of 

structure analysis (FTIR, NMR) and thermal analysis (DSC, TGA & DTG) of PHB produced 

by Alcaligenes sp. NCIM 5085 fermentation of cane molasses and comparison with literature 

is shown in Table. 4.2 The obtained biopolymer could be processed since there was a large 

gap between the value of TD and Tm of the PHB. 

 

The data of enthalpy of fusion ΔH0
m= 47.06 J/s, which was calculated by area under melting 

curve in DSC analysis was used for calculating the % of crystallinity (%  XC) of polymer and 

turned out to be 32.23% which is lower than the standard PHB value that widens the 

application possibilities. Additionally, the lower value of crystallinity makes it highly flexible 

to process and relevant in prospective commercial applications like packaging materials [28] 

[180].
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TABLE 4.2: The Summary of Structure analysis (FTIR, NMR) and thermal analysis (DSC, TGA & DTG) of PHB produced by Alcaligenes sp. NCIM 5085in 

cane molasses and comparison with literature  

 Present 

study 

Abdelrahm

an et al. 

2022 

Trakunjae et 

al. 2021 

Tyagi& 

Sharma, 

2021 

[181] 

Naraya

nan et 

al.  

2020 

Suguna et 

al., 2020 

Mostafa et 

al. 2020 

Pradhan 

2018 

Hassan 

et al. 

2018 

Biradar et 

al.2017 

Types 

of PHA 

PHB PHB PHB PHB  PHBV PHB PHB PHB PHB 

(I) FTIR analysis ( Wavelength cm-1) 

Functional group        

-C=O 1724.56  1724 1721 1720.50 1759.27 1726.24 1724 1727 1724 1720 

-CH 1280.50  2976 1277 977.91 2712.21   2975,295 2982 1380 

-CH2 2929.04 2934 2933 1452.40 1528.16 2931.60 2931  1456  

-CH3 2958.24  2975 1379.1 1448.34 2975.96 2960  1382  

-C-O 1000-1450 1101,1053 100-1300 1276.88 500-

1300 

1280.65  1285, 1058 1134--

1188 

1460,3000 

-OH 3434.34 3435 3443.7  3282.68 3442.7 3440  3443  

(II) NMR spectra (chemical shift in ppm) 

13C NMR  

-CH 67.63 - -  - 67.5 67.61 67.81  67.929 

-CH2 40.78 - -  - 40.7 40.81 40.99  40.124 

-CH3 19.78 - -  - 19.7 19.77 19.95  222.199 
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-C=O 169.19 - -  - 169.09 169.13 169.32  169.143 

1H NMR 

-CH 5.094 - 5.27  5.28-

5.31 

5.28 5.26-5.30 5.26 5.25 5.27 

-CH2 2.137 - 2.5  2.37-

2.71 

2.5 2.47-2.65 2.17-2.60 2.5 2.5 

-CH3 1.2 - 1.29  1.67 1.26& 

1.28 

1.31 1.28-1.60 1.26 0.933 

(III) DSC analysis 

Tg (°C) -2.8 - 4.03  - 28.30  6   

Tm(°C) 161.7  171.8 174.9 - 138.24  175 176 176.08 

ΔH0
m(J/

s) 

47.06  65.26  - 56.98  64 89.79 28.42 

Xc (%) 32.23  44.69  -   44 61.5 38.49 

(IV) TGA and DTG analysis 

Td (°C) 285  288 293.4 - 269.36  289 299 291.31 

Residua

l mass 

% 

39.83  - 1.25 -   1.98 0.4  
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FTIR results also confirmed the identification of the recovered polymer as PHB and in line 

with the findings of Tyagi & Sharma, (2021) (TD=291.8 °C) [11] and Penkhrue et al., 2020 

[184] which also supports the thermal stability of PHB.  

 

The recovered PHB contains 128 kDa average molecular weight (Mn) and 258 kDa weight 

average molecular weight (Mw) with a 2.01 polydispersity index (PI). The PHB recovered had 

a slightly high molecular weight compared to standard PHB (1.95 PI) and lower than Aremu 

et al., 2010 who reported 3.90 PI of PHB recovered from p. Cepacia [157]. 

 

4.7 Conclusions: 

 

The potential utilization of agriculture residue cane molasses as a substrate and nutritional 

source for the synthesis of PHB by Alcaligenes sp. NCIM 5085 was addressed in this work. 

The optimization of PHB synthesis parameters like time, pH, and nutrient concentrations was 

performed for a number of experiments and kinetic analysis was done for cell growth and 

PHB production. 

 

The biomass and PHB productivities of the culture medium were considerably influenced by 

their initial substrate concentration and pH. Productivity was negatively impacted by 

excessively high or low substrate concentrations, i.e., C/N ratio. The shaking condition and 

volume of inoculum were the important factors to be considered for the maximum production 

of PHB. It was shown that higher production was attained with a shorter fermentation time, 

and the lag Phase was also reduced. The logistic model incorporated Luedeking Piret models 

were found in agreement with experimental data representing the batch kinetics and PHB 

biosynthesis. 

 

The PHB recovered from Alcaligenes sp. and cane molasses as substrate was initially 

identified by the Sudan black blue test and further confirmed by TEM analysis which reveals 

the presence of PHB inside the bacteria. The structural analysis of recovered PHB was carried 

out by using GC-MS, FTIR, 1H NMR and 13C NMR analysis. The absorption peak at 1724.56 
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cm-1 revealed the presence of the C=O (carbonyl) group by FTIR, which is an indicator of 

PHB presence. Furthermore, the results of NMR and GC-MS analysis confirmed recovered 

polymer was PHB. The melting point at 161.7 °C was found by thermal analysis where the 

degradation temperature was 285 °C. Glass transition temperature was observed by DSC at -

2.3 °C. The thermal stability of the recovered polymer was obtained higher than standard PHB 

widens the application range of pH. 
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CHAPTER 5 

 

PHB production using developed microbial Co-

Culture of Alcaligenes sp. NCIM 5085 and B. subtilis 

 

5.1 Introduction: 

 

Commercially scale PHB production is done from expensive carbon sources like glucose, 

fructose & sucrose fermentation by pure culture. It is critical to find low-cost feedstock and 

nutrient sources for exploiting PHB production. The CM is an inexpensive by-product of 

sugar factories in India which is mentioned earlier and it contains nutrients that are required 

for PHB production as well as has the potential to reduce production costs. Furthermore, 

several tactics for increasing PHB accumulation have been widely investigated, such as the 

identification of novel adaptive productive microbes, strain enhancement through genetically 

modified, feedstock optimization, fermentation methodology and bioreactor engineering. In 

literature, a few pure culture microorganisms were reported for PHB production. However, 

pure culture does not utilize all sugars (glucose, fructose and sucrose) present in CM. In place 

of that employing co-culture or mixed culture strategy triggers to solve this problem. Co-

culture system can enhance substrate consumption and PHA synthesis by synergistic 

metabolic activities that counterbalance internal and external stressors in co-culture. 

Additionally, one of the bacteria improves fermentation productivity and substrate 

assimilations while providing crucial monomeric subunits which are utilized by other bacteria 

for consumption and increased production is achieved [185-186].  
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The current study concentrated on using cane molasses from agricultural waste to produce 

PHB with enhanced value. However, the crude consumption of CM may lead to unutilization 

by microorganisms because of a higher amount of sucrose present in CM which needs to be 

converted to monosaccharides by acid pre-treatment. For PHB synthesis a co-culture of 

Alcaligenes sp. NCIM 5085 and Bacillus subtilis was used. The current investigation focused 

on the optimization of PHB production conditions including the effect of initial CM, 

Ammonium sulphate (as nitrogen source), C/N ratio, disodium phosphate, monopotassium 

phosphate concentration and effect of physical parameters such as incubation time, inoculum 

volume and pH by developed co-culture. The obtained PHB was structurally analyzed using 

GC-MS, FTIR, 1HNMR and 13CNMR.  

 

5.2 Results of Optimization of PHB synthesis by co-culture 

 

5.2.1 The effect of carbon concentration 

The concentration of the carbon source is a significant factor since it has a direct impact on the 

metabolic process in which bacteria is engaged. In light of this, the effects of varying cane 

molasses concentrations (20, 30, and 40 g/L) with co-culture fermentation and PHB formation 

were thoroughly studied. Fig.5.1 (a) depicts that when initial CM concentration was increased; 

total sugar consumption was also increased and ranged 7.82±0.08 to 9.74±0.14 g/L. It may 

happen due to the availability of more reducing sugar present in the medium. It can also be 

deduced from Fig.5.1 (a) that maximum growth was achieved at 30 g/L after 48 h of 

incubation at 35°C. The findings suggest that co-culture may effectively assimilate sugars with 

increased biomass growth and PHA formation up to 30 g/L of CM concentration and no 

significant biomass growth and PHA formation were seen beyond that. The higher content of 

sugar and fermentation inhibitors in CM may be the cause of such inhibition effect through 

increased osmotic pressure. Similar results were also observed by Saratale et al. 2022 [185] 

where maximum PHA (72.1 ± 2.15 %) was obtained with 30 g/L sugarcane bagasse (SCB) 

hydrolysates which were evaluated for the impact of SCB  concentration on PHA production 

by co-culture of Lysinibacillus sp. RGS and R. Eutrophus ATCC 17699. In another study, 

69.90% PHBV production was obtained with 3% (v/v) sucrose concentration in batch 
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fermentation with co-culture of B. Subtilis and R. eutropha, Bhatia et al. 2018, Sirohi et al. 

2021b; Tyagi et al., 2021 [64] [187] [11]. 

 

5.2.2 The effect of C/N ratio: 

Another significant parameter that affects metabolism, cell biomass expansion and PHA 

buildup is the C/N ratio. Presently ammonium sulphate was used as a nitrogen source for 

optimal growth of co-culture. The C/N ratio was varied from 19 to 114 and evaluated for the 

best growth condition of co-culture. Since elevated PHB production was ordinarily retrieved 

under nitrogen starvation as opposed to cell growth. We can deduce that adequate nitrogen 

promotes cell growth and inhibits PHB accumulation. This outcome is compatible with the 

recent investigation, which found that too much nitrogen inhibits the formation of PHB, 

whereas limited nitrogen benefits PHB biosynthesis, furthermore, PHB build-up would be 

negatively impacted by excessive nitrogen limitations. Among all C/N ratios, 57 C/N ratios 

were found to exhibit maximum cell growth and PHB production as shown in Fig. 5.1 (b). 

Zhou et al., 2022 [186] reported that a maximum of 35 % PHA was accumulated at 10 C/N 

ratio which was varied from 1-100, this supports recent findings. Additionally, similar 

outcomes have been reported by Lee et al. 2021: Narayanan et al., 2021 [188-189]. 

 

5.2.3 The effect of Na2HPO4 and KH2PO4 concentration  

PHB synthesis of crucial enzymes for microbial anabolism and catabolism is greatly 

influenced by the stress caused by ions Na+ and K+. The effect of Na2HPO4 concentration was 

studied for the optimization of PHB production. Fig5.1(c) depicts that as the Na2HPO4 

concentration was increased from 0.5 to 1 g/L, maximum CDW was increased from 3.47±0.01 

to 5.48±0.02 g/L; PHB content 1.34 to 2.88 g/L land consumed TRS 13.74±0.16 to 

21.75±0.09 g/L. Beyond this concentration CDW was decreased to 1.20±0.01 g/L; PHA 

content 0.3±0.01 g/L and consumed TRS 11.66±0.24 g/L for 48h of incubation. The higher 

concentration of Na2HPO4 created excessive stress in media and led to reduced biomass 

growth, PHB production and TRS consumption.  

 The effect of increasing KH2PO4 concentration from Fig.5.1 (d) reveals that KH2PO4 

concentration from 0.5 to 1 g/L increased the CDW from1.78±0.04 to 5.48±0.02 g/L; PHB 
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content 0.76±0.01 to 2.88±0.02 g/L and consumed TRS 10.51±0.24 to 21.75±0.0l g/L  for 48h 

of incubation. The increased stress in the media was caused by higher KH2PO4 concentration 

which resulted in decreased biomass growth and consumed TRS concentration for PHB 

synthesis by co-culture. The cytoplasmic signalling and transport systems of bacteria were 

stimulated by the optimum concentration of Na+ in Na2HPO4 and K+ in KH2PO4, which raised 

PHB biomass and improved PHB synthesis. Higher concentrations of both nutrients led to 

adverse effects on PHB synthesis by co-culture in batch cultivation. Geethu et al.,2021 [190] 

reported the effect of KH2PO4 and Na2HPO4 on PHB production when B. Endophyticus was 

grown on sucrose under batch fermentation and 46.57 % PHB production was obtained. 

Mohanrasu et al., 2020 [159] highlighted the significance of nitrogen, sodium and potassium 

content within basal medium for cell proliferation for the PHA synthesis that limits the 

nutrients and enhances the synthesis. Another study where B. megaterium strain was used for 

glucose as a carbon source resulted in 74 g/L of PHA [191-192] [177]. 

 

5.2.4 The effect of Incubation time: 

Determining the harvesting time is crucial to achieve optimal PHA production since a large 

amount of biomass is directly linked to PHB yield [190]. As the incubation time was 

increased, a gradual increase in biomass, consumed TRS and PHB production from co-culture 

was observed. During the first 48 h of culture, PHB production attained a maximum 

value (0.48±0.02 g/L) and started to decline with increasing time as shown in Fig.5.1 (a). 

There may be several causes for the reduction of PHB with increasing time such as reduction 

in carbon source, reduced enzyme affordability and energy of microbes. According to several 

researchers [3] [151] [159] [161] [186] maximum biomass of PHB batch fermentation was 

attained after 56, 48, 48, 72 and 64 h, respectively. 

 

5.2.5 The effect of Inoculum % 

An adequate inoculum amount contributes to a shorter fermentation period with optimal 

productivity and a shorter lag time. For higher PHB production, a lower inoculum 

concentrations was insufficient, Fig.5.1 (e). This finding suggests that a minimum certain 

number of bacteria is required to generate a particular volume of biomass in a specific time.  
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FIGURE 5.1: optimization of PHB synthesis from co-culture (a) CM concentration and incubation time (b) C/N 

ratio (c) Na2HPO4concentration (d) KH2PO4concentration (e) Inoculum % (f) pH 
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5.2.6 The effect of initial pH 

In addition to the nutritional characteristics, pH is a critical factor in determining PHB yield. It 

was observed that a bacterium is extremely sensitive to the media pH; when it deviates from 

neutral pH, it affects both cell proliferation and PHB production. Acidic and basic 

environments inhibit bacterial development. The effect of altering the initial pH on cell growth 

can be seen in Fig.5.1 (f). It was also found that bacteria biosynthetic activities were at their 

peak at neutral pH, which facilitates PHB production. Maximum CDW 5.48±0.02 g/L; PHB 

content 2.88±0.02 g/L; residual biomass content 2.6±0.02 g/L and consumed TRS 21.75±0.09 

g/L were found in the experiments.  A 10 % inoculum volume with neutral pH after 48 h of 

incubation was found optimum.   

 

5.2.7 Summary of the optimizationof PHB produced using Co-culture 

 

The maximum CDW 5.48±0.02 g/L, PHB content 2.88±0.02 g/L  residual biomass content 

2.6±0.02 g/L and consumed TRS 21.75±0.09 g/L, 53% PHB accumulation, 0.048 g/(L h). 

PHB productivity (qp), 0.53 Y(p/x)  and 0.11 Y(p/s) were obtained when co-culture grew on 

media containing 30 g/L, 57 C/N ratio, 1 g/L  Na2HPO4, 1 g/L KH2PO4, 10 % inoculum 

volume with neutral pH after 48 h of incubation. PHB production yield & productivity were 

39% and 33.33% which is higher than PHB produced by Alcaligenes sp. NCIM 5085 as a 

single strain.  

 

5.3 Structural Characterization of PHB Recovered 

Successful extraction of the PHB from the co-culture allowed for structural investigation 

using GC-MS, FT-IR, 13CNMR, and 1HNMR. 

5.3.1 FTIR 

FTIR was used to examine the chemical structure of the extracted PHB. The FTIR spectra of 

PHB recovered by co-culture were illustrated in Fig. 5.2. The occurrence of the C=O 

(carbonyl) group, which is designated for PHB, is revealed by a piercing peaks at 

1720.06 cm−1. 
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FIGURE 5.2: Fourier transforms infrared spectrograph spectra of PHB recovered from co-culture 

 

Similarly, Khan et al., 2022, Etxabide et al. 2022, Sirohi et al., 2021a and Trakunjae al.,2021  

[173] [193-195] noted that the peak assigned at 1732, 1722, 1700, and 1721 cm−1which 

matched PHB retrieved from co-cluture of B. halotolerans 14SM and B. aryabhattai WK31, 

Cupriavidus necator, Bacillus sp. NII2 and actinomycetes Rhodococcus sp. strain BSRT1, 

respectively. The distinctive peaks at 1274.60, 3434.63, 2932.29, and 2975.58 cm−1 relevant to 

CH, terminal OH group, CH3(symmetric) and CH2 (asymmetric) groups, respectively. 

Stretching of the C-CH3, C-CH2 molecules, C-C bonds as well as the ester group's C-O link, 

can be seen in the series of bands between 500 and 1450 cm−1. The acquired findings reinforce 

Etxabide et al. 2022 [194] and Trakunjae et al. 2021 [173], where the PHB production was 

validated, and they also confirm the existence of PHB polymer. 

 

5.3.2 1H NMR and 13C NMR 

To determine the presence of proton in recovered PHB, 1H NMR analysis was used, as 

depicted in Fig. 5.3(a). The doublet peak at δ=1.26-1.28 ppm was assigned to the proton of 

terminal CH3 (methyl) group, another doublet of quadruplet peak at δ=2.45-2.63 ppm relevant 

to the CH2 (methylene) vicinity of an asymmetric carbon and triplet peak at δ=5.22-5.29 ppm 

revels the CH (methyne) group of the PHB. The peak shown at δ=7.27 ppm is CDCl3 solvent 

peak. Study’s findings are very similar to those obtained by Sirohi 2021b; Sirohi et al. 2021a 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 

 

FIGURE 5.3: 500MHz NMR spectra (a) 1H NMR (b) 13C NMR spectra with CDCl3 for PHB recovered from co-

culture 

 

Munir; and Jamil, 2017, where PHB was produced by Bacillus sp NII2 and co-culture of 

Pseudomonas sp. and Bacillus sp, respectively [187] [191] [195]. 

The existence of carbon elements in PHB produced by co-culture was investigated using 13C 

NMR analysis. The spectra obtained for 13C NMR analysis are demonstrated in Fig. 5.3(b), 

which revealed existence of the four peaks. The peak at δ=19.77 ppm corresponds to CH3, δ= 

40.78 ppm corresponds to CH2, δ=67.62 ppm corresponds to CH and δ=169.18 ppm 

correspond to C=O group peak and the peak represented between δ=76.79-77.30 ppm was of 

CDCl3 solvent. 
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The results appeared to be consistent with Sirohi et al., 2021a, Etxabide et al., 2022, and 

Pradhan et al., 2018 [194-195] [36], where PHB production was carried out with Bacillus sp 

NII2, C. necator, and B. megaterium and C. necator in a batch fermentation, respectively. The 

1HNMR and 13C NMR findings demonstrate that the polymers formed by co-culture on cane 

molasses as a substrate are linear homopolymers of PHB. 

 

5.3.3 GC-MS 

Through GC-MS analysis, the moiety of any molecule can be identified and understood. The 

gas chromatogram is depicted in Fig. 5.5 where five major peaks at retention time 4.225min, 

9.114 min, 5.593 min, 7.332 min and 11.515 min were identified as octamethyl 

Cyclotetrasiloxane (76.74%), Arsenous acid, tris (trimethylsilyl) ester (3.12%), decamethyl 

Cyclopentasiloxane (15.56%) and dodecamethyl Cyclopentansiloxane (4.58 %), respectively. 

These oligomers compounds formed due to partial methanolysis of the polymer sample. The 

structure of PHB formed from co-culture may be identified owing to fragmentation signals in 

the methyl esters which were created during methanolysis as shown in mechanism in Fig. 5.4. 

The following were the primary molecular fragmentations discovered: m/z 45 (C2H5O), m/z 

55 (C3H5O
+), m/z 59 (C2H3O2) (C3H7O

+), m/z 61 (C2H3O2
+), m/z 73 (C3H5O2

+), m/z 87 

(C4H7O2
+), m/z 103 (C4H5O3

+) and m/z 117 (C5H9O3+), Fig.4. A benchmark and distinctive 

fragment at m/z 103 (α-cleavage to the hydroxylated carbon) revealed the existence of a 3-

hydroxy functional group. These findings were consistent with the PHB isolated from P. 

plecoglossicida's, which showed the primary peak resembled for methyl 3-hydroxybutyrate 

and confirmed the PHB structure [196-198] [174]. The acylium ion molecules fragmented at 

45, 73, and 85 m/z as a result of the ester's alkoxy group being removed by the α- cleavage 

reaction as shown in mechanisms in Fig. 5.4 The removal of the alkyl group from the acyl part 

of the ester molecule resulted in the additional signals recorded at 59, 87, and 117 m/z. m/z 73 

(M-1) and m/z 45 were other fragmentation ions observed in the Mc Lafferty rearrangement of 

the β-cleavage process to methyl esters. The distinctive mass spectra peaks allowed for the 

identification of the carbonyl and hydroxyl terminals of the associated hydroxyalkanoates. The 

study was supported by [149] [176] [199].  
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FIGURE 5.4: The possible reaction mechanism pathway of methanolysis of PHB recovered from co-culture 

 

5.4 Thermal properties of PHB recovered  

The recovered PHB from the co-culture was investigated for the melting temperature, 

degradation temperature and glass transition temperature using DSC, TGA and DTG and 

analysis. 

5.4.1 TGA and DTG 

The TGA-DSC and DTG study allows discriminating between the deterioration and melting 

temperatures. The TGA and DTG thermograms illustrate that the polymer loss occurred at a 

specified temperature and time, Fig. 5.5 (a). The plot of % TG against temperature revealed 

that polymer disintegration occurred at 254.5°C, which was affirmed by the peak of DTG. The 

TGA graph illustrated that after melting point at 172.5°C of PHB mass loss happened due to 

chain scission and hydrolysis process. The cleavage of C=O and C-O links in ester groups via 

β-scission disintegrates polymer which causes quick heat degradation of PHB where crotonic 

acid was formed and led to raise the temperature. However, a very lesser amount of 1.98% of 
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FIGURE 5.5: GCMS analysis of recovered PHB from co-culture (a) Gas chromatogram (b) Cyclotetrasiloxane, 

octamethyl (c) Cyclotrisiloxane hexamethyl (d) Cyclotetrasiloxane decamethyl (e) Cyclotetrasiloxane, 

dodecamethyl 
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mass loss occurred due to the evaporation of physically absorbed solvent up to melting point 

temperature. However, the very less amount 1.98% of mass loss occurred due to evaporation 

of physically absorbed solvent upto melting point temperature. The residual mass observed 

was 2.87% at 501.1 °C. The thermal degradation temperature (TD) in the TGA thermogram 

was 254.5 °C, which was greater than the standard PHB, indicating that recovered PHB has 

higher thermal stability than standard PHB. The maximum rate of mass loss was observed 49 

%/min at 254.5°C which is also a maximum degradation temperature. It is possible to deduce 

that the PHB synthesized is more thermally stable or resistant to thermal deterioration than 

conventional PHB. Because there was a significant disparity between the TD and Tm values of 

the PHB, the resultant biopolymer can be processed thermally. 

5.4.2 DSC 

The thermal transitions of a recovered PHB were studied using differential scanning 

colorimetry spectroscopy. Melting point, crystallization temperature and glass transition 

temperature are all characteristics of thermal transitions. The DSC curve revealed a double 

melting point endothermic peak at 137 °C and 172.5 °C. However, because of the distinct 

crystalline structures in PHB, numerous melting patterns of PHB during the DSC melting scan 

were recorded, and double melting point is frequently reported in literature. During the solvent 

evaporation small crystallites formed which caused a small endothermic peak. The observed 

result is consistent with Krishnan et al. 2020 [200], who determined the double peak melting 

point of PHB at 155 and 168 °C. Mourao et al. 2021 [201] also reported the melting point at 

164 °C. Glass transition temperature (Tg) was observed at -6.3 °C as seen in Fig. 5.5 (b). For 

PHB -8 to +15 °C range of Tg value is reported in literature. The glass transition temperatures 

indicate how the polymer chains are arranged whether ordered crystalline or amorphous PHB 

owing to very low and high Tg value [36]. For example, Pradhan et al., 2018 obtained Tg -8 

°C for standard PHB, whereas, Chen et al 2019 observed that the Tg of PHB is -7.34°C.  The 

2nd cooling scan reveals that the crystalline temperature of PHB is 100 °C, which is under a 

range of 84 to 113°C Tc value reported in previous studies. Etxabide et al. 2022 [194] reported 

the Tc value 97.8-102 °C for PHB produced from C. necator, whereas Krishnan et al. 2020 

[200] reported 105°C for PHB. 
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FIGURE 5.6: Thermal analysis of recovered PHB from co-culture (a) TGA-DSC analysis DSC analysis(b) DSC 

analysis 
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The degree of crystallinity (XC), which is the most crucial and significant feature of a polymer 

indicates the mechanical properties of the material, can be calculated using the melting 

enthalpy from the data collected in the DSC tests, which was obtained from the ratio between 

the melting enthalpy of the material (ΔHm) and the melting enthalpy of 100% crystalline PHB. 

The data of enthalpy of fusion ΔH0
m= 158.8 J/s, which was calculated by area under the 

melting curve from the DSC curve. % of crystallinity (% XC) of the polymer was calculated 

and turned out to be 108.7% which is higher than the standard PHB value. However, the 

enthalpy of fusion at 100% crystalline PHB is 146 J/s.  The recovered PHB has high 

crystallinity may be due to different PHB synthesis genes containing by B. subtilis and 

Alcaligenes sp. shown in Fig. 2.4. In literature Pradhan et al., 2018 obtained high crystallinity 

of recovered PHB (44%) by B. megaterium and compared to PHB recovered from C. necator 

(23%). The crystallinity of PHB further can be reduced by adding a plasticizer to it.  

 

The recovered PHB contains 132 kDa average molecular weight (Mn) and 326.4 kDa weight 

average molecular weight (Mw) with 2.47 PI. The PHB recovered from the co-culture has high 

molecular weight due to its higher crystalline nature compared to PHB obtained from 

Alcaligenes sp. 

 

5.5 The comparisons of thermal characteristics of PHB obtained from Alcaligenes sp. 

NCIM 5085 and co-culture. 

 

The degradation temperature (Td=254.5°C) obtained from PHB recovered from co-culture was 

lower than that obtained from PHB recovered (Td=285°C) from Alcaligenes sp. NCIM 5085, 

which indicated that PHB recovered from Alcaligenes sp. NCIM 5085 exhibits better thermal 

stability or resistance to thermal deterioration. Moreover, both recovered PHBs have better 

thermal stability or resistance to thermal deterioration than standard PHB. A higher melting 

point (Tm=172.5°C) was obtained from co-culture synthesized PHB than single strain 

(Tm=161.7°C). A rise in melting temperature implies a high molecular weight of the examined 

polymer and an improved organization of polymer chains leads to increasing crystallinity of 

the polymer. Furthermore, these findings are consistent with earlier studies [36][180][202].  
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The glass transition temperature (Tg=-6.3° C) obtained from co-culture was lower than that 

from Alcaligenes sp. NCIM 5085, that amorphous character impedes the early movement of 

the polymer chain, resulting in a higher glass transition temperature. According to many 

publications, the ordered structure of the PHB sample leads the polymer chain to begin 

moving at a lower temperature, resulting in a lower value of glass transition temperature. 

 

The % of crystallinity (Xc =108.7%) obtained from PHB recovered from co-culture was higher 

than that obtained from Alcaligenes sp. NCIM 5085 (Xc =32.23%). Furthermore, the lower 

value of crystallinity makes PHB highly versatile to use in applications such as packaging 

materials [36] [180]. The lower crystalline degree and higher Tm occurred from a superior 

plasticizing action that inhibits PHB crystallization and forces previously produced tiny 

crystals to be consolidated in better arrangement. PHB having a less compacted structure 

shows improved molecular entangled and atomic penetration, which inhibit PHB 

crystallization. A higher degree of crystallinity shows a brittle polymer in nature and narrows 

down the processing window for packaging applications. An adequate amount of plasticizing 

agent needs to be added to PHB to reduce the crystallinity of the polymer. Furthermore, the 

PHB recovered from Alcaligenes sp. NCIM 5085 exhibit better thermal properties for 

packaging applications. Further experimental work, PHB produced from Alcaligenes sp. 

NCIM 5085 is used.  

 

5.6 Conclusions  

 

The objective of the thesis chapter was to identify the potential of PHB production by co-

culture of Alcaligenes sp. NCIM 5085 and Bacillus subtilis on pre-treated CM. Microbe could 

assimilate the substrate more effectively when co-culture or mixed then isolated. A wide range 

of experiments was carried out to optimize PHB synthesis factors including substrate, C/N 

ratio, Na2HPO4 & KH2PO4 concentration, and physical factors also including incubation 

period, pH, and inoculum volume. The existence of functional groups, bonds, and components 

was identified using FTIR, NMR, and GC-MS. Thermal investigation revealed a melting point 

of 172.5 °C at a degradation temperature of 254.5 °C. DSC detected a glass transition 
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temperature of -6.3 °C. The recovered polymer has a higher thermal stability than that of 

standard PHB. However, it is less thermal stable and highly crystalline than PHB produced 

from Alcaligenes sp. NCIM 5085 alone. Overall the co-culture shows a better yield of PHB. 

Such a starategy may provide new opportunities for improving the efficiency of microbes 

PHB in viable biorefinery approaches using several lignocellulose feedstocks. Different 

microbes and substrates might also be mixed and explored to promote PHB synthesis at the 

commercial scale for better quality. 
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CHAPTER 6 

 

Nanocomposite film Synthesis from Synthesized PHB 

 

6.1 Introduction: 

 

Plastic is the material most commonly employed in packaging due to its inherent properties.  

Among the plastic packaging applications, the food industry uses the greatest percentage of 

plastic for food packaging [133]. Therefore, it is of utmost importance to find the barrier 

properties of packaging material to the food. Barrier properties refer to the packaging's ability 

to resist the absorption of moisture and oxygen. The mechanical characteristics play an 

important role in PHB applications which varies with bacteria and substrate employed in PHB 

production. The PHB does not contain antimicrobial activity to make use of PHB film in food 

packaging; it needs to be modified by adding antimicrobial agents like metal oxide. Moreover, 

the addition of any materials to PHB film is also further required to be studied for migration a 

characteristic which is the amount of additives that can be transmitted to food through packing 

material.  

  

In the following section, the PHB recovered from Alcaligenes sp. NCIM 5085 exhibits better 

thermal properties compared  to PHB produced from Co-culture for packaging application is 

used for further study. The mechanical properties of PHB film like Young’s modulus, tensile 

strength, and elongation at the break were analyzed and compared with literature. The PHB 

film was further analyzed in terms of water vapour transmission rate (WVTR) and oxygen 

transmission rate (OTR). The degradation observation of synthesized PHB film was carried 
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out by soil burial method and SEM analysis of degraded PHB film. To make antimicrobial 

film ZnO nanoparticles were used as antimicrobial agents. The usage of nanoparticles resulted 

in a higher volume-to-surface area ratio, which is advantageous for perceptive applications. 

Moreover, the dispersion of ZnO nanoparticles in the PHB-ZnO nanocomposites film was 

analyzed by SEM analysis. PHB-ZnO nanocomposites film antibacterial activity was analyzed 

against human pathogen bacteria S.aureus and Escherichia coli. The overall migration of 

PHB-ZnO nanocomposites film in distilled water, acetic acid, 10% v/v ethanol and iso-octane 

simulants was also observed. A possible application of the synthesized PHB-ZnO 

nanocomposite film based on analytical analysis is further explored in this chapter. 

 

6.2 Results and discussion 

 

6.2.1 Mechanical properties of PHB 

 

The mechanical properties of PHB film were analyzed by standard protocol ASTM D882-12 

tensile tests method at the ambient temperature. The value of Young’s modulus (E) for 

produced PHB film was found to be 0.817 GPa, which is under the range of PHB Young’s 

modulus value 1.2 ±0.8 GPa reported in the literature [16]. The values of elongation at break 

(εb) for synthesized PHB film were determined to be 5.30%, which is within the range of PHB 

elongation at break values described in the literature as 2-8% [16] [203]. The value of tensile 

strength (σy) was found to be 9.44 MPa, however, in literature, similar values were obtained 

with the addition of plasticizer with PHB and range between 4.36 to 40 MPa [16] [146] [204-

205]. Manikandan et al., 2019 [146] studied the mechanical properties of PHB synthesized by 

R.eutropha which grew on carob pod extract under batch fermentation. This investigation 

reported 4.5 MPa and 15% values of σy and εb, respectively. Furthermore, the authors 

incorporated graphene nanoparticles (0.3 to 1.3 Wt %) into PHB to improve the tensile 

strength of PHB. The authors reported enhancement in tensile strength value from 4.5 to 9 

MPa with 0.7 wt% for graphene nanoparticles and PHB composite used for food packaging. 

Another report by Jain and Tiwari 2015 [205] reported a 4.43 MPa tensile strength value of 

PHB produced by C.necator, which was grown on agriculture waste under batch fermentation 

and this study supports present investigation.  
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Xavier et al., 2015 [206], reported the value of 25.186±3.2 GPa of E, 9.4± 0.81 MPa of σyand 

0.91±0.085% Ɛb, respectively for PHB produced by B.mycoides DFC 1 which wasgrown on 

potato starch under batch fermentation. Moreover, the author incorporated the Vanillinat 20, 

40, 50, 80,100, or 200 μg/gm PHB to improve antimicrobial activity which resulted in 

increasedƐbfrom 0.91±0.085% to 2.09±0.075%, however, decreased tensile strength 

1.89±0.32MPa and Young’s modulus 18.6±2.52GPa. The addition of Vanillin in PHB makes 

PHB-Vanillin film flexible as reduced σy and E from neat PHB film were seen but improved 

the antimicrobial activity of film. 

 

Kai et al., 2019 [204], noted a 1.45 ± 0.36Mpa value of tensile strength of PHB purchased 

from Sigma. Additionally, the authors incorporated the lignin nanoparticle (LgNPs) at 1, 2, 5, 

10, and 20 wt% to improve the mechanical properties of PHB and found among them as 5.61 

± 0.63 MPa the highest tensile strength with 2 wt % LgNPs, however, further increasing 

LgNPs wt % caused in reduction of tensile strength. Lukasiewicz et al., 2018 [207] reported 

the value of 1.05±1.5 GPa of E, 15± 0.2 MPaof σy and 16±2% Ɛb, respectively for PHB 

produced by B. subtilis OK2 grew on glucose under batch fermentation. Additionally, to 

improve mechanical properties of neat PHB for the tissue engineering application, PHB was 

blended with 5, 10 & 20% mcl-PHA, among the best results were obtained with the 80/20 

blend; the value of 0.48 GPa of E and 6.4 MPa of σy were observed. A comparison of the 

mechanical properties of PHB synthesized with literature is shown in Table 6.1. 

 

PHB provides comparable tensile strength and Young’s modulus to other conventional 

thermoplastic polymeric materials which are often used in the packaging sector, such as 

polypropylene and low density poly ethylene. 

 

6.2.2 Water vapor transmission rate (WVTR) 

 

Owing to their identical barrier and mechanical characteristics to petroleum-derived 

polymers like LDPE and PP, PHA polymers are interesting choices for applications in 

packaging among currently available polymers that are biodegradable. The water vapour 
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permeability (WVP, the quantity of water vapour that permeates per unit of area and time) was 

examined in this study. The PHB film WVTR was obtained 86.1 (g/m2 day), which is under a 

range of 60- 300 (g/m2 day) WVTR for PHB used for food packaging in literature. 

 

TABLE 6.1: Comparison of mechanical properties of PHB synthesized with literature. 

 

PHA 

Type 

C 

source 

Bacteria Young’s 

modulus 

(E)(GPa) 

Tensile 

strength 

(σy)(MPa) 

Elongation 

at break 

(εb) (%) 

Application Ref.  

PHB CM Alcaligenessp 0.817 9.44 5.30  Present 

Study 

PHB purchased from market 1.02± 1.8 7.2 4 Home 

compostable 

food 

packaging 

[208] 

PHB Potato 

starch 

B. mycoides 

DFC 1 

25.18 9.4 0.91 Food 

wraping 
[206] 

PHB carob 
pod 

extract 

R. eutropha nd 4.5 15  [146] 

PHB AW C. necator nd 4.43 3.2  [205] 

PHB purchased from Sigma 0.57 1.45 9.6 Biomedical 

apllication 

[204] 

PHB Glucose B. subtilis 

OK2 

1.05 15 16  [207] 

 

PHB purchased from market 0.9 31 7  [209] 

PHB purchased from market 1.67 25 2.12  [210] 

PHB purchased from market 0.8 20.87 4.12  [211] 

PHB purchased from market 3.5 4 5  [212] 

PHB purchased from market 1.03 11.1 1.82  [213] 

PHB purchased from market 0.58 19.28 10  [214] 

PHB purchased from market 0.4 13.1  Produce 

green 
composites 

[34] 

LDPE film - 8.33 100  IS:2508 - 

1984 

LLDPE  - 18 300  IS 14500 

: 1998 
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The PHB film Water vapour permeability (WVP) is 9.12x10-15 kg m/m2 Pa s, which falls 

within the literature range of 7.5- 9.5x10-15 kg m/m2 Pa s for medium-barrier thermoplastics 

commonly used in packaging [215-218]. PHA have a far higher hydrophobicity than other 

natural polymers; therefore it has been employed as a material for coatings to increase the 

barrier effectiveness of paper alongside other biopolymers due to its relatively low 

permeability to water vapour. Teixeira et al., 2020 [208] studied the impact of PHB-based film 

blown for composting food packaging; they reported 70 and 60-180 (g/m2 day) WVTR for 

PHB film and PHB and polybutylene adipate‐co‐terephtalate (PBAT), respectively. The 

obtained results agreed with the literature. The WVTR of PHB film is better than the 

conventional polymers such as LDPE (375-500), HDPE (125), PP (100-300) and BOPP (100-

125 g/m2 day) which shows that PHB is one of the potential alternatives to conventional 

polymer for packaging application. 

 

6.2.3 Oxygen transmission rate (OTR) 

 

One of the most essential challenges for the food packaging sector is gas and vapour barrier 

permeance, particularly oxygen permeance because the presence of oxygen can cause 

deleterious effects on food quality and turn down food shelf life [16] [164]. The PHA group of 

biopolyesters has significant oxygen barrier characteristics. In reality, oxygen is a non-

condensible tiny gas molecule, and its permeability is mostly determined by diffusivity. PHB 

exhibits high crystallinity which offers high oxygen barrier ability and creates a more 

convoluted path for tiny molecules that move throughout the matrix, hindering its motion and 

thus decreasing tiny molecule's permission. 

 

The oxygen transmission rate (OTR, the amount of oxygen gas that flows through a substance 

during a certain period) was found in this study. The PHB film OTR is obtained 342 (cm3/m2 

day), which is under a range of 300-400 (cm3/m2 day) OTR for PHB used for food packaging 

applications in literature. PHB outperforms LDPE (6666-8750 cm3/m2 day), HDPE (1666-

3041cm3/m2 day), PP (2701.73 cm3/m2 day) [219-220] and LLDPE (2916-8333 cm3/m2 day) in 

terms of oxygen barrier performance. The Oxygen permeability of PHB film obtained was 

6.84 (cm3 mm/m2 day), which was 7-16 (cm3 mm/m2 day) OTR subjected to the humidity level 
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and the type of film preparation for PHB used for food packaging application in previous 

studies [164][216]. A comparison of WVTR and OTR values of PHB synthesized with 

biopolymer and conventional available plastics in literature is shown in Table 6.2. 

 

The produced PHB film has comparable mechanical properties with conventional polymers 

such as LDPE, HDPE, LLDPE and PP, Moreover; synthesized PHB film has better WVTR 

and OTR barrier properties which show more potential to replace the convectional polymer. 

 

6.2.4 Biodegradation of PHB films  

 

6.2.4.1 Mechanisams 

 

In the soil burial method, the PHB degrade by the enzymatic action which is present in the 

soil.  The solid PHB cannot directly pass through the enzyme cell wall. As a result, micro-

organisms including bacteria and fungi exude extracellular PHA-degrading enzymes (PHA 

depolymerase) that hydrolyze the solid PHB into water-soluble monomers (3-hydroxybutyric 

acid) and oligomers. These water-soluble monomers and oligomers broken-down products are 

then assimilated by the microorganisms as nutrients into the cell and metabolized to provide 

carbon and energy. Mineralization is the final step of biodegradation. After successful 

transportation of degradative products of PHB into the microbial cytoplasm, they undergo 

further enzymatic reaction which results in the complete degradation of oxidized products 

such as carbon dioxide and water vapors. The PHB degradation end products in soil burial 

tests are CO2, H2O and Biomass [223-225]. 

        

  

              PHB 

 

 

FIGURE 6.1 The mechanism of PHB degradation in soil [145][224-225] 

Enzymatic  Organic acid (Dimer, 
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TABLE 6.2: Comparisons of WVTR and OTR value of PHB synthesized with biopolymer and conventional 

available plastics in literature. 

 

Polymers WVTR 

(g/m2 day) 

OTR 

(cm3 /m2 day)  

ref 

PHB 86.16  342 This study 

PHB 70 NA [208] 

PHB 300 425 [220] 

PHB 26 472.36 [178] 

PHBV 138 218 [220] 

PCL 800 500 [220] 

PLA 350 410 [220] 

PBS 84 737 [220] 

CA 1090 650 [220] 

PBAT 540 1530 [220] 

TPS 200 276 [220] 

PP 100-300  2701.73 [219] [221] 

BOPP  100-125  1541-2416  [219] 

LDPE 375-500  6313.761 [219] 

HDPE  125  1666-3041  [219] 

KPA 15 35 [221] 

PHB 197.37 ±2 3.62 - [222] 

PE 17 1.8-7.7 [222] 

 

6.2.4.2 Biodegradation of PHB films in soil burial method 

 

The degradation of PHB film was measured in terms of weight loss and was expressed as a 

percent reduction in the weight of PHB film. Figure 6.2 demonstrates the weight loss % of 

PHB films as a function of time in the soil burial method. The PHB film entitled 0.8% (P1), 

1.67% (P2), 2.5% (P3), and 3.3% (P4) wt% at complete degradation in 7, 9, 10, and 11 weeks, 

respectively. The PHB P1 film 15.13, 28.05, 48.6, 64.08, 77.89, 87.89 and 100% was degraded 

after 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 weeks, respectively. The PHB P2 film 6.55, 11.63, 15.85, 21.34, 

29.26, 42.64, 60.17, 86.76 and 100% was degraded after 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,7, 8 and 9 weeks, 
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respectively. Similarly, other films were degraded as shown in Figure 6.2. When the least 

amount of PHB was contained in the film-P1, degradation time was as short as 7 weeks 

compared to other films and indicated that increasing the weight of PHB takes a longer time to 

degrade. Altaee et al., 2016 [145] studied the degradation of PHB synthesized using 

Rhodococcus equi and crude palm kernel oil (CPKO) as a carbon source in batch 

fermentation. In the soil burial test, the PHB film of 1 wt% was degraded as 20, 32, 40, 49, 54, 

and 62 (wt %) in 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 weeks in a fertile garden soil, respectively. Amir et al., 

2022 [226], observed 11, 28 and 87.86 % of PHB film where PHB was 0.34 wt% was 

degraded in 4 and 6 weeks in soli burial tests, respectively. The study showed that as the PHB 

wt % content increased in film, degradation took a longer time which agrees with present 

findings [145][226-227].  

 

Fig. 6.3 depicts the physical modifications to the surface morphology of PHB films that took 

place throughout a study of soil burial degradation. Illustrations of these alterations include 

cracks, holes, the gradual loss of components, and colour changes. The percentage of weight 

loss and the actual surface morphological alterations were shown to be correlated (Fig 6.2 & 

6.3). It was discovered that this association got stronger every week. 
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FIGURE 6.2: The PHB film (0.25 (P1), 0.50(P2), 0.75, (P3) 1(P4) g) degradation study in soil burial method.
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FIGURE 6.3: Physical change in PHB films of 0.8% (P1), 1.67% (P2), 2.5 % (P3), 3.3% (P4) (wt %) during degradation study in soil burial method. 
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a 

 

b 

 

c 

 

d 

 

e 

 

f 

 

 

FIGURE 6.4: SEM micrographs of PHB (P2) degradations after (a) 0 (b) 1 (c) 2 (d) 3 (e) 4 (f) 5 weeks study in 

soil burial method (10-20µm) 
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TABLE 6.3: The comaparisions of result of Soil biodegradation test for PHB with litutature 

 

Types of PHA 

(wt %) 

Soil Conditions Test 

parameter 

Biodegradation 

(wt %) 

Test 

time(days) 

Ref. 

PHB (1%) Garden 

soil 

30°C, pH=7.3 80% 

soil moisture 

Weight loss 62 45 [145] 

PHB (0.34) Garden 

soil 

35-37°C 

60% soil moisture 

Weight loss 87.86 45 [226] 

PHB (0.85) Garden 

soil 

- Weight loss 64.3 180 [205] 

PHA(3.3) 

 

Alluvial type 

soil 

35% soil moisture Weight loss 35 60 [228] 

PHBV(3.3) Garden 

soil 

21% soil moisture Weight loss 40 36 [229] 

PHB (1%) Garden 

soil 

 Weight loss 60 50 [230]  

PHBV(3.3) Garden 

soil 

Room temperature Weight loss 3 30 [231] 

P(HB-10% 

HV) 

Sandy 

soil 

28° C Weight loss 93 50 [232] 

PHB (1%) Garden 

soil 

pH=7.3 Weight loss 83 77 [233] 

PHB (2%) agro-

transformed 

soil 

 

28°C, pH=7.1-7.8 

50% soil moisture 

Weight loss 93 35 [234] 

PHB (3%) Soil 37°C Weight loss 86.7 56 [235] 

PHB (1.74%) Soil pH:7.1, 37°C Weight loss 60 200 [236] 

PHBV (2%) Garden 

soil 

Room temp. Weight loss 100 30 [237] 

PHB Agro-

transformed 

soil 

28°C, 50% soil 

moisture 

Weight loss 13 50 [238] 

PHB4%HV 

(0.85%) 

Garden 

soil 

Room temp. pH 7.5 Weight loss 95 60 [239] 

PHB (1%) Natural soil 25°C, 80% soil 

moisture 

Weight loss 88 120 [240] 

PHB (2%) Soil Room Temp. pH 

6.4 

Weight loss 100 180 [241] 

 

The PHB films' SEM micrographs are depicted in Fig.6.4 and it provides confirmation of a 

number of surface alterations that had occurred. Spherical, inorganic structures were noticed 

after the degeneration. It readily demonstrates a surface roughness with pores, hollows, 

elongated formations such as hyphae of fungi, spherical formations such as microbes, and 
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obvious disintegration of the majority of PHB films. The roughness of the film, pores, cracks, 

and cavities increases as the PHB degrading duration progresses. Table 6.3 shows a 

comparison of the results of soil biodegradation tests for PHB with the literature. 

 

6.2.5 PHB-Ag nanocomposite (AgNc) and PHB-ZnO nanocomposite (ZnONc) films 

 

To make a composite film of PHB, silver oxide nanosize (Sigma Aldrich) and Zinc oxide 

nanosize (Sigma Aldrich) were used for this study. 1 to 5 wt% of Ag2O and ZnO nanoparticles 

PHB-AgNc and PHB-ZnONc films were parepred by solvent casting method (Fig.6.5 a&c). 

The dispersion of nanoparticles in films was analyzed by SEM which is shown in Fig. 6.5 (b 

& d). The nanoparticles are well distributed in both films this is seen in the Fig. 6.5 (b & d). 

 

6.2.6 Antimicrobial activity of PHB-ZnONc and PHB-AgNc 

 

According to The American Heritage Medical Dictionary 2007, antibacterial activity is the 

action of destroying or inhibiting bacterial growth. It is sometimes stated as an indicator of the 

surface area that comes into contact with the microorganisms. The concentration of 

antimicrobial agents should be enough to inhibit or disfigure food-borne pathogens while 

being non-harmful to the host [242]. Elevated instances of food-borne infections and the 

resultant disease have raised serious food safety and public health issues. The S. aureus and E. 

coli are responsible for spoiling dairy products, seafood, eggs, poultry and cooked meat 

products [243-244]. To assess its applicability to food packaging with antimicrobial properties 

applications, the antimicrobial activity of the generated PHB-AgNc and PHB-ZnONc films 

was tested towards these two common food pathogens. The formation of reactive oxygen 

species (ROS) and metal ions these two mechanisms were responsible for antimicrobial 

activity. The formation of ROS likes hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), highly toxic hydroxyl radical 

(•OH) and superoxide (•O2
-) are shown in mechanisms. The internalization of these species 

Inside the microbial cell wall causes the breakdown of cellular components such as lipids, 

DNA, and proteins. The second mechanism invovlves the interaction between positively 

charged metal ions and the negatively charged cell wall of the bacterium. The release of metal  
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a 

 

b 

 

c 

 

d 

 

FIGURE 6.5: PHB-NC films (a) PHB-Ag-NC film (2 wt %)  (b) SEM analysis of PHB-Ag-NC film (5 wt %) (c) 

PHB-ZnONc film (2 % wt) (d) SEM analysis of PHB-ZnONc film (2% wt) 
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ions from nanoparticles may also cause important metabolic pathways to be disrupted in the 

cell. 

Reaction mechanisms of ROS generation [245-246]: 

Mechanism 1 

𝐴𝑔 + ℎ𝑣 → 𝐴𝑔(ℎ+ + 𝑒−)                                                                                                        6.1 

𝑒− + 𝑂2 →  
∙𝑂2
−                                                                                                                       6.2 

 ∙𝑂2
− + 2𝐻+ + 𝑒− → 𝐻2𝑂2                                                                                                       6.3 

𝐻2𝑂2 +  
∙𝑂2
− →  ∙𝑂𝐻 + 𝑂𝐻− + 𝑂2                                                                                          6.4 

𝐻+ +𝐻2𝑂 →  
∙𝑂𝐻 +𝐻+                                                                                                         6.5 

 

Mechanism 2 

𝑍𝑛𝑜 + ℎ𝑣 → (ℎ+ + 𝑒−)                                                                                                          6.6 

ℎ+ +𝐻2𝑂 →  
∙𝑂𝐻 + 𝐻+                                                                                                         6.7 

𝑒− + 𝑂2 →  
∙𝑂2
−                                                                                                                      6.8 

 ∙𝑂2
− +𝐻+ → 𝐻𝑂 2

.
                                                                                                                  6.9 

𝐻𝑂 2
. +𝐻+ +  𝑒− → 𝐻2𝑂2                                                                                                    6.10 

 

 

FIGURE 6.6: Antimicrobial activity of PHB-AgNc (2 % wt of Ag) by agar disc diffusion method  
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FIGURE 6.7: Antimicrobial activity of PHB-ZnONc (4 & 5% wt of ZnO) by agar disc diffusion method against 

(a) S. Aureus (b) E. Coli (c) Result ofantimicrobial activity of different ZnO Wt% concentration PHB-ZnONc 

films 

The result of antimicrobial activity of PHB-AgNc film is shown in Fig.6.6. However, PHB-

AgNc films did not show antimicrobial activity against used born pathogens; it may be due to 

non-formation of ROS because of an elevated level of silver ions that impact on bacterial cell 

disruption during the test. Xu et al., 2011 [245] reported that an elevated level of silver ions 

was required to profound impact on cell membrane disruption. The result of the antimicrobial 
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activity of PHB-ZnONc film is demostarted in Fig.6.7. PHB-ZnONc film showed 

antimicrobial activity against both food pathogens. Moreover, PHB-ZnONc film showed 

higher inhibition zones against gram-positive bacteria S. Aureus compared to gram-negative 

bacteria E. coli due to the changes in the structural and chemical composition of the cell 

surfaces. This is likely because of the peptidoglycan layer that surrounds gram-positive 

bacteria which promotes ZnO attack inside the cell, while the cell wall components of gram-

negative bacteria, such as lipopolysaccharides, can counter this attack. Gram-positive bacteria 

were more sensitive to hydrogen peroxide than Gram-negative bacteria [246-247]. The 

inhibition zone size was increased as the wt% of ZnO increased from 1 to 5% in the PHB-ZnO 

Nc film. 

 

6.2.7 Overall migration test 

 

The amount of packing material, primarily additives that can be transmitted to food is referred 

to as migration. Migration has often been seen as an unwanted problem because numerous 

substances pose a risk to human wellness and/or alter the composition of food [242]. As a 

result, the migration investigation was conducted using non-polar and polar food simulants to 

assess the total quantity migration from PHB-ZnONc and PHB-AgNc. The migration values 

(mg/kg of food simulants) were observed to decrease with increasing weight % from 1 to 5% 

of both ZnO and Ag2Oas shown in Fig. 6.8 (a) and (d). The homogeneous metal oxide 

dispersion and its strong interfacial adhesion with the PHB matrix causes chain 

immobilization and additional tortuous paths are created by the highly dispersed and 

distributed metal oxide nanoparticle which reduceded the migration properties. The PHB is 

hydrophobic in nature and demonstrates a low water uptake rate, which further decreases the 

addition of metal oxide nanoparticles. However, for all the compositions the migration value 

obtained by this study was well below the maximum migration limit which is 60 mg/kg for 

materials that come into contact with food authorized by current regulations [148][248] [249]. 

 

In the report of Diez-Pascual and Diez, it was observed that the increase in ZnO wt% from 1 

to 5% in PHB-ZnONc film, the overall migration value for 10% v/v ethanol, isooctane and 

water uptake was increased which increased in migration value due to the presence of small 
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nanoparticle clusters that provoked a reduction in matrix homogeneity and cohesion, which 

ultimately had a negative effect on the migration properties. However, the authors procured 

PHB from the market [217]. The overall migration of PHBV-ZnO nanocomposites decreased 

by 4 wt% of ZnO loading however, after increasing the ZnO loading it led to agglomeration of 

ZnO nanoparticles in composite and resulted in increasing overall migration value [250]. A 

similar result was obtained by Zhang et al., 2017, where increasing Ag nanoparticles in 

nanohybrids poly (3-hydroxybutyrate-co-3-hydroxyvalerate) (PHBV) led to a decrease in 

overall migration value for 10% v/v ethanol, isooctane and water uptake [251]. 

 

Moreover, in the present work, the PHB-ZnONc film migration value is lower than PHB-

AgNc in all 4 simulant tests; it shows higher potential for packaging application. For both 

synthesized nanocomposite films, the migration values for isooctane and acetic acid were 

much lower than ethanol which makes it suitable for application in the packaging of fatty and 

acidic food as well as dairy food products than alcoholic foods. 
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FIGURE 6.8: Overall migration data in acetic acid, ethanol 10% (v/v) and isooctane for (a) PHB-AgNc (b) 

PHB-ZnONc and distilled water (c) PHB-AgNc (d) PHB-ZnONc. 

 

6.3 Conclusion  

The degradation test and SEM analysis revealed that synthesized PHB was completely 

degraded within 11 weeks which confirms its biodegradability. The acquired mechanical 

properties of PHB film were within the range of PHB qualities reported in the literature 

utilized for disposable food packaging and other food packaging. The PHB ZnONc displayed 

antibacterial activity against human pathogenic bacteria, with S. aureus being consistently 

more effective than E. coli. Furthermore, the overall migration levels in all four simulants 

were far below the current legislation limits for food packaging materials. The PHB ZnONc is 

especially promising as packaging film/container materials for fatty food and acidic products 

and making thermoformed containers for water bottles, carbonated drinks, fruit juice and beer. 

Whereas, PHB-ZnONc and PHB-AgNc are additionally suitable for disposable applications 

such as overwrap, as a paper coating film, lamination film, cutlery, utensils, cups and garbage 

bags.
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CHAPTER 7 

 

Conclusions and Scope of Future Work 

 

7.1 Conclusions 

 

The potential utilization of agriculture residue cane molasses as a substrate and 

nutritional source for the synthesis of PHB by Alcaligenes sp. NCIM 5085 was 

addressed in this work. The optimization of PHB synthesis parameters like time, pH, and 

nutrient concentrations was performed for a number of experiments and kinetic analysis 

was done for cell growth and PHB production. 

 

The biomass and PHB productivities of the culture medium were considerably 

influenced by their initial substrate concentration and pH. Productivity was negatively 

impacted by excessive high or low substrate concentrations, i.e., C/N ratio. The shaking 

condition and volume of inoculum were the important factors to be considered for the 

maximum production of PHB. It was shown that higher production was attained with a 

shorter fermentation time, and the lag phase was also reduced. The logistic model 

incorporated with Luedeking Piret models was found in agreement with experimental 

data representing the batch kinetics and PHB biosynthesis. 

 

The PHB recovered from Alcaligenes sp. and cane molasses as substrate was initially 

identified by the Sudan black blue test and further confirmed by TEM analysis which 

reveals the presence of PHB inside the bacteria. The structural analysis of recovered 

PHB was carried out by using GC-MS, FTIR, 1H NMR and 13C NMR analysis. The 

absorption peak at 1724.56 cm-1 revealed the presence of the C=O (carbonyl) group by 
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FTIR, which is an indicator of PHB presence. Furthermore, the results of NMR and GC-

MS analysis confirmed recovered polymer was PHB. The melting point at 161.7 °C was 

found by thermal analysis where the degradation temperature was 285 °C. Glass 

transition temperature was observed by DSC at -2.3 °C. The thermal stability of the 

recovered polymer was obtained higher than standard PHB widening the application 

range of PHB.  

 

The objective of the current investigation was to identify the potential of PHB 

production by co-culture of Alcaligenes sp. NCIM 5085 and Bacillus subtilis on pre-

treated CM. Microbe could assimilate the substrate in more effectively when co-culture 

or mixed then isolated. A wide range of experiments was carried out to optimize PHB 

synthesis factors including a substrate, C/N ratio, Na2HPO4 & KH2PO4 concentration, 

and physical factors also including incubation period, pH, and inoculum volume. The 

existence of functional groups, bonds, and components was identified using FTIR, 

NMR, and GC-MS. Thermal investigation revealed a melting point of 172.5 °C at a 

degradation temperature of 254.5 °C. DSC detected a glass transition temperature of -6.3 

°C. The recovered polymer has a higher thermal stability than that of standard PHB. 

However, it is less thermally stable and highly crystalline than PHB produced from 

Alcaligenes sp. NCIM 5085 alone. Overall the co-culture shows a better yield of PHB 

(53%). Such a strategy may provide new opportunities for improving the efficiency of 

microbes PHB in viable biorefinery approaches using several lignocelluloses as 

feedstock. Furthermore, the PHB recovered from Alcaligenes sp. NCIM 5085 exhibit 

better thermal properties for packaging applications. 

 

The degradation test and SEM analysis of synthesized PHB reveals that synthesized 

PHB completely degraded within 11 weeks and is biodegradable. The acquired 

mechanical properties of PHB film within the range of PHB qualities reported in the 

literature were utilised for packaging and disposable applications, demonstrating the 

potential of synthesized PHB use in food packaging and disposable applications. The 

comparisons of the properties of the PHB-ZnO Nc films with the BIS or ISO standards 
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are given in table 7.1. The PHB-ZnONc displayed antibacterial activity against human 

pathogenic bacteria, with S. aureus being consistently more effective than E. coli. 

Furthermore, the overall migration levels in all four simulants were far below the current 

legislation limits for food packaging materials. The PHB-ZnONc is especially promising 

as packaging film/container materials for for fatty food and acidic products and making 

thermoformed containers for water bottles, carbonated drinks, fruit juice and beer. The 

PHB-ZnONc and PHB-AgNc are additionally suitable for disposable applications such 

as overwrap, as a paper coating film, as a lamination film, cutlery, utensils, cups and 

garbage bags. 

 

TABLE 7.1: The comparisons of the properties of the PHB-ZnO Nc films with the 

ISO standards. 

 

 

7.2 Scope of Future Work 

 

The PHB obtained from mixed culture can be blended with a plasticizer or other PHA 

polymer or organic, inorganic material to make it useful for other packaging 

applications. The kinetic data obtained from this study can be used for commercial 

reactors for fermentation. The PHB obtained from Alcaligenes sp. NCIM 5085 can be 

blended with another biopolymer for specified applications. The obtained PHB can be 

Sr. 

no. 

Name Tensile 

strength 

(σy)(MPa) 

Young’s 

modulus 

(E)(GPa) 

Elongation 

at break 

(εb) (%) 

Overall Migration 

(mg/Kg) 

Ref. 

1 PHB-ZnO 

NC film 

9.44 0.817 5.30 15.5±1.07- Acetic Acid, 

16.32±0.47-10% ethanol, 

10.65±1.09- Isooctane 

Present study 

2 LDPE 

film 

8.33 - 100  IS:2508 - 

1984 

3. LLDPE 18 - 300  IS 14500 : 

1998 

4. Overall 

Migration 

   60 IS 9845 : 

1998 

IS 10146. 

1982 
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used as an additive to other polymers to improve WVTR and OTR properties. Different 

microbes and substrates might also be mixed and explored to promote PHB synthesis at 

the commercial scale for better quality. 
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FIGURE. 1 : Kinetics of cell growth by Logistic model for PHB accumulation by Co-culture (a) 

CM concentration (b) C/N ratio (c) Na2HPO4 concentration (d) KH2PO4 concentration (e) 

Inoculum (f) pH 
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FIGURE. 2 : Kinetics of PHB synthesis by Luedeking Piret model for PHB accumulation by 

Co-culture (a) CM concentration (b) C/N ratio (c) Na2HPO4 concentration (d) KH2PO4 

concentration (e) Inoculum (f) pH   
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FIGURE. 3: The comparison of Experimental CDW kinetics data and Logistic data for PHB 

accumulation by Co-culture (a) CM concentration (b) C/N ratio (c) Na2HPO4 concentration (d) 

KH2PO4 concentration (e) Inoculum (f) pH   
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FIGURE. 4: The comparison of  Experimental PHB kinetics data and Luedeking Piret data 

for PHB accumulation by Co-culture (a) CM concentration (b) C/N ratio (c) Na2HPO4 

concentration (d) KH2PO4 concentration (e) Inoculum (f) pH   
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Table: 1 The summary of kinetics parameters for PHA synthesis and growth model by Co-culture in batch 

fermentation 

 

Experiment conditions Logistic Model Luedeking Piret model 

    µmax R2 β α  R2 

Concentration 

CM=20 g/L 0.093 0.98 0.0042 0.2 0.89 

CM=30 g/L 0.096 0.99 0.0046 0.2500 0.98 

CM=40 g/L 0.09 0.99 0.0044 0.11 0.9 

Nitrogen 

N=0.5 g/L 0.091 0.96 0.0093 0.23 0.96 

N=1, Na=1, 

K=1 g/L, 

inocolumn 

10%, pH=7 

0.12 0.99 0.0108 0.24 0.99 

N=2 g/L 0.093 0.98 0.005 0.19 0.9 

N=3 g/L 0.089 0.99 0.0045 0.17 0.97 

Na2HPO4 concentration  

Na=0.5 g/L 0.1 0.95 0.008 0.21 0.97 

Na=2 g/L 0.081 0.97 0.0085 0.21 0.85 

Na=3 g/L 0.079 0.92 0.006 0.19 0.93 

KH2PO4 concentration  

K=0.5 g/L 0.084 0.99 0.008 0.22 0.87 

K=2g/L 0.075 0.99 0.0086 0.15 0.9 

K=3 g/L 0.082 0.9 0.007 0.2 0.83 

 Inoculum %  
2% 0.078 0.95 0.0088 0.29 0.95 

5% 0.095 0.98 0.01 0.26 0.94 

 pH 
6 0.097 0.97 0.0078 0.22 0.96 

8 0.11 0.92 0.009 0.21 0.93 
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